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LEARNING POLICYMAKING IN SCHOOLS: 
DECOLONIZATION, REINHABITATION, AND INQUIRY 
 
 
Eric Y. Shieh 
 
In this study I detail participatory action research conducted with fourteen 
teachers in three schools over the course of a year exploring how we perceive, participate 
in, and transform our relationships with policymaking. The teachers, from many different 
grades and disciplines, met regularly in inquiry groups located in their schools, using as a 
starting point two initiating research questions: (1) How do we as teachers perceive and 
participate in policymaking in relation to our school? and (2) How does collaborative 
policy inquiry and research in our school change us and our work? Each group also 
developed its own policy questions, and participants led investigations into a variety of 
policies impacting their schools. 
 This research highlights a contradiction at the site of teachers and policy: teachers 
in the study, including myself, repeatedly confronted our positioning as objects in formal 
policy processes and our absence from conventional policymaking narratives. At the 
same time, there were ways we negotiated these contradictions—uncovering and 
resetting the distance between ourselves and a policymaking we are often implicated and 
   
always operate in. In investigating how teachers might access policymaking, this research 
employed inquiry grounded in processes of decolonization and reinhabitation. 
Participants sought explicitly to dislodge dominant understandings of policy through a 
collective process of naming policy and policymaking contexts, and explored ways to 
engage with policymaking in our schools. 
 Throughout this study, I describe how our learning was enabled or stymied. 
Amidst expressions of helplessness or disconnect, for example, participants found ways 
to locate ourselves in policy discourses and ground systemwide thinking in our work in 
schools. Additionally, we used data analysis as a space for developing agency and policy 
planning as a way of expanding and questioning our given roles as teachers. I also 
foreground ways different school contexts impacted this work: school institutional 
narratives and professional cultures played central roles in influencing the visibility of 
policies and policy actors, and capacities for risk-taking. 
As a whole, the inquiry was suffused in discovery but limited in direct policy 
action, suggesting avenues and also obstacles toward building vibrant and sustained 
spaces for teacher policymaking in schools. 
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“We seek what is missing, we undertake the task of 
collaborative creation and find each other, we resist the walls 
built into us and built between us. We are sloppy and chaotic 
and contentious and sometimes superficial and unconnected 
and slow. We become vulnerable and we blossom. We dance. 
It is what we have come to do, and we will do it.” 
 
Dedicated to the memory of Buzz Alexander, 1938-2019 
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“Is This Good for Kids?” 
 
In 2013 my school was confronted with a city-wide mandate that required each 
teacher to be evaluated, in part, by two standardized tests administered to students. The 
requirement, accompanied by over a hundred new, unpiloted tests, dramatically expanded 
the number of tests and tested subjects. Out of thirty consecutive school days in April and 
May, our sixth graders were asked to sit for a minimum of eighteen days of tests. We did 
the only thing that made sense to us as a school: we refused. 
Determining that the collateral consequences of this mandate were untenable, my 
school’s implementation committee—on which I served as a teacher—found a way to 
subvert the requirement. We proposed to our staff that we make a mockery of the 
mandate by (mis)assigning the entire teaching faculty to the same two tests: we would all 
share the same evaluation score as teachers, as a school. After a long hour of emotional 
discussion, our faculty was unanimous in its decision: we would take a stand. I remember 
one colleague, an eighth-grade English teacher, crying openly. It was the feeling of 
having narrowly averted some kind of trauma, of having dodged something cynical and 
senseless. We were suddenly grateful to be here, in this school, in this place—willing to 
hold a line. 




 Later that year, we would go further and write on the experience as a faculty, 
passing draft after draft of an opinion piece between teams and departments within our 
school. The result was an editorial detailing our actions and reasons. Within days of being 
published in a widely-distributed national newspaper, it was shared and re-posted by 
dozens of news outlets and several schools reached out to us about following suit. A year 
later, facing critical pressure from teachers and parents, New York State would eliminate 
a large portion of the requirement. New York City would make the loophole we had 
exploited a legitimate option for schools across the city. 
Today, this moment remains a touchstone in the story of our school—a moment in 
which we took policymaking into our own hands, as it were. It was also a moment when 
we recognized that many of the practices we had been cultivating for years in our school, 
distinctively progressive in orientation and opposed at its core to standardization, were 
their own kind of policymaking. Our shared commitment to an ethic or approach to 
education manifested its own kind of power within an overbearing, accountability-driven 
education policy context. Our action in 2013 marked a start, not an end, to our advocacy 
and efforts to build a more robust space for progressive policy on the ground. Since then, 
we have engaged in a host of smaller actions and, in 2018, another high-profile editorial 
depicting the state’s and city’s underfunding of public schools. 
I am not naïve about the pressures teachers and schools face, the multitude of 
ways our choices are circumscribed, the immense challenge in building practices that 
might speak back to policy mandates. I am, however, interested in how such work might 
be developed, and what it would mean for teachers, in particular, to build capacities for 
policymaking in our schools. 




The stakes are high. The contemporary education policy landscape in the U.S. is 
one marked by the tightening of educational meanings through systems of standardization 
and accountability, the erosion of local school agency through growing centralization and 
privatization of education, and the fragmentation of place in an increasingly influential 
neo-liberal politics of globalization. The New York City teacher evaluation program and 
its ballooning testing apparatus in 2013 was no isolated policy, but rather tied to a larger 
policy assemblage that included the spilling mass of priorities of the 2009 federal Race to 
the Top program. These priorities, impressed upon states, ranged from developing highly 
specified systems of testing and evaluation to building legislative support for the charter 
sector and emphasizing STEM subjects. As a whole, they furthered a trend of increasing 
federal influence in education (McGuinn, 2014). 
These policy directions concern me in part because they work against many of the 
approaches to teaching and learning that have animated and strengthened my work as a 
teacher for seventeen years—namely, those associated with a dynamic notion of 
progressive education grounded in social responsibility and democracy, experiential and 
open-ended curriculum, student- and society-centered instruction, and a vibrant public 
discourse in education (Dewey, 1897; Pignatelli, 2012). But perhaps more so than their 
content, these directions represent a shift in who makes or has a say in education policy. 
Political scientist Jeffrey Henig (2013) argues persuasively that many of these changes in 
U.S. education can be mapped alongside a broader movement of education decision-
making away from education-based organizations and toward a general-purpose 
governance and politics. Where previously education policymakers were almost 
exclusively located in professional associations, unions, school districts, or state 




departments of education, the 
new policymakers are mayors 
and presidents, courts and 
legislatures (Figure 1.1). 
While historically teachers 
and schools may never have 
been front and center in 
policymaking, it is clear that 
contemporary trends structure them further from this work. The new actors and sites for 
policymaking, policy sociologist Stephen Ball (2010) argues, respond to an expanded 
realm of interest groups, including businesses, philanthropists, and the multi-issue 
coalitions that have shaped education in dramatic ways this century. 
What does it mean that this kind of education policymaking, understood narrowly 
as the construction of laws and rules that govern education systems, is increasingly 
distanced from schools and from teachers? If, as Henig (2013) suggests, these new 
arrangements have the potential to weaken the representative function of central 
education bureaucracies, erode the influence of locally-rooted groups, and degrade 
instructional expertise (pp. 172-5), we are entering a new era where school actors are 
explicitly limited in their capacity to respond to students and communities. Questions that 
should guide the everyday work of education, such as “What knowledge is of the most 
worth?” (Spencer, 1884) or the classic “Is this good for kids?”—with their implications 
for ethical judgment, no longer have a place (Santoro, 2013, 2016; Pinar, 2004). 
Figure 1.1. The shift from education-specific to general-
purpose arenas (Henig, 2013, p. 20). Reprinted with permission  




Where are the places that might respond, that do talk back, that might talk back? 
What is the possibility of a robust, ongoing policy engagement on the ground, in our 
schools? Of a reshaping not simply of who does policy, but what constitutes 
policymaking? In a landscape of education reform that often renders notions of ethical 
judgment in teaching unintelligible, where is the place to hold onto or perhaps reinhabit 
such work? 
This study explores one avenue into such questions. In it, I describe the work of 
teacher inquiry groups in three schools, each committed over the course of a year to 
investigating policymaking and our relationship to it as teachers. Our hope was not 
simply to understand better something that had been held apart from us, but also to 
reclaim some part of policymaking as our own. 
 
On the Relationship Between Teachers and Policy 
 
Early in the conception of this study, as part of a pilot, I met with several teachers 
to discuss what it might mean to invest in teacher policymaking. I was taken aback when 
Adam, a tenth-grade English teacher, shared this: 
I just hear the word “policy” and I think bars and chains. . . . I think, for me, one 
of the major issues with policy is that the creator of policy is a policymaker, as 
opposed to a person. And I think that to a certain extent, the policymaker almost 
forgoes their personhood because they no longer become an individual who’s 
affected by the policy. They’re more invested in the policy working than the 
policy’s effect on individuals. 
 
Adam’s sharp critique draws a weighty distinction between person and policymaker, tied 
in no small way to his experiences as a teacher. The language of oppression is present 
from the very start, offering insight into a felt relationship between one teacher and 
policy, and a challenge to any project that might seek to reconcile the two. 




Adam’s experience is not isolated, echoed both by other teachers in the pilot study 
and also a number of policy researchers. Jenny Ozga (2000) argues that it is contained in 
the very definition of policy, understood conventionally as “the actions of government, 
aimed at securing particular outcomes” (p. 2). In the case of educational systems, policy 
is commonly characterized as top-down and linear, authored in government legislatures 
and state or local bureaucracies, and realized in legislation, regulations, and a variety of 
strategy texts such as memorandums. Schools and teachers are its “particular 
outcomes”—objects constituted by policy. As a discursive act, this understanding of 
policy constructs a hierarchical division between the work of designated education 
policymakers and the work of school actors, rationally ordering a system in which 
decision-making flows one-way. 
 Such a positioning of teachers with respect to policy is undoubtedly exacerbated 
by contemporary reforms, many of which deploy new policy technologies to constrain 
the work and reconstruct the identities of teachers. The new policy actors described by 
Henig and Ball bring a broad network of relations across a variety of policy communities 
to bear in their work, marking a shift in policymaking from the discrete actions of 
isolated government entities to the continuous governance efforts of a wider regulatory 
ensemble. Ball (2010), in particular, speaks to the increasing presence of heterarchies in 
education policymaking—the “network relations within and across new policy 
communities, designed to generate new governing capacity and enhance legitimacy” (p. 
157). Government actors join with private philanthropic, business, and advocacy groups, 
bringing about a kind of policy that reaches past a discrete teacher evaluation mandate 
and joins it to the ongoing development of new data systems, new discourses around 




teacher identity and teaching, new or narrowed school resource providers, and the 
policing of legitimate interests in education reform. All these spaces make professional 
and moral demands upon teachers while simultaneously increasing the “opacity of 
policy-making” (Ball, 2010, p. 158; see also Burch, 2010). Teachers are, in this new 
landscape, called to perform particular policy positions as part of what it means to be a 
teacher. 
Sociologists like Ball (2003) use the language of “subjectivation” to describe this 
condition, and my experiences as a teacher—the feelings of insecurity, of being pulled at 
by competing discourses—alongside a numerous teacher narratives affirm this 
characterization (e.g. Santoro, 2016, 2013). At the same time, I would argue that the 
constraints and calls into particular subject positions are incomplete: subjectivity 
oversteps, the object resists, and persons exceed policy. My colleague Adam’s 
articulation of the oppression of teachers by policymakers enacts a recognition that 
already names its incomplete effect. This is also true: education policy requires the 
participation and performance of teachers, and teachers are always already creating and 
embodying policies within the context of our schools—even in cases of limited 
recognition, security, or strategy (Ball et al., 2012). We have students in our care, a 
school in our sight. The field of policy implementation, richly elaborated in education 
research, is defined by the understanding that policy is a process that engages the 
participation of multiple subject-actors. Education, in the words of Larry Cuban (2013), 
is not a complicated puzzle to be “solved,” but rather involves an unpredictable series of 
human beings with “varied expertise and independence” (p. 156). Not only is expertise in 
play where teachers are concerned, but also a variety of experiences that stem from 




social, organizational, political, and positional factors (Honig, 2009; Datnow & Park, 
2009), many of which will be reviewed in more detail in the following chapter. Our 
schools are not empty spaces, but places where teachers collectively interpret, circulate, 
and even create policies (Supovitz, 2008; Ball et al., 2012). 
 What emerges at the site of teachers and policymaking, I suggest, is a 
contradiction. On one hand, teachers, located in classrooms and communities to whom 
they are responsible—to whom they respond, actively create policy and build spaces for 
its interpretation and implementation. On the other, they are continuously narrated out of 
policymaking, and in many cases narrated into pre-specified understandings that 
emphasize their positioning as policy targets. Teachers, Patrick Schmidt (2017) argues, 
“are not expected to engage in leadership and not taught to think in policy terms” (p. 13). 
The conflict too often plays out in a kind of helplessness: “As teachers, we are used to 
deflating our assessments of how policy and leadership can be meaningful to our own 
practices” (Schmidt, 2013, p. 108). Ball (2015) names a “growing sense of ontological 
insecurity” in the face of policy assault directed at teachers: “both a loss of a sense of 
meaning in what we do, and of what is worthwhile and important in what we do. Here we 
find ourselves ‘other’ to ourselves” (p. 310). What results is not simply a diminished 
capacity in teachers to reflect and transform their own practices, but a diminished 
capacity in the education field as a whole to create and evaluate policy (Ozga, 2000, p. 5). 
 
Conceptualizing Policymaking by Teachers, in Schools 
 
This study engages, with teachers, in what it might look like to work through that 
contradiction, on the ground. The descriptions above of insecurity and diminished 




capacity fall short of articulating what a reasserted role in policymaking might entail for 
teachers in the context of our schools. While certainly some teachers make claim to 
policy roles through participation in unions or professional associations and at times 
occupy formal roles in government, I seek a recovery of policy strategy at the site of our 
daily work in schools. There, something different than the kinds of actions commonly 
ascribed to “policymakers,” so eloquently rejected by my colleague at the start of the 
previous section, must be sought. 
The theorizing of a generative space, existing in and through contradictory 
narratives, has a particularly rich tradition among postcolonial theories. Postcolonial 
thinkers have long sought ways to interpret and explore agency at the site of 
contradiction, to articulate resistance on the ground, the movement of the object. I refer, 
in particular, to Homi Bhabha’s (1994) description of “Third Space,” where processes of 
identification move across the fixities of identity categories (pp. 37-39), and Gayatri 
Spivak’s (2012) act of “learning the double bind,” where contradictory instructions are 
elaborated and crossed—giving access to what she calls an “epistemic on the ground” (p. 
3). For Bhabha and Spivak, it is in movement—processes of identification, crossings, 
recognitions and misrecognitions—that new kinds of possibilities can be both 
apprehended and constituted. 
While I stop short of naming teachers as colonized in policymaking, 
acknowledging that the struggles of most teachers are incommensurate with those of 
Indigenous populations against settler colonialism (see Tuck and Yang, 2012), I propose 
postcolonial frameworks offer a way to investigate both what teacher policymaking 
might look like in schools, and how it might be explored. If Ball suggests correctly that 




teachers currently exist within systems of policy where “we find ourselves ‘other’ to 
ourselves,” it is Franz Fanon (1963) that names a starting place for the project of 
decolonization: “Who am I in reality?” (p. 182). I also suggest the language of 
decolonization and reinhabitation, elaborated below, offers an ethical orientation to this 
work, joining this development of policymaking on the ground with broader social and 
ecological aims. I conceive of this study in movement, conducted with teachers in the act 
of learning policymaking, not simply because of my own investment in building 
policymaking in schools, but also because I am interested in how, in this engagement, 
policymaking in a wider discursive sense might be re-articulated and transformed. 
 I conceptualize learning policymaking, then, following the work of education 
theorist David Gruenewald (2003), as rooted in parallel processes of decolonization and 
reinhabitation. Gruenewald’s aim with these processes is the recovery of place—a 
“narrative of local and regional politics that is attuned to the particularities of where 
people actually live” (p. 3). The foregrounding of place is particularly applicable to 
teacher policymaking: it highlights the school as a site of intervention, where a policy 
narrative that positions place as “an empty container, to be filled by subjects and objects 
of policy,” must be refused (Gulson, 2008, p. 155). The process of decolonization 
addresses a need to dislodge dominant understandings and assumptions of policymaking 
and power, understandings about the fixed roles of schools and teachers in education. It 
requires teachers to engage in a process of recognition of the kinds of positions we might 
inhabit. Reinhabitation, alongside this work, points to engagement and action, a need for 
teachers to speak back and ensure our schools are full of our voices and commitments in 
the first place.  




  Learning policymaking, in this conception of decolonization and reinhabitation, is 
not primarily a task of developing new skills and knowledge, but rather of reflecting and 
transforming practices that are already happening. It is a move—a movement. A detailed 
examination of the kinds of practices that might constitute a policymaking on the ground, 
and the design of a space for learning policymaking that engages with them, are the 
subjects of Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. 
 
Research Questions and Overview of Research 
 
The framework above makes it clear that this is research tied to a process of 
learning, an examination of how teachers might articulate and engage with policymaking 
over the course of policy inquiry in our schools. It is important to this work that the 
teacher-participants serve as co-researchers—that through the act of learning 
policymaking, we are collectively conducting research on ourselves and our schools. 
While it might be possible to identify some aspects of teacher policymaking in schools 
through traditional ethnographic research and there are several important antecedents in 
this regard (e.g. Ball et al., 2012; Hubbard et al., 2006), I argue such efforts are severely 
limited the moment they cast teachers and schools as objects of study. If it is in motion 
that teachers might work through contradictory positions in policymaking, then their full 
participation in this research, where policy learning is understood as a kind of research 
into policy, is required. Indeed, to structure this work otherwise would be to betray the 
very concerns that animate this study—namely the distance between teachers and 
policymaking. In line with Ozga’s (2000) call for teacher policy research, I aim to 




collapse the distance between teachers and the kinds of research that inform and 
constitute education policymaking. 
The processes of decolonization and reinhabitation described in the previous 
section, then, animate the following two overarching research questions of this study: 
1. How do we as teachers perceive and participate in policymaking in relation to 
our school? 
2. How does collaborative policy inquiry and research in our school change us 
and our work? 
The first question echoes Fanon’s “Who am I in reality?” and initiates a process of 
naming policy and our positions in policymaking. It also foregrounds the ways our 
schools enable and constrain the kinds of policymaking we might engage in. The second 
question explores the possibility of transformation, acknowledging that this undertaking 
is a trial, a pursuit into how and whether an engagement with policy learning through 
inquiry enables the kinds of policy recoveries that could constitute a reinhabitation of our 
schools and work. 
 Fourteen teachers representing three schools, including myself and my school, 
took part in this journey. The three schools are in many ways a study in contrasts, both in 
terms of formal and informal characteristics: a charter school, a district public school, and 
a neighborhood public school; two elementary schools and one secondary school; a 
declared progressive school and a declared “ordinary school”; a school marked by 
hierarchies between administrators and teachers and a school where over half the teachers 
hold leadership positions in a dramatic display of distributed leadership. The fourteen 
teachers, too, vary considerably—by social identity, teaching experience, subject taught, 




and leadership roles. Which is to say, I sought out the ways different schools and 
different teachers might engage with notions of policymaking. This study is marked by 
both the divergences and convergences between teachers and schools. 
Over the course of the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 school years (depending on the 
school), each school’s group of teachers met together with me roughly every three weeks, 
after school, for 70-90 minutes with the explicit purpose of inquiring about policy and 
policymaking. We began by defining policymaking and naming policies that defined our 
schools. We identified policy roles. We named policy interests and investigated many of 
them. We collected data on our schools and neighborhoods. We asked hundreds of 
questions (and answered a few of them). We reflected on our work and sought its 
implications. Along the way, we fumbled for answers, we hit dead ends and grew 
frustrated. We made connections and discoveries and grew excited again. The data of this 
study is comprised primarily of this work together, captured in transcripts of our inquiry 
group meetings, a variety of artifacts produced and collected by the groups, and also my 
fieldnotes. It includes a parallel series of reflections and interpretations, both taken from 
the start of each meeting when we often took time to reflect on the previous meeting and 
examine transcripts, and from a debrief interviews with each participant at the conclusion 
of the year. 
But let me also mention this: while not data, entirely, we also celebrated over 
cookies, mourned the shortening of days in the winter, detailed personal struggles in our 
classrooms, and sought and gave each other advice. One teacher’s father passed away 
near the end of the year. Another gave birth to a baby boy. This, too, was our time 
together. 




 In making a commitment to shared research and open-ended inquiry, based not in 
small part on building a community of trust whose value might exceed the explicit 
purpose of the study, I adopted a participatory research design (PAR) for the study. 
Described in greater detail in Chapter 3, PAR was developed in part through education 
work in postcolonial contexts and is particularly suited to research that seeks what Paulo 
Freire calls conscientização—“conscientization” or a deepening awareness of our own 
sociopolitical context (Zeller-Berkman, 2014). The PAR design manifested in ways that 
included shared facilitation and ownership of decision-making among all participants, 
and my role as both convener and participant. While the two research questions above 
served to initiate our work and provide some shape to the learning, the bulk of each 
group’s journey grew out of questions each of us brought as participants. These 
questions, such as “What is the role of our school in larger segregation and desegregation 
concerns?” or “Why doesn’t this school have adequate resources to support literacy in 
struggling students?” are tied closely to the interests of participants and the particularities 
of each school. It is through these specific investigations into our own contexts that we 
enter and simultaneously explore the broader questions around teachers and 
policymaking to which this study ultimately returns. 
 
Overview of the Dissertation 
 
In the following chapter, I construct in greater detail a conceptual framework for 
how teacher policymaking might be described and developed. To this aim, I examine 
literature across several fields that depict varied conceptions of policymaking “on the 
ground” or “from below,” both specifically at the site of teachers and schools via research 




in policy implementation and policy sociology, and also more generally with reference to 
social theory. These understandings of policymakings—plural—are used both as an 
analytical tool to make sense of the many struggles and arrivals of the participants in this 
study, as well as a framework for the design of the research. 
In Chapter 3, I elaborate on this study’s research design, describing more 
specifically its PAR commitments and the research methods developed from these 
commitments. I explain, as well, the methodological decisions I made while planning this 
study, including the roles participants and I played in data collection and the analysis of 
this research. I also describe the recruitment and selection of participants, and share their 
implications for this study. 
 Chapters 4-7 report on the bulk of the study’s findings, with each chapter 
detailing a different phase of the yearlong inquiry in each school and also offering a 
discussion of the convergences and divergences in thinking across the schools. Chapter 4 
introduces each school’s policy context by way of participants’ early investigations into 
how we perceive policy and policymaking processes in relation to our school. Chapter 5 
introduces the participants individually, and both Chapters 5 and 6 highlight the work of 
the inquiry groups first in exploring policy and policymaking broadly through discussions 
of what policy is and our roles as teachers in it (Chapter 5), and second in investigating 
policy through specific issues named in each school (Chapter 6). These chapters offer a 
number of avenues into what it might mean to learn policymaking, and highlight a variety 
of engagements through which participants built more complex frameworks for 
understanding policy and developed capacities for thinking about and doing policy work. 




Chapter 7 discusses the final conclusions of each inquiry group and participants’ 
reflections on our work, drawn primarily from individual debrief interviews. There is a 
focus in this chapter on what we accomplished, both in terms of learning and in terms of 
action, and the obstacles we faced in our inquiry. 
Chapter 8 revisits the two overarching research questions for the study, and 
proposes implications, applications, and areas for further research. 
In addition to these chapters, which detail the design and course of the research in 
conjunction with the two primary research questions, there are four “interludes” between 
Chapters 4-8, each of which offers a brief personal reflection drawn in part from my 
fieldnotes from that phase of the inquiry. These reflections—on agency, strangeness, 
facilitation, and validity—offer commentary on my thinking and learning as a facilitator 
and researcher during the research process.  
I intend through these interludes to render visible some of my thinking related to a 
research that aims, throughout, to enact a crossing into activism. In these sections, I 
return to questions about whether or not I am doing right by these teachers and schools, 
recognizing this imperative too is central to the commitments of the study. Linda Tuhiwai 
Smith (1999) charges that a research methodology that works towards decolonization 
should take a stance of “‘researching back’ in the same tradition of ‘writing back’ or 
‘talking back’ that characterizes much of the post-colonial or anti-colonial literature” 
(1999, p. 7). It is my aim here as a teacher and as a researcher, in solidarity with 
colleagues working to build better schools across my city, that our work together might 
speak back to a landscape of reform and research that too often demands only our 
acquiescence. 







CONCEPTUALIZING POLICY LEARNING IN SCHOOLS 
 
 This chapter expands my argument that the intersection of teachers and 
policymaking is one marked by contradiction, and that to investigate the act of learning 
policymaking with teachers it to speak of a constant negotiation—a movement between 
two things that do not sit easily with each other. In Chapter 1, I suggested that this 
contradiction was the result of both formal structure and discursive narrative. 
Structurally, teachers are nominal objects of much of education policy. Discursively, 
teachers neither inhabit the same positions as the kinds of actors traditionally understood 
as policymakers (elected officials, bureaucrats, administrators), nor do we possess the 
same kinds of tools (laws, mandates, rules) at our disposal. To conceive of teacher 
policymaking at the site of our daily work in schools would be to suggest something 
different than policymaking as it is conventionally understood. At the same time, it is 
clear that teachers affect policy, and even create it—that we do policy work. In this 
chapter, I explore several avenues into what such policymaking might and does look like, 
for the most part through an examination of research related to policymaking and the 
work of teachers and schools. 
I begin, however, with a brief detour into an illustration of a kind of policymaking 
“from below” that takes place well outside the context of U.S. schools, employing what 
McDonald et al. (2009) call a “distant mirror” in the service of imagining alternatives and 
building a broad vision of what might be possible. 




Tiuna el Fuerte: A Distant Mirror 
 
In a vacant lot on the outskirts of Caracas, Venezuela lies an assortment of large 
shipping containers repurposed as informal classrooms. Initially occupied by a group of 
squatting artists, the lot has evolved in the past decade into an educational space they call 
Tiuna el Fuerte. Today, hundreds of youth come daily to participate in informal arts 
classes, manage a community radio station, and organize political art activism. While 
visiting in 2012 as part of a research fellowship, I was invited to observe neighborhood 
youth building a campaign to challenge the government’s portrayal of them as 
malandros—thugs. 
 I was immediately smitten by Tiuna el Fuerte’s vibrancy, its hodgepodge of 
practices and open collaborations, a radical collectivity on display in its weekly 
governance assemblies open to all. During my visit, I asked Lorena Fréitez, one of the 
collective’s longtime members, to describe some of the critical choices they had made in 
their short history. She described not a series of bold decisions, as I had imagined, but 
rather an evolving and participatory policymaking that strove to respond to the emerging 
needs and ethos of their community. In a 2014 interview she would elaborate: “Estamos 
en el ensayo y error, diseñando una política desde abajo”—we are in trial and error, 
designing a policy from below (“Colectivo Tiuna El Fuerte”). 
 A policy from below. Instead of legislation and rules, the members of Tiuna el 
Fuerte seem instead to put forward ownership and occupation, collectivity, informal 
education, and even the arts as its own a way of being together. Against “best practices” 
and “what works,” mantras of a U.S. reform movement preoccupied with certainty, they 
offer trial and error. In naming the work of this once-vacant—now richly inhabited—lot 




policymaking, Fréitez unsettles familiar accounts of what policymaking might mean. In 
naming it work “from below,” she suggests a site of opposition, fiercely political, “where 
discourse can be created” (personal communication, July 25, 2012). 
At the same time, Tiuna is not entirely isolated or free from its broader policy 
context. Its members, for example, explicitly align Tiuna with the revolutionary project 
of former president Hugo Chavez and benefit from the legitimacy that comes with such 
ties to above, so to speak. Its existence further involves a legal loophole in urban 
planning that allows for the use of unused lands for a limited period of time (McCloud et 
al., 2014, p. 332). These are constraints and authorizations, and—in the case of the youth 
campaign I witnessed—even contradictions: a message opposing violence overlaid 
problematically with Chavez’s much-criticized call for armed revolution (“una 
revolución pacifica, pero armada”). 
But in this complexity, through the complexity, and perhaps with it Tiuna el 
Fuerte has evolved something that I would argue presents an inspiring contrast to the 
institutional and regulated spaces of schools in the U.S. I take Fréitez’s declaration of a 
“policy from below” as a starting place in this chapter, recognizing that its realization 
may not necessarily escape hierarchical or centralized governmental policies, but that its 
claim or apprehension matters. There is a building and negotiating at play that, in my 
observation, gives life to an agency or strategy on the ground. 
In the next section, then, I begin by reviewing literature from several research 
fields which provide models for thinking about education policymaking from below. 
Subsequently, I turn to the space of schools and how their work and the work of 
classroom teachers have been described in education policy research. Finally, returning to 




my argument of the contradictory relationship between teachers and policymaking, I lay 
out a conceptual framework for this research that names several potential avenues into 
examining teacher policymaking, and grounds the development of that policymaking in 
processes of decolonization and reinhabitation. 
 
Policymaking From Below 
 
 The assertion of a policy from below requires a sleight-of-hand performed upon 
the word policy, commonly understood as the actions of a central government. What is 
below, then, can in one sense refer to those persons upon whom such policy actions are 
conventionally performed. It may speak to the work of these nominal policy recipients in 
response to or in relation to policy directives—work that is largely addressed in the 
research field of policy implementation. It is important to recognize, however, that the 
very name of this field preserves a distinction between those who are authorized to make 
policy and those who implement it. 
The idea of a policy from below might also suggest the existence of multiple 
spaces of policymaking, all of which create and respond to policies. Such a way of 
looking at policymaking has gained some traction in the relatively new field of critical 
policy sociology. It is also possible to conceive of “below” as something underground—
underneath conventional streams of policymaking altogether. Several social theorists 
suggest a vision of policymaking that is non-hierarchical and decentered from the work 
of governments, constituted in a space of collective planning. In the sections immediately 
following, I review literature from each of these three research fields, and argue that all 
might coexist as ways of describing aspects of the work of teachers in policymaking. 





Policy Implementation: How Policy Recipients Change Policy 
 I begin by reviewing various conceptualizations of policy from below in the field 
of policy implementation, with its focus on the role of policy “recipients” in 
implementing government authorized policy. As a field, policy implementation concerns 
itself with an observed gap between policy intent and policy outcomes: the opening of the 
field is credited to Pressman and Wildavsky’s study Implementation: How Great 
Expectations in Washington are Dashed in Oakland . . . (1973). Here, the authors detail 
how policies are not simply completed in the process of implementation, but rather 
evolve, concluding that “implementation is no longer solely about getting what you once 
wanted but what you have since learned to prefer” (p. 176). Which is to say, 
policymakers learn and policies change over a long and complex process of 
implementation. In this case, a multimillion-dollar experiment in urban development that 
began with great enthusiasm concluded with painfully meager results. Unsurprisingly, 
then, following Pressman and Wildavsky much of the policy implementation field 
exhibits a bias towards improving the fidelity of implementation, focusing on what 
actions might be taken by central government actors to achieve intended outcomes 
(Mazmanian & Sabatier, 1983; Smith & Larimer, 2013). 
 There is, nonetheless, a strain of “bottom-up” research in the field, interested in 
the power wielded by policy implementers and the need to consider them as a starting 
place in policy design. Michael Lipsky (1980) famously coined the term “street-level 
bureaucrats” to describe what might be called first-order policy recipients, or middle-
managers in the policy chain—in contrast to those who are directly advantaged or 
disadvantaged by the policy (see Ball, 1997, for a discussion of this distinction). Using 




policemen and teachers as examples, Lipsky argues that these so-called implementers 
make hundreds of day-to-day decisions that necessarily transform any public program. 
 Such decision-making is circumscribed and enabled by numerous factors, and 
education policy researchers have sought to detail the various mechanisms that shape the 
implementation of education-specific policy. James Spillane and Patricia Burch, for 
example, have paid particular attention to cognitive factors in what they describe as 
policy “sense-making,” where school district-level managers and teachers bring pre-
existing knowledge and experiences to bear on their interpretations of policy (Spillane, 
2004; Spillane et al., 2006; Burch & Spillane, 2004). Cohen’s (1990) celebrated narrative 
of a mathematics teacher who believes she has implemented California’s new curriculum 
policies but has instead created a hodgepodge of practices based on her own 
understanding of them provides one memorable illustration—if not one suffused with 
agency. 
Other education researchers have expanded their analysis to organizational factors 
and wider political, economic, and institutional contexts. Moolenaar & Daly (2012), for 
example, focus on the ways social networks and professional communities shape reform 
policies “between and among educational actors . . . through a social process of 
interaction” (p. 2; also Datnow, 2012; Coburn, 2001; Coburn & Stein, 2006; Penuel et al. 
2013). Fuhrman et al. (1988) argue that local education goals and political contexts must 
be taken to account when describing how first-order recipients will handle a new 
education policy, illustrating a “strategic interaction” at play in a study of federal policy 
implementation across multiple states and districts. Loeb & McEwan (2006) discuss the 
ever-present specter of economic constraint in terms of the availability of resources and 




the financial capacity to disseminate new knowledge. And at an institutional level, 
several theorists have attended to the pressures created by an institutional field which 
enable and restrict possible policy responses: what is discursively constituted as 
legitimate or illegitimate, for example, has a profound effect on what individual actors 
may view as possible (Scott, 2001; DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Thus, for example, while 
new national standards for music education released in the 1990s called for a broadened 
vision of music-making in classrooms, a field structured by incentives and imperatives 
around traditional large-ensemble practices permitted few opportunities for change 
(Williams, 2007). 
Such research paints a vivid picture of the complex forces at play when nominal 
targets of central government policy are called upon implement policies. Taken 
collectively, these varied forces draw attention to the dramatic import of what happens 
“below,” though the implementation field does not generally represent such policy 
transformations in terms of agency or even strategy on the part of policy receivers. Where 
policy is changed by recipients, many researchers suggest it may be fundamentally 
conservative, resisting change by habit or because there is a lack of capacity to change 
(think of Cohen’s mathematics teacher)—not because there is capacity to resist or 
imagine otherwise (see also Matland, 1995; Spillane, 2004). Wilcox and Lawson (2016) 
offer that if agency is defined as the “interplay of individual and group/collective 
perceptions and intentions and the conditions provided by the school, district context, and 
surrounding community,” there may be greater evidence of it in the contexts of some 
contemporary reforms, where teachers and school leaders are given opportunities to 
“enjoy professional discretion” (p. 186). While I agree with Wilcox and Lawson that this 




discretion is felt as agency and should be recognized as a kind of strategy, I also observe 
that—like much of the implementation field—it begins from the assumption that the 
primary role of policy recipients is still response. 
A few key exceptions in the field include Datnow and Park (2009), who argue 
that the term “co-construction” may be more useful than implementation when the whole 
of institutional discourses, political and cultural contexts, positionality of policy actors, 
and role of power are taken into consideration. Hubbard et al. (2006) have also suggested 
the word “enactment,” documenting the way numerous policy “recipients” transformed 
entirely a comprehensive district reform in San Diego. Rather than view policy as an 
established directive transformed through implementation, Stephen Ball (1997) argues 
policy might better be understood as posing a particular problem: “A response must still 
be put together, constructed in context, offset against or balanced by other expectations. 
All of this involves creative action of some kind” (p. 74). In Ball’s formulation, the 
nominal recipients of policy become its problem-solvers; their contexts matter more than 
those of formal authorizers of policy. Ball’s suggestion that we might view policy as an 
open process fundamentally marks a departure from the implementation field, concerned 
as it is with linear, unidirectional understandings of policy. 
 
New Policies, New Positions: Policy as Iterated and Embodied 
 Stephen Ball’s later work, growing from a large body of scholarship in critical 
policy sociology, suggests a new analytical lens for how we might conceptualize policy 
from below and also seeks to describe a shift in contemporary education policymaking 
that itself blurs notions of unidirectionality in policy. Since the turn of the century, new 
policy designs in education have grown more ambitious in their goals, targets, and tools 




(Honig, 2006). No longer confined to the legislative or regulatory work of central 
government, policymakers have engaged multiple sectors, both public and private, in a 
bid to manage more effectively the work of education (Buckley et al., 2010). The reach of 
such policies, and the proliferation of policymaking in non-governmental spaces, has led 
many contemporary policy researchers to conceptualize policy in ways that eschew 
conventional divides of “above” and “below.” Rather than a collection of government 
mandates to be implemented, policy can be understood instead as a collection of 
intersecting discourses, circulating without requiring reference any origin, government or 
otherwise, and taken up by actors in differing fashions. Ball (2010) champions this 
analytical shift when he argues that the past decade has seen a movement from 
“government” to “governance” in policymaking, marked by the emergence of “network 
relations within and across new policy communities, designed to generate new governing 
capacity and enhance legitimacy” (p. 157). Discrete policymaking centered in formal 
government spaces may no longer be the norm (if it ever was), but rather what Deleuze & 
Guattari (1987) call an assemblage—a collection of texts and meanings, organizations 
and relationships, that join particular discourses and secure particular outcomes. If all 
regulatory discourse is part and parcel to policymaking, policymaking has indeed 
exploded to encompass the work of private and non-governmental organizations, 
including businesses, interest groups, education management organizations, and of course 
schools and teachers—all of whom play a role in its constitution (Burch, 2010). 
Education policymaking from below, in this expanded context, might still focus 
on the work of nominal targets of such regulatory discourse—teachers and schools—but 
it may be taken up anywhere teachers and schools connect to, influence, and are 




influenced by policy discourses. Policymaking occurs not simply when a specific 
program is implemented, but when any number of existing policies or discourses are 
presumably transformed in the daily work of teachers and schools. Policy here is neither 
linear, fixed, nor unified. Instead of being implemented, policy is perhaps best described 
as iterated and embodied, passed along from subject to subject as it is performed. This 
does not mean, however, that the policy field is inherently open to individual 
contestation. On the contrary, contemporary policy technologies in education, marked by 
big data, public-private partnerships over education systems, and the proliferation of 
accountability systems, seek in some ways to manage the performance of policy at the 
individual level: “the technologies of reform produce new kinds of teacher subjects,” 
writes Ball (2003). “Such reform changes one’s ‘social identity,’” and in doing so 
powerfully shifts the potential for creative response from below (p. 217). Where the 
subjectivity of the chooser is so framed, the policy choices on the ground cease to 
become choices at all. Ramberg (2014), then, documents how “the regulative pressures of 
outcome-oriented competency aims and new forms of assessment have managed to 
penetrate the teachers’ perceptions of their classroom practices” (p. 372). Rather than 
targeting objects, such policy assemblages might be understood as “subjectivating” 
subjects, to borrow a term from Judith Butler (1993): “the subject who would resist such 
norms is itself enabled, if not produced, by such norms” (p. 15). 
A kind of policy agency, nonetheless, might arise when a policy subject engages 
self-consciously, strategically at the point of performance and moves otherwise: subjects 
always exceed the norms placed upon them (Butler, 1993, p. 10). Butler speaks 
specifically to gender identity as a space where such moves, in her formulation, are rare; 




alternatives are difficult to envision. There is reason to believe education policy, with its 
constant shifts and heterogenous discourses (Honan, 2015), may provide more openings 
to schools and teachers to apprehend, critique, and thus transform a policy as it is 
embodied otherwise. The neoliberal reforms of the twenty-first century remain 
profoundly contested, even at the level of central government. Allsup (2007) observes 
that, despite their power, they are “unable to fully control educators who wish to attach 
ethical meanings to the work they do as contestable meanings pass from teacher to 
students (and back and forth, and amongst each other, and back again)” (p. 148). 
Recognizing this, Ball (2015) argues that there is a “process of complex iterations 
between policies and across policy ensembles that generate forms of institutional 
transformation and regeneration” (p. 309). Which is to say that any policy discourse 
contains multiple interpretations, and perhaps even contradictory interpretations, all of 
which might be accessed, connected, contested, supplanted, and mobilized as policy is 
made and sustained. Later in this chapter, I argue the school provides a particularly 
important locus where such work is engaged. 
 
Fugitive Planning Underneath Policy 
 Where policy is conceived as iterated and embodied, it becomes nearly impossible 
to conceive a space outside of the circulation of policies: agency is produced (and 
defined) largely through interaction within a discursive field. Yet such theorizations do 
not adequately capture a decision-making context that at times feels much more fluid; 
they do not speak to the very real sense of subjectivity, what Butler (2015) acknowledges 
when she says “acted on, I act still” (p. 16). It is important to name a final approach to 
theorizing policymaking from below, understood as a space of ongoing agency 




underneath policy. Named “fugitive planning” by social theorists Stefano Harney and 
Fred Moten (2013), they argue that informal interactions constitute a kind of sociality that 
offers something of an escape from policy. In language that echoes my colleague Adam’s 
declaration that policymakers aren’t people from the previous chapter, Harney and Moten 
draw this distinction: “Policy distinguishes itself from planning by distinguishing those 
who dwell in policy and fix things from those who dwell in planning and must be fixed. 
This is the first rule of policy. It fixes others” (p. 78). 
What would it look like, they ask, to draw a hard line between the “surround” of 
policies that colonize and seek correction, and declare an underground space for 
planning? From the standpoint of critical policy sociology, this is an impossibility. On the 
other hand, Harney and Moten declare, “We’re already here, moving. We’ve been 
around. We’re more than politics, more than settled, more than democratic” (p. 19). The 
subject exceeds, the object resists. The idea of planning, they assert, is a natural impulse, 
an informal impulse, and one that arises from response to and desire for a communal, 
alternate sociality. Their theorization, anchored in Black radical traditions and 
postcolonial thought, is far from naïve, but rather argues for the necessity “to elaborate 
some other forms that don’t take us through those political steps, that don’t require 
becoming self-determining enough to have a voice and have interests—and to 
acknowledge that people don’t need to have interests to be with each other” (p. 123). 
 Harney and Moten’s theorizations are rich with questions, and suggest the 
possibility for a planning that need not be read as policy, or perhaps a policymaking that 
is not simply positioned from below, but seeks a below-ness to its engagement—entirely 
unencumbered, at least analytically, from “around.”  




Conceptualizing Policymakings From Below 
While on the face these varied approaches to a policymaking from below may 
seem incompatible, there is a way to view them as existing alongside each other in 
practice. I suggest they offer various avenues into conceptualizing policy work that 
recovers a teacher role in policymaking. The possibly of re-interpreting given policy as a 
“street-level bureaucrat” need not be supplanted by the idea of promulgating an alternate 
policy or defining a place of planning. Each of these perspectives may be brought into 
play in ways that claim some kind of power or agency in relation to different policies and 
persons and problems. In a discussion of teacher agency, Priestley et al. (2016) argue that 
the “achievement of agency” should be seen as a temporal and incomplete process, 
emphasizing the importance of both “agentic capacity and contextual conditions” rather 
than viewing it as the property of individuals (p. 189). Analytically, then, each view of 
policymaking above points to differing ways that agency is experienced and constrained.  
As an example, it is possible to look at the development of Tiuna el Fuerte, and its 
engagements with policymaking in these different aspects. For many of its participants, it 
is very explicitly a place of planning. It is a place where a young woman may gather with 
other youth and form an informal hip-hop dance class, without seeming reference to any 
existing policies. This emerging sensibility has created an ethos within which practices 
and programs are grown and nurtured “that don’t take us through those political steps,” 
that make something feel like policy—to quote Harney and Moten (2013, p. 123).  
For other participants, perhaps those who meet together as part of its open 
governance structure and embrace the space as a political project, part of its development 
and persistence may rest in its network of relations, its strategic connections. Tiuna el 




Fuerte connects itself to a number of extant policy discourses, most prominent among 
these Chávez’s Bolivarian revolution. Its ongoing collaborations with a variety 
organizations and government entities build not simply its programing, but the legitimacy 
of its engagements. From this perspective, its members are making choices around which 
existing policies to iterate and embody, and transforming them in its work. These 
engagements, in turn, build and sustain a particular culture. 
Alternatively, it is possible to narrate aspects of Tiuna el Fuerte’s policy agency in 
terms of its creative maneuvering through existing city regulations and city programs. Its 
existence, perhaps, might be viewed as a deliberate misapplication of an unanticipated 
legal loophole in urban planning. Its occupation and use of a vacant lot is quite literally a 
co-construction of such policies, as they are taken up by youth in the context of urban 
poverty and in the absence of formal education spaces. 
 My point is this: Tiuna el Fuerte has constructed a space of policymaking in 
multiple ways, from creative implementation and strategic iteration to planning 
“underneath” among its constituents. What I seek in this study are such policymaking 
capacities for teachers in schools, in the multiple and complex ways they might be 
described and developed. In the next section, I turn more specifically to schools, as 
organizational spaces where the policymaking work of teachers might be enabled or 
constrained. 
 
Policymaking in Schools 
 
In relation to the literature around policymaking and schools, it deserves pointing 
out what schools are not. Schools are not central district offices, which have been favored 




by policy implementation researchers as first-order recipients of both federal and state-
level education policy (e.g. Burch & Spillane, 2004). Schools are also not teacher unions, 
which often come first to mind when speaking of teacher engagement with policymaking: 
much has been made of their work in political organizating and advocacy, not to mention 
their formal authorization to participate in policymaking processes via collective 
bargaining laws (Cowen & Strunk, 2014;  Weiner, 2012; Koppich & Callahan, 2009; 
Urban, 2004). Nor are schools professional associations, which are known for their policy 
advocacy and have been the subject of some research on the nature of their policymaking 
and the involvement of teachers in these organizations (Bascia & Osmond, 2012; Bascia, 
2009; Shieh, 2012b).  
What I am suggesting is that when it comes to speaking about policymaking in 
relation to teachers and teaching, or even policymaking from below, there is a lacuna of 
sorts around schools. This should be surprising given the centrality of schools to students, 
teachers, and the general work of education, but perhaps less so considering they have 
often been positioned as second-degree recipients—the formal targets—of conventional 
understandings of policy. It is only recently that research has begun to acknowledge that 
teachers make enormously more policy decisions in relation to their schools than they do 
with respect to their professional associations and unions, or that schools might construct 
their own policy ecosystems. In this section, I consider three themes that emerge from 
policy research around the roles of schools: schools as forces resisting policy reform, 
schools as an organizational context where policy is transformed in implementation, and 
schools as places where policies might be generated and even negotiated. 
 




Schools as Organizations Resisting Policy Change 
Much of the history of research around schools in policy has been dominated by 
the theoretical framings of Larry Cuban and David Tyack, whose books How Teachers 
Taught (Cuban, 1984), Tinkering Toward Utopia (Tyack & Cuban, 1995), and Inside the 
Black Box of Classroom Practice (Cuban, 2013), defined the persistence of what they call 
the “grammar of schooling” across a century of change in national policies. In their 
writings, they propose that the intractability of key structures that organize the work of 
education (graded schools, separate subjects, the shape of classrooms) make it extremely 
difficult to enact change in schools. Cuban (1993) speaks as well to the constancy of what 
it means to be a teacher, highlighting the ways teachers teach as they were taught and the 
ways such teaching is supported institutionally. Other researchers have noted how these 
teacher identities are “created and sustained by systems of social practices and 
institutional ‘imperatives’ so tightly linked that their contingency is scarcely perceptible” 
(Bowman, 2007, p. 123). As these identities are sustained, so are the structures that they 
in turn sustain.  
In this tradition of depicting schools as largely resistant to the demands of 
external policy, organizational theorists have also sought explanations in the 
organizational structure and institutional environment of schools. Meyer and Rowan 
(1978) argued that schools can be considered loosely-coupled organizations, lacking what 
they call “internal linkages” between external demands and the “technical core” of 
curriculum and instruction (p. 81). In response to reform demands, schools largely 
respond with symbolic, outward-facing actions while the core is left intact, often 
presenting “elaborate displays of confidence, satisfaction, and good faith, internally and 




externally” (Meyer and Rowan, 1977, p. 358). Instead of actually changing how 
something is taught in the classroom, or implementing a new program, schools may 
instead produce documents showing how their old curriculum matches new standards, or 
perhaps create a website to advertise compliance—all while avoiding change to the core 
work in classrooms. 
Schools, organizational theorists have argued, are perversely incentivized not to 
make actual changes to their core work. Many researchers suggest that in the face of the 
ambiguous and ever-changing purposes that have dominated much of the history of 
schooling and much uncertainty regarding what educational practices lead to what goals, 
schools have instead sought legitimacy from a largely static institutional field. In other 
words, in the past schools have been rewarded more for looking like a school—adhering 
to “ritual classifications” such as teacher certification, course offerings, and other key 
structures that Cuban and Tyack discuss, rather than making significant innovations to 
their core work (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; Meyer & Rowan, 1978; Huerta & 
Zuckerman, 2009). It is worth noting that such arguments form one of the key rationales 
for the development of both performance-based accountability systems, as well as the 
growth of the charter school sector: charters, it is argued (though far from demonstrated), 
are freed from the usual institutional and political pressures to conform, and all schools 
can benefit from the narrow defining of clear, central goals (Oberfield, 2017). 
 
Schools as Contexts for Transforming Policy 
Several policy implementation researchers have pushed against this institutional 
narrative and sought to unpack the complex interactions between people and places that 
mark the paths of reform in schools. Just because certain aspects of schooling have 




remained the same across decades is no reason to argue that schools indiscriminately 
resist change. Numerous researchers, most notably Cynthia Coburn and Alan Daly, have 
focused on the formal and informal networks of education actors in schools that enable or 
constrain the implementation of reform policies (Coburn, 2001; Moolenaar & Daly, 
2012; Penuel et al. (2013); Atteberry & Bryk, 2010; McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993). It is 
also clear that schools make key decisions regarding how a reform is diffused through 
professional development, instructional space and supports, and collaboration (Frank et 
al., 2011). The so-called “black box” or “technical core” of schools are neither monolithic 
nor static: they are structured in particular ways and populated by persons who make very 
real decisions each day. As Datnow (2012) reminds us, “teachers are still active agents, 
either actively engaging with reform agendas, passively accepting them, or rejecting 
them, often in ways that are shaped by their social contexts” (p. 194-5). 
Schools, then, provide a context for teacher engagement in policy. Routines, 
rituals and shared narratives, often referred to as institutional scripts, become important 
mechanisms through which schools manage interpretation (Supovitz & Weinbaum, 
2008). Building upon much of the policy implementation literature, Supovitz (2008) 
combines individual and organizational considerations in a theory of iterative refraction 
of policy in schools. Policy, he argues, is iterated as it becomes routinized in schools and 
also refracted as it is taken up differently across individuals, classrooms, departments, 
and teacher teams. “As they interact,” he reminds us, “members of both formal and 
informal communities share understanding and negotiate meaning” (p. 158). 
Supovitz makes a key point here that policies change over time, and that they are 
continuously negotiated and re-negotiated in the work of schools. In doing so, he follows 




contemporary representations of policy as circulating and embodied discourse, rather 
than as top-down, static design. It is also important to recognize that for Supovitz and 
Weinbaum the norms that constitute the policy context of schools are not closed and 
totalizing, but often open and reshaped in the process of doing policy. 
 
Schools as Places of Policymaking 
Because policy is alive in schools and always interacting with existing, moving 
policies, a handful of researchers have sought to define schools not as recipients of 
external policy, but participants in a larger process of policymaking. Honig and Hatch 
(2004) describe the ways some schools strategically manage what they characterize as an 
incoherent policy field, leveraging school goals, norms, and practices (not to mention 
their organizational structure) to “buffer” themselves from certain external demands and 
“bridge” to others. In bridging via actions like adopting a policy early or communicating 
practices “upwards” to central offices, school actors may in fact influence the design of 
policies for others. Burch (2007), in turn, highlights that in the face of ideological conflict 
within the education policy field, teachers and schools may find opportunities to connect 
to particular discourses to bolster their own positions, “forming alliances with more 
powerful members of the field who share their views . . . linking their ideas to a 
preestablished policy objective or criterion of evaluation . . . or they can build legitimacy 
for their ideas through theorizing and data collection” (p. 89). Grossman’s (2010) case 
study of how teachers and administrators from a collection of 28 progressive schools 
managed to gain a waiver to state-mandated testing in New York, and in doing so raise a 
protest policy to the level of central government, speaks powerfully to these tactics. 




In perhaps the study that most closely precedes this one, Stephen Ball, Meg 
Maguire, and Annette Braun conducted an in-depth ethnography of four “ordinary” 
schools in the U.K. in an attempt to describe policymaking processes at the micro-level. 
Much like Honig and Hatch, Braun et al. (2010) argue that in standing athwart an 
extraordinary number of policy demands that arise both internally and externally, schools 
end up playing a central role in framing, interpreting, and creating policy. In the four 
schools, they count 177 distinct policies in circulation, partially reproduced in Table 2.1. 
The list is illustrative: can a school’s attendance policy best be described as the 
“implementation” of a top-down policy? More likely it has been devised in relation to 
similar policies in a variety of other schools, in compliance with district 
  
Table 2.1. Excerpt of policy list from four schools (Braun et al., 2010, p. 550). Reprinted 
with permission 




requirements and pre-existing educational norms, and taking into account a specific 
context and some degree of trial and error. And what to make of a “no bells” policy? This 
is certainly a policy many schools adopt, and one that has been shared between schools: it 
circulates, but there is no government mandate involved.  
As a result, Ball et al. (2012) suggest that “policy creates context, but context also 
precedes policy” (p. 19), echoing the work of Supovitz and Weinbaum in describing how 
actors within schools shape the environment with and through policy. Curriculum and 
instruction, values, behaviors, social structures, past decisions, and more are “‘deposited’ 
and sedimented over time in schools in the form of policies” which themselves bring 
specific “positions of agency and identity” into being (p. 140). Ball and his colleagues 
also map out policy roles that different school actors fulfill in relation to sustaining and 
altering these policies. In their taxonomy, administrators and teacher-leaders actively 
serve as “policy narrators,” selecting and interpret policies that come to define the school. 
Teachers, at different times, may serve as “enthusiasts,” championing particular policies, 
or “entrepreneurs,” integrating policies into different aspects of the school. Often they 
function as “translators,” crafting texts or lessons that materialize a policy and further its 
transformation, and in the case of junior teachers they may fall into a category of 
“receivers”—“coping, defending, and dependency” (Ball et al., 2011, p. 626). While I 
question the rigidity of Ball et al.’s taxonomy—and participants in this study will do so in 
powerful ways, what is clear is that much education policy simply does not exist without 
the work of teachers in schools, and many things that are recognizable as policy have no 
clear origins outside of schools. 




The degree to which schools carry out this work with something that might be 
described as active strategy certainly varies, and the reach of contemporary education 
reforms is an area of concern: “School level actors may not be in a position to evade, 
remake, or rebuff directives from afar as readily as they have in the past” (Malen & 
Cochrane, 2008, p. 152; see also Ball, 2003; Cuban, 2013). Ball et al. (2012) observe at 
the conclusion of their study, 
   What we might call resistance, a full-blown reflexively articulated confrontation 
between agonistic discourses, is rare and fleeting—limited for example to 
moments of political or trade union action. . . . [T]here is little space or time or 
opportunity to think differently or “against.” (p. 139) 
 
Policymaking capacities, I would argue for teachers an aspect of what Priestley et al. 
(2016) discuss as agency, are not always, or even often, present. Nonetheless, the 
importance of schools in setting a context where such capacities are enabled or 
diminished should not be underestimated. 
 
Foregrounding the School as a Context for Policy Learning 
What becomes clear in all research on schools in policymaking is the immense 
role schools play in shaping policy, whether it is through their organizational structure, 
institutional scripts, the tactics employed by school actors to manage their borders, or the 
strategic creation and circulation of policy within their spaces. To speak of teacher 
policymaking in schools is to speak of a place in which such work is always at play, and 
to note that teachers have a critical role in determining how particular policy discourses 
are sustained and transformed and refracted through the space of the school and beyond. 
This study, then, foregrounds the school as a context for policy learning: I suggest that it 
is critical that teacher policymaking be investigated in and alongside the school, with 




attention to the institutional scripts, organizational structures, and the kinds of roles 
individuals play. Where Ball and his colleagues selected four “ordinary” schools for their 
study (see Maguire et al., 2011), I sought out three very different schools, contending that 
their differences provide an opportunity to examine the ways those contexts shape 
teachers’ perceptions and participation in policy (more on this in Chapter 3). The aspects 
of schools reviewed in this section become important features to attend to in this study.  
 
Conceptual Framework: Learning Policy with Teachers, In Schools 
 
Where do teacher policymaking capacities come from, and how might they be 
supported? In Chapter 1, I suggested that teacher policymaking was located at the site of 
contradiction, and that the development of policymaking capacities would require 
attending an environment where, despite always iterating, embodying, and enacting 
policy, teachers are often narrated out of policy. In light of this contradiction, Schmidt’s 
description, quoting Miranda Fricker (2010), of the relationship between teachers and 
policymaking as an “epistemic injustice” seems particularly apt: “the injustice of having 
some significant area of one’s social experience obscured from collective understanding.” 
In this chapter, I sought a recovery of what it might mean to describe the work of 
teachers in policy, in both research and theories of policymakings from below. Learning 
teacher policymaking would entail recognizing both our capacities and culpability in 
policymaking—our everyday participation in its workings. It includes recognizing the 
context of our school—the routines, the rituals, the structures, the institutional scripts that 
we construct and in turn construct us—and the ways we interpret policy. It means 
recognizing that when we participate in, when we perpetuate, when we plan such aspects 




of our schools we are creating a context for policy refraction. It involves studying the 
kinds of obstacles we face in this work, and naming the ways teachers are positioned by 
policy, and in some cases erased from policymaking. Finally, learning policymaking 
includes naming what we already do as policymakers in our schools—the moves, the 
relationships, the planning that have already come from below, through trial and error. 
We who are in schools are not policy-less. 
Discussing the prospect for policy learning among music educators—a 
demographic whose marginalization in education has brought about nearly continuous 
engagement with political advocacy in the past half-century (see Koza, 2010), Schmidt 
(2013) writes: 
   To view policy pedagogically is thus to facilitate participation and consequently 
to (1) welcome complex frameworks, (2) foster a platform of diverse action and 
research and easily available resources and materials, and (3) foster local and 
regional political action supported by recurrent networking and sharing of 
strategies. (p. 107) 
 
Schmidt’s emphasis on participation calls to mind the importance of learning policy in 
practice. While there is a small body of literature on “policy thinking” or “policy 
dispositions” such as systems thinking, problem definition, cause-and-effect thought, that 
might be learned (Avery, 1988; Zaal & Ayala, 2013; Stone, 2011), such general 
dispositions hardly constitute policy learning outside of a context for action. Schmidt’s 
emphasis on diverse action and research might include any number of policymaking 
tactics in schools I have described here: bridging and buffering, early adoption, strategic 
alliance, mis-adaptation and disidentification, symbolic response and strategic 
decoupling, and even shutting the door where this still remains possible. Certainly they 
include yet-to-be-documented engagements. 





 In conceptualizing an approach to learning policymaking that attends to 
contradictions around the term and also opens to new possibilities that may be highly 
dependent on place, I take up David Gruenewald’s (2003) description of a place-based 
pedagogy rooted in processes of decolonization and reinhabitation—understanding and 
action. Decolonization, in this framing, involves the work of recognizing our capacities 
and culpability, “unlearning much of what dominant culture and schooling teaches” (p. 
9). In Figure 2.2, aspects of teacher policymaking are obscured by a wider policy context 
and discourse, and decolonization is represented by the blue arrows on the right, oriented 
towards recovering policy work at the site of teachers through processes of naming a 
broader policy context and bringing it into our purview. 
Policy Context an
d Discourse












• Participating in implementation
• Creating, embodying, and iterating policies
• Shaping school environment
• Planning and developing relationships
School Context
• Institutional narratives and scripts
• Organizational characteristics
• Professional environment
Figure 2.2. Conceptual framework for learning policymaking with teachers, in schools 




The term decolonization also challenges the positioning of teachers as empty 
implementers of policy, divorced from ethical commitments to our students and society. 
It calls up a literature of postcolonialism whose sharp analyses of exclusion and 
marginalization and claiming agency from such positions has strong implications for this 
research. Learning policy, I have suggested, includes recognizing the responsibilities 
teachers hold for policy in our schools even as we are constituted by policy. Spivak’s 
(2012) particularly resonant description of a “double bind” subjects in postcolonial 
contexts face in “learning to live with contradictory instructions” includes the suggestion 
that in identifying and elaborating those contradictions, subjects might access an 
“epistemic on the ground” from which to work (p. 3). And in Actionable Postcolonial 
Theory in Education, Andreotti (2011) follows Gandhi’s theorizations about the 
possibility for “ethical solidarities” that can be forged “when people care to know—as 
opposed to ‘dare to know’—of/about/with each other” (p. 4). These varied approaches 
toward locating and building agency at the site of oppression lend shape to the 
participatory action research design of this study, discussed in the next chapter. 
 Gruenewald’s (2003) concept of reinhabitation transforms the language of 
creating policy to one of “living well” for teachers (p. 9). In doing so, it gestures toward 
the human beings that populate schools—that “people” policy, and asks teachers as a 
starting point the questions of who we wish to be in schools, how we wish to relate to 
each other, and who we might become. For me, the idea of reinhabitation, versus simply 
“inhabitation,” calls to mind a sense that these questions, related to our values and 
commitments as teachers to larger social aims, are ones many of us have carried since we 




first decided to enter the profession—despite finding ourselves distanced from them as 
work in policy is obscured. 
Reinhabitation also foregrounds the context of place in policymaking, rendering 
explicit the school characteristics that play a role in the shaping of policy on the ground. 
In relation to decolonization, reinhabitation privileges taking action in the service of 
creating policies and shaping the policy environment. In Figure 2.2, the red arrows to the 
left depict reinhabitation as an engagement with the school and its surrounding policy 
environments. 
Finally, the idea of reinhabitation also calls to mind Tiuna el Fuerte’s history of 
the collective occupation of a once-vacant lot. I am thinking of how full of life the lot 
currently is, with its dynamic projects, its informal classes, hip-hop music blaring from a 
boombox on a concrete floor where dozens of youth dance. There is a sense of ownership 
both youth and adults bring to the space. Policymaking does not directly speak to this 
vibrancy and joyfulness, but reinhabitation does—and there is something of 
policymaking in these spaces that exude life. Which is to say, what I am seeking may 
have just as much to do with life and living. 
 







METHODOLOGY: RESEARCH AND REINHABITATION 
 
Are teachers policy researchers, and what does that involve? Are they or should 
they be preoccupied with researching and evaluating their own practice, and 
making use of research evidence for support and guidance? Or do they have a role 
in scrutinizing policy, and how might that be defended and developed? (Ozga, 
2000, p. 4) 
 
 Jenny Ozga (2000) asks these questions rhetorically, noting that policy is “found 
everywhere in education, and not just at the level of central government” and suggesting 
that teacher participation in its research is critical for an “informed, activated system of 
public education” (p. 2). Nonetheless, the answer to her questions regarding whether 
teachers do or might research policy is far from a resounding “Yes.” If it is undeniable 
that teachers live in, embody, and iterate policy as it circulates in schools, I have also 
argued that such capacities remain obscured. Or to put it another way, we as teachers may 
live in policy, but we do not inhabit it in schools—we do not often recognize it and 
strategize upon it in ways that might approach agency. 
 My research here seeks, on one hand, to enact such a recognition. It seeks the 
ways teachers might describe policy and our roles in the kinds of policymaking that occur 
in schools. On the other, it is invested in the question of reinhabitation—what happens as 
a result of recognition and how—or whether—we might learn to re-present and re-shape 
policymaking and narratives of policymaking in the context of our schools. The research 
in this dissertation, then, begins from the following two questions: 




1. How do we as teachers perceive and participate in policymaking in relation to 
our school? 
2. How does collaborative policy inquiry and research in our school change us 
and our work? 
In prioritizing transformative inquiry, conducted by teachers as we seek to name and 
transform our own contexts, I ground my research in a participatory action research 
(PAR) design. 
This chapter is entitled “Research and Reinhabitation,” and describes the design 
for this research which proposes to link the two. I begin by situating the foundation of 
this work in a tradition of PAR, and discuss broadly the commitments of this research. 
Next, I describe the research design, including the inquiry group structure, development 
of an inquiry plan, and roles of participants and myself in data collection and analysis. 
Subsequently, I elaborate on the selection of schools and participants, and provide some 
general information about them. And finally, I address the values-driven nature of this 
research and my own involvement, as teacher, researcher, and participant, before finally 
concluding with a note about validity in PAR and openly ideological research. 
 
Participatory Action Research and Research Commitments 
 
 “PAR is a design, not a method,” Zeller-Berkman (2014) argues in a wide-
ranging review of its lineages and applications (p. 529). It is an approach to setting a 
context for research, rather than an approach to defining the mechanisms of the research. 
Historically, it is associated as much with pedagogy as research—an emphasis on 
learning as much as finding. It is evinced in a literacy education that begins from naming 




socio-political contexts (Freire, 1973), a public science investigation embedded in 
communities to identify and interrupt unjust policing practices (Morris Justice Project, 
2012; Fine et al., 2012), a student movement driven from an assessment of opportunity 
gaps across schools (Fine et al., 2004). Which is to say, it is research embedded in a 
community, primarily in the service of building change and capacity for change with 
members of that community. This does not, I would argue, limit the broader implications 
of the research: this study, with its foundational questions around how teachers perceive 
and learn policymaking, is no exception. 
PAR can also be described a series of commitments. Critical PAR, the strand of 
PAR I situate this study in, expresses a commitment to an epistemology and ethics “that 
people—especially those who have experienced historic oppression—hold deep 
knowledge about their lives and experiences” (Torre, 2009, p. 111). It is a commitment to 
working specifically with people whose perspectives have been marginalized, with a 
choice to privilege their capacity to “design the research products and actions, that 
ultimately, affect them most intimately” (Torre, 2009, p. 111). I have argued in the first 
two chapters that teachers are the subjects of an epistemic injustice with respect to 
education policymaking. Christianakis (2010) suggests this is doubly true for education 
research, and discusses a tradition of PAR that seeks to “redress some of the unequal 
power dynamics subjugating teachers in educational research” (p. 110). Freire (1970) 
refers to this commitment of working with marginalized groups as a commitment to 
solidarity from the researcher; Torre (2009) describes it as being “implicated in each 
others’ lives” (p. 107). Such commitments are alive in my decision to continue teaching 
full-time in a public school simultaneous to my work as a researcher—a belief that this 




work is better, the engagement more energized, my investment clearer from this position 
or standpoint. 
While it does not offer itself as a method, PAR is not without many processes that 
have grown out of these commitments, and served generations of researchers well. 
Freire’s (1970) elaboration of a pedagogical process of humanization comprised of 
inquiry, reflection, and action has been central to its praxis. Participatory inquiry has been 
classically described by Freire as a kind of dialogue, “the encounter between men [sic], 
mediated by the world, in order to name the world” (p. 88). In PAR, this process of 
naming the world may employ multiple methods ranging from traditional quantitative 
and qualitative methods like large-scale surveys, research reviews, interviews, and 
autoethnography to arts-based engagements involving participatory video, theater, or 
artwork (Zeller-Berkman, 2014). Vasudevan & DeJaynes (2013) propose that multimodal 
and arts-based techniques, in particular, open up spaces of possibility for researchers, 
including those untrained in academic research processes, “to engage and nurture the 
work of the imagination and enact their ‘deliberative agency’ in ways in which they 
(re)write themselves” (p. 3). This study will employ many such methods, from gathering 
quantitative data about our schools to mapping policymaking processes or photographing 
evidence of policy on our walls. Through investigations and critical reflections grounded 
in lived experiences, PAR researchers aspire to build what Freire calls conscientização—
“conscientization” or critical consciousness, marked by a deepening awareness of our 
own socio-political contexts. 
As apparent in its name, PAR also foregrounds action. While there is no 
predetermined action in this study, Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s (1999) idea of “‘researching 




back’, in the same tradition of ‘writing back’ or ‘talking back,’” lives through its 
commitments. Part of the promise of this work is the possibility of change, and it is a 
commitment I take seriously: to encourage and support us in acting within a policy 
landscape that has too often obscured our agency as policymakers. At the conclusion of 
the study, participants and myself spent considerable time in our final conversations 
asking what changed, and the actions named and our reflections on them form the bulk of 
Chapter 7. 
 The parallels between PAR’s investment in processes of reflection and action, and 
this study’s investment in policy learning rooted in decolonization and reinhabitation, are 
no accident. David Gruenewald (2003), whose use of the latter’s terms I referenced in 
Chapter 2, makes clear that he derives the terms from Freire. For Gruenewald, 
decolonization and reinhabitation are a way of situating the work of reflection and action 
in material contexts—unlike the abstract nature of “reflection” and “action,” he suggests 
these terms explicitly name “‘places’ as the contexts in which these situations are 
perceived and acted on” (p. 5). 
 This study, then, starts not by naming the world, but by naming policymaking and 
our schools in an explicit strategy of decolonization. It is important to note, then, I have 
pre-structured a core facet of this inquiry: whatever questions and problems we will 
name, they are tied to some way already to policymaking in schools. Whatever specific 
aspects of our schools we research, we are also reflecting simultaneously on how we are 
seeing policy and how our inquiry group is functioning—the two initiating research 
questions I generated. This is not incongruous with the open-ended nature of PAR: many 
PAR projects define a central concern, into which participants choose to enter, such as 




the opportunity gaps or community policing studies named earlier. The decision of 
participants to commit to the investigation is, in some ways, testament to its importance 
in their lives. At the same time, I am committed to the ways our work may shift—that the 
questions of policymaking and our inquiry may lead us to new terrain. The two questions 
of this study, developed in part through a pilot study with teachers (described in the next 
section) are intended not to limit inquiry, but to deepen it by asking us to reflect on our 
positioning and our engagement. As subsequent chapters will reveal, the inquiry groups 
often range widely, pursuing some policy questions head-on, and sometimes bringing 
concerns whose recognition as “policy” are not always immediately apparent. 
 
The Inquiry Group Setting 
 
 This study focuses on the work of three inquiry groups, each with between four 
and eight teachers, meeting roughly every two or three weeks in our schools over the 
course of the 2017-2018 school year or the 2018-2019 school year. In all cases, we met 
after school for between 60-90 minutes, and participants also used time between our 
meetings to find and read research, conduct investigations, and collect data on our 
schools. Recruitment of participants took place in October, and our first meetings as a 
group began in November or early December, continuing to June. 
 The shape of our inquiry was guided through the use of a traditional outline of an 
inquiry arc that moves through phases of reflection and action (Figure 3.1), understood as 
mapping onto processes of decolonization and reinhabitation in the conceptual 
framework. We would begin, then, in each group by “tuning in” and “sorting out” what 
policy and policymaking were and had to do with us, and eventually move towards 




investigating areas of particular interest and acting on them. In choosing to use such an 
outline, I also followed the practice of adapting a broad inquiry model that has been 
effectively employed by many collaborative researchers working towards democratic 
change in schools (Gordon, 2008).  
While serving as a guide, the model leaves considerable room for flexibility, and 
each inquiry group in this study was responsible for determining our activities and 
movement across the different components of inquiry. Which is to say, we did not always 
adhere to the outline and each group would emphasize different parts of it, but I believe 
we found it useful to hold in mind a path that would lead us both to conduct our own 
investigations and eventually take some actions. Despite the different paths, in retrospect 
it is possible to place most of our activities into the rough categories of Figure 3.1 (the 
calendar in the figure was intended as a conceptual aid for participants and is not a 
representation of the actual work) and I do so as a means of structuring Chapters 5-7. 
Figure 3.1. Inquiry arc excerpted from handout given to participants at The Weather 
School, meeting 1. 




Convener and Participant Roles 
 A hallmark of this study is its commitment to this kind of shared and open-ended 
inquiry. I follow Fals Borda and Rahman (1991) in identifying my primary role as that of 
an “animator” or convener who sets up a context for study and facilitates a process for 
producing knowledge. While I join the research as participant in dialogue, I do not 
control its direction or the questions that arise. I may suggest particular methods as we 
attempt to name our world, but I do so alongside others, in a way commensurate with 
PAR’s focus on design rather than a pre-established method.  
This approach to research and facilitation placed particular demands upon me, in 
this role. Because the conventional model for researching assumes and designates a 
single researching subject—a model whose familiarity already saturates any space of 
inquiry, cooperative inquiry requires active re-definition. At the outset, Heron and 
Reason (2006) name three initiating issues: cognitive/methodological empowerment of 
co-participants to take ownership of the inquiry, political empowerment that activates 
participative decision-making and authentic collaboration, and emotional/interpersonal 
empowerment in the creation of a climate where distress and delight can be openly 
accepted and processed (p. 151). These concerns, which speak as much to design as to 
facilitator roles, were constant points of reflection for me. Likewise concerns how to 
balance the strength of multiple voices (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007, p. 109) with the power 
of “collective testimony” (Madriz, 1998, p. 109) to attend to agency and action.   
Some of these issues were addressed explicitly at the start. An excerpt from my 
introductory handout for the first meeting at The Weather School (one of the participating 
schools), for example, is displayed on the next page (Figure 3.2).  In the very first 




meeting, I described the 
research as a shared and 
action-oriented endeavor 
(the first research 
question is stated slightly 
differently here), aiming 
“to make positive change 
in ourselves and our 
communities.” I also 
named my role “as 
participant and 
convener,” and expressed 
the hope that our agendas 
would be created collectively. 
This was no empty hope: in all three inquiry groups, we concluded each meeting 
by determining together an agenda for the next. When making decisions about what 
topics to explore, we worked to come to consensus or, in one case, took a vote (described 
in Chapter 7). The handout also expresses an invitation to participants to join in 
interpretation and analysis of our conversations. Recognizing that shared interpretation in 
collaborative research is central to participant ownership of inquiry (Wasser & Bresler, 
1996), I did not leave this to chance and built such work into the process. Between 
meetings, I shared transcripts and summaries of our previous discussion, and we began 
each meeting by reviewing and reflecting on the previous meeting. Additionally, each 
Figure 3.2. Research description excerpted from handout given 
to participants at The Weather School, meeting 1 




participant individually took part in a debrief interview at the end of the year, in which 
we explicitly sought to generate themes from our work in a process of sorting through our 
meeting agendas (see Simons, 2014). These various reflections are shared and discussed 
throughout this dissertation, with the voices of participants in their debriefs taking center 
stage in Chapter 7. 
I was also constantly reflecting on my own role as “participant and convener,” not 
so much in an effort to achieve objectivity, but rather in order to represent more fully my 
own subjectivity and its influence on our work (Peshkin, 1988). I felt throughout a 
responsibility to ensure the research felt meaningful to all, which sometimes meant 
stepping in and other times stepping back in the context of group discussions. In some 
ways, it was natural to step back: while one of the participating schools is the school in 
which I teach, two are not (more on this later). In the latter, I was constantly reminded 
that I was a guest, with a very different understanding of the place under discussion. In 
the former, colleagues knew me primarily as a teacher and not as a researcher. When I 
stepped in as a participant, it was often related to my expertise in policy research. For 
example, when one inquiry group sought information regarding school funding, it felt 
natural for me to volunteer to locate the school funding data and give a mini-workshop on 
how to read it. I was cognizant of Smith’s (2001) charge that researchers have an 
obligation to the communities they work with to bring their whole selves in, whether it’s 
by sharing knowledge or by employing other skills—“Can they fix up our generator?” 
Smith asks of researchers  (p. 10). I reflect on my role in greater depth in the interlude 
following Chapter 7, titled “A Note on Facilitation.” 
 




Data and Analysis 
 
To state it plainly, the data of the study includes materials drawn from four 
different sources: 
1. Inquiry group meetings – transcripts of meetings (27 total), materials created 
for meetings by me, materials created during meetings by participants, and 
communications between meetings 
2. Participant reflections – participant review of transcripts at the start of 
meetings (in the form of a transcript of the conversation and handwritten 
notes), and debrief interviews (13 total) with each participant at the conclusion 
of the study 
3. Research investigation materials – materials created and collected by 
participants as part of their research, including research articles and reviews, 
illustrations and maps, photographs, quantitative data sets, and analytical 
notes 
4. Convener fieldnotes – my fieldnotes throughout, including descriptions of 
school settings and participants, reflections on meetings, and reflections on 
my role  
It is worth pointing out that these multiple layers, each with their own products, are not 
intended to serve as “triangulation” or what is commonly referred to as “thick 
description” in ethnographic research (see Geertz, 1976)—though I would argue that the 
richness of these overlapping perspectives and artifacts, plans and products, offer their 
own weight. Rather, these various materials serve as ways to capture in-depth, from many 




perspectives and engagements, the work of policymaking and thinking in policy learning 
among teachers, in schools. 
The participant reflections (the second item above) deserve special mention, as 
they are treated both as findings for analysis and also part of the interpretive work of this 
study. As mentioned in the previous section, these reflections are featured prominently 
throughout in the discussion sections of the findings chapters, and take center stage in the 
penultimate chapter. At the same time, this writing is also saturated by my own analyses, 
placed alongside and in dialogue with theirs. While participants primarily reflect on their 
own experiences (with a notable exception described in Chapter 4, when we exchanged 
maps across inquiry groups), my analyses looks across all three school contexts. I also 
respond more broadly to the research literature and conceptual framework I developed in 
Chapters 1 and 2. 
Using NVivo as a tool, then, I coded all transcripts and artifacts, looking in 
particular for convergences and divergences across schools with respect to the study’s 
broader research questions. While I employed several codes developed from research 
literature, most notably to explore the ways participants named different approaches and 
roles in teacher policymaking, the majority of codes were inductive and generated over 
the course of the research and analysis. Some of the most prominent groups of codes 
created during the study related to how teachers define policy, the kinds of capacities 
participants were building or naming as relevant to our work, and the specific kinds of 
policies discussed. 
 






 Several aspects of the inquiry design, and other aspects of this study were 
developed through two pilot investigations. In 2015, I convened a series of three 
meetings with seven teachers to name collaboratively the impact of policymaking on our 
lives. During the 2016-2017 school year I conducted further research, in the form of 
ethnographic interviews with more than thirty school actors in six schools, in part to gain 
a better understanding of what kinds of schools and school characteristics might guide the 
selection of sites for this study. 
 This study, then, more closely resembles the 2015 pilot, which pointed to the 
possibilities of investigating policy collaboratively with a team of teachers in their 
school. There was a richness to these discussions that highlighted making sense of our 
schools as a collective. As one participant, Eric, put it: “I think with these conversations it 
was both a great way to mine information and get ideas bouncing off of each other . . . the 
act of having those conversations was—and I meant to use that word again, I think it was 
empowering.” 
Many processes, including transcript review and thematic generation at the start 
of each meeting were developed with this group, along with a more concrete sense of 
how I would inhabit my role as convener and participant. In Chapter 1, I also shared the 
way one participant’s articulation of the stark differences between teaching and 
policymaking would inform the conceptual framework of this study. One specific 
activity, the drawing of maps of how we perceived policymaking in and through our 
school, also proved to be such a critical entry point into naming our context and 
positioning that I would propose it to each of the three schools in this study. It would, in 




fact, become one of two activities in common across all the schools and lead to the 
emphasis on investigating how teachers see or perceive policymaking in this study. 
The subsequent ethnographic fieldwork further solidified this study’s commitment 
to a PAR approach, in part because there was little opportunity through these interviews 
for sustained engagement and collective development. It became clear that naming 
policymaking, as teachers, benefited from multiple perspectives and in-depth exchange. 
However, these interviews did illuminate some of the characteristics of different school 
contexts—from institutional narratives to organizational structure and sedimented 
teaching practices around curriculum development, that played a role in teacher 
conceptions of policymaking.1 This fieldwork, then, further emphasized the importance 
of the school as a lens for analysis and the variety of contextual factors that construct a 
policymaking environment, many of which were reviewed in Chapter 2. 
As a result of this fieldwork, I also shifted the study’s focus from what was 
originally conceived as inquiry with teachers in self-identified “progressive” schools. I 
found myself invested not simply in a school where teachers spoke about grounding their 
work in a “bedrock of social justice,” but also a school where one teacher insisted to me 
“this is just an ordinary school!” in response to my question about what policies defined 
her school. Teachers in all six schools were making sense of policy in some way or 
another related to their contexts, and I became less attached to an early belief that 
progressive schools might provide a particular kind of insight into teacher policymaking. 
It was clear this study would be richer for the involvement of teachers from schools that 
 
1 The findings from this fieldwork, framed as an exchange between educators in very different schools 
about the ways policies are shaped in schools, were shared with all interviewees in the form of a series of 
one-page reports, entitled Three Things That Make a Difference. 




worked in very different contexts; indeed, I would subsequently invite the “ordinary 
school” to take part in this study. 
 
Selection of Schools and Participants 
 
The recruitment and selection of schools in this study was purposive: I sought 
three schools that differed in a range of organizational characteristics. I suggest that the 
study’s broad examination into how teachers participate in and learn policymaking, 
which has few antecedents in research literature, gains greater richness in its exploration 
across varied contexts. I also pursued a direct contrast to Ball et al.’s (2012) ethnographic 
study of four “ordinary” schools, which the authors selected for their similarities. “And 
what of so-called ‘outstanding’ schools?” ask Ball and his colleagues as they suggest 
possibilities for future research. “Is there more space for policy autonomy? Are they freed 
up from the pressures, constraints and ‘threats’ that we have charted in the ‘ordinary’ 
school?” (p. 149). While my methodology differs considerably from theirs, this study 
pursues this question of whether schools that identify as un-ordinary do, in fact, differ in 
their relationship to policymaking. I also investigate whether direct engagement in policy 
inquiry might also generate more space for policy autonomy, even in something of an 
“ordinary” school. 
All told, I contacted five schools and received approval to conduct research by a 
principal in each. The three schools discussed here were those where at least three 
teachers expressed interest in participating (more on the recruitment process below). One 
of the schools of this study, Open Doors Elementary School,2 was selected primarily 
 
2 Pseudonyms are used for the names of schools and individual participants. For easier recollection, I have 
assigned schools pseudonyms based on a description or depiction of the school named by a teacher in the 




because it had been described during my pilot fieldwork as “ordinary.” To be clear, the 
teacher who used the term was employing it to describe the school’s perceived alignment 
to external policy expectations—the school, as she saw it, wasn’t aiming to depart from 
those expectations or from conventions of what an ordinary school should be. I also 
suspected her description may have had to do with the school’s widespread use of 
packaged curriculum, subsuming curriculum in an authorized and largely predetermined 
space. While this feature is common to many schools, it is unique to Open Doors in this 
study. Open Doors Elementary can also be described as a medium-sized neighborhood 
public school serving a majority Hispanic population and sizeable homeless 
demographic, characteristics that are disappeared in assumptions of ordinariness, and will 
also mark it as distinct from the other two schools. Here is what also comes to mind when 
I think of Open Doors and my first visit to it: several teachers spoke of an “open door 
policy” to families in the neighborhood as something particularly important to them. 
A second school, Connectors Charter School, is a relatively small, independent 
(non-networked) charter school open to students across the city via a lottery system. It 
serves a majority Black population from a wide geographical area, and strongly 
advertises a commitment to character development alongside rigorous academics. As 
participants express it, the latter commitment often finds itself in tension with the 
pressure to improve test scores emphasized in the school’s charter renewal process.  
The third school in the study, The Weather School, is the school where I currently 
teach. It is a diverse public school that draws from several neighborhoods that make up a 
geographical district in New York City. Self-identifying as “progressive,” its curricular 
 
school. I encourage the reader to read alongside and against these names—they represent only one 
impression of one individual. 




practices—including the creation of much of its curriculum by teachers in collaborative, 
interdisciplinary teams and a pronounced decision not to “test-prep”—provide contrasts 
to those at Open Doors Elementary and Connectors Charter. It is also notable for a 
history of policy engagement among the staff, described in Chapter 1. 
Table 3.1, below, summarizes several of these school characteristics, which will 
be described in greater detail by participants in the following chapter. 
Let me also offer a brief note about the inclusion of my own school in this study: 
in significant ways, my relationship to participants at The Weather School is markedly 
different. At the same time, it is important to note that my relationship is unavoidably 
different with participants across all three schools; these differences, along with the 
differences in character that emerge in our inquiry groups based on the unique 














Enrollment area Citywide Neighborhood District 
Grades PK-5 K-5 6-12 















generated with some 
curriculum programs 







Emphasis on character 
development No clear narrative 
Self-identification as 
progressive 
Table 3.1. Summary of schools in the study 




status becomes another characteristic of this work, and one worth exploring. I also 
suggest that in PAR, the work in my school is a strength: it implicates me fully in this 
research, as a member of one of the schools taking part in this process. Henstrand (2006), 
indeed, argues that the presence of a “native” researcher has implications for the fullness 
of description and interpretation (he uses the term “thick description”).  
In each school, after receiving approval by a school principal to conduct research, 
I shared information about the study to the entire teaching staff via the schools’ weekly e-
mail newsletters, which read in part: 
   I’m looking for teachers and/or administrators at [school name] who would be 
interested in taking part in collaborative policy inquiry once every few weeks 
after school. Alongside the thousands of things we do each day, we seldom have 
time to study our school as a place where education policy is made and sustained, 
and rarely explore collaboratively how our work relates to larger city, state, and 
national policies. 
 
Sixteen teachers in the three schools expressed interest, thirteen of whom joined the 
project after inquiry groups decided on dates. In the case of Connectors Charter School, 
one member of the school’s administration team, Clara, asked to join and I agreed. In 
some ways, as I will point to later, the difference in her role as a nominal non-teacher in 
the context of Connectors was less pronounced in this study, particularly because she had 
been a teacher at Connectors for most of her time there and because she continued to 
work closely with students in her role. Clara would play an analogous role in her group to 
those of teacher-leaders at the other two schools who also inhabited both pedagogical and 
administrator roles. 
The participants bring a diversity to this study in many ways, including 
differences in age, teaching experience, professional role, and various social identities:  





 Teaching Experience Professional Role in School Gender 
Race/ 
Ethnicity 
Connectors Charter School (2016-2017) 
Alicia 4 years 3rd grade teacher F Black 
Clara 9 years Pre-K outreach and 5
th grade 
transition director F White 
Jamie 1 year K-5 music teacher F Biracial 
Eric (convener) 15 years Visiting inquiry group convener M Asian 
Open Doors Elementary (2017-2018) 
Gabrielle 13 years 2nd grade teacher F Black 
Gemma 9 years 
5th grade special education 
teacher, instructional 
leadership team member 
F White 
Riley 13 years 5th grade English teacher F White 
Eric (convener) 15 years Visiting inquiry group convener M Asian 
The Weather School (2016-2017) 
Ana 9 years 9
th grade Spanish & ELL 
teacher F Latina 
Gloria 13 years 6
th grade English teacher, 
department chair F White 
Irene 15 years 12
th grade physics teacher, 
school instruction coordinator F White 
Judith 6 years 
6th grade special education 
teacher, special education team 
leader 
F White 
Marie 7 years 10
th grade chemistry teacher, 
grade team leader F White/Latina 
Nina 4 years 6
th grade special education 
teacher, Dean of Culture F Black 
Sam 15 years 8
th grade social studies, 
department chair M White 
Eric (convener) 15 years 7
th & 8th grade music teacher, 
union chapter leader M Asian 
 
Table 3.2. Summary of participants in the study. 




we are first-year and fifteenth-year teachers; several of us are traditionally certified and 
several are Teach For America or Teaching Fellows alumni; we range in age from our 
20s to our 40s; almost all of us are female and several are mothers, one of whom has an 
infant son and one who has two children in college; half of us are persons of color and 
several identify as LGBTQ+; collectively we teach twelve different grades and eight 
different subjects; nine of us hold teacher-leadership positions in our schools; three of us 
are in graduate school. All of these individual characteristics will surface in our 
conversations, at different points and in different inquiry groups. Several of these 
characteristics are summarized in Table 3.2 on the previous page, and participants are 
described in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
At the same time, the inquiry-group setting of this research emphasizes the school 
as a primary level of analysis, with individual voices building off of each other in each 
group. Thus, it is also useful to observe that the diversity of participants is not evenly 
divided between the schools. The majority of participants at The Weather School, for 
example, are teacher-leaders in a way participants at other schools are not. The teachers 
at Connectors Charter School are comparatively less experienced whereas all the teachers 
at Open Doors Elementary have taught for a range of nine to thirteen years. There are 
twice as many participants in the group at The Weather School.  
These differences are broadly representative of the schools: more than half the 
teachers at The Weather School hold some kind of teacher- leadership position, the 
teachers at Open Doors Elementary are on the whole much more experienced than those 
at Connectors Charter School. The size of The Weather School’s group may be attributed 
to the size of its teacher pool (it is the largest school), but also to the fact that I am a 




teacher there and many of the policy concerns of this study have been shaped by my 
experiences there. Nonetheless, though we are representative of our schools in some 
ways, there is a key way we are not: all of us have elected to take part in a volunteer 
policy inquiry group, after school, over the course of a year, in addition to the hundreds 
of tasks that dominate a teacher’s daily work. It is very likely that, as a group, we are 
more interested in education policy than most of our colleagues! 
 
Soundness of the Research and Its Aims 
 
 Ongoing, if by now well-contested, criticism of action-oriented and values-based 
research is a perceived lack of trustworthiness or lack of applicability, generally based in 
positivist notions of objectivity or generalizability (Lather, 1986). In this study, I follow 
Lather (1986) and Fine (2006) in marking a departure from a positivist paradigm 
concerned with objective “Truth” in evaluating this research. At the same time, I have 
sought throughout this writing to be systematic about establishing the trustworthiness of 
the data, both through the richness of its collection and presentation, and also through 
explicit attention to the kinds of choices I made as a facilitator and researcher. Luttrell 
(2000), for example, suggests rendering explicit key choices made during the process, 
called “choice-points,” as a means of displaying the quality of the research. 
I aim, to use Fine’s terms (2006), for “provocative generalizability” and 
“theoretical generalizability” with this study. The former speaks to a way of presenting 
research in which the specificity of the context might create “openings for what we do 
not yet know, have not yet experienced” (p. 100). It suggests that the researcher might 
ask readers to consider new questions regarding their position and presence in this work, 




that the writing might employ “provocative stretches that interrupt the passive voice” of 
narration (p. 101). Theoretical generalizability, as the possibility for this research to build 
theory that might be applied differently to different contexts, depends on the explicit 
joining of this work to theoretical conceits throughout this text. These aims guide the 
structuring of subsequent findings chapters, each of which concludes with a discussion. 
The discussion sections engage analytically with the narratives depicted in the chapter 
and also place them in dialogue with a number of theoretical concepts, with the aim of 
building theory from chapter to chapter. 
 This study also seeks, very openly, certain pragmatic outcomes related to a 
transformation of participant relationships to policymaking and changes in our school 
policy contexts. In doing so, I seek what Lather (1986) names catalytic validity, or “the 
degree to which the research process re-orients, focusses, and energizes participants in 
what Freire (1973) terms ‘conscientization’” (p. 67). Which is to say, the research is valid 
as an process for change if certain changes, whose specific shape remain open, occur. 
Using the term “soundness,” Bradbury and Reason (2006) argue the quality of the 
research process should attend to the following four aspects: (1) the quality of “relational-
participation”—the relationships between participants and opportunities for involvement, 
(2) the reflexive concern for practical outcomes, (3) the “conceptual-theoretical integrity” 
and capacity of theory generation to be “of use to the community of inquiry,” and (4) the 
emergence of a “sustainable infrastructure” (pp. 346-348). These four aspects are 
intended to aid researchers in grounding the study in ways that are empowering and 
relevant to all the participants in the research. I return to the question of this research’s 




validity, with a reflection on these aspects and aims, in the interlude following Chapter 7, 
entitled “A Note on Validity and Goodness.” 
Let me conclude with one final, and perhaps more personal aim. While this is not 
explicitly a study of progressive education, I began Chapter 1 with a description of my 
own commitments as an educator and expressed a hope that a reinhabitation of teacher 
policymaking might serve as a way to speak back to discourses of standardization and 
accountability, of neoliberal reform, of the radical and global resurgence of conservative 
politics. Subsequently, I have framed this study conceptually and methodologically with 
reference to numerous postcolonial thinkers, expressing an intent to locate this work 
within of a larger project of social and ecological reinhabitation. The schools and teachers 
of this study differ in our approaches to education, but we also differ considerably from 
the discourses of standardization and accountability, neoliberalism and its colonizing 
apparatus even as we are implicated in them. 
I do not seek to suture together these varied interests in any well-defined stance, 
but suggest that I aim for this project to be expressive of both a progressive tradition in 
education and a tradition of PAR that draws its lineage from postcolonial struggle. In this, 
I follow David Hansen’s (2013) assertion that living traditions are, quoting Martha 
Nussbaum, “already a plurality” (p. 37). I connect strongly to the writings of Frank 
Pignatelli (2012), where he suggests that staying true to a predetermined progressive 
ideal is irrational, and a more pragmatic but also wide-angle, community-minded, lens is 
required. I hope this serves an essay into that community—not simply within our schools, 
but expressive of a networking across them, in search of reinhabiting a living tradition of 
teaching, from below, and for our times. 







SEEING POLICY AND POLICYMAKING: THREE SCHOOL CONTEXTS 
 
This chapter serves two purposes. First, it is an introduction to the three schools in 
the study, centering around participants’ own descriptions of their school policy and 
policymaking contexts. Second, in doing so, this chapter initiates investigation of this 
study’s first research question introduced in Chapter 1: How do we as teachers perceive 
and participate in policymaking in relation to our school? The school contexts of this 
chapter are subjectively drawn: they capture how participants—including to a limited 
extent myself—illustrate “maps” of policymaking in relation to our schools and how we 
discuss the question, “What policies are central to our school?” These descriptions of our 
schools are situated and political, bound up in ourselves and our locations, which of 
course does not make them any less valid or real. On the contrary, they reveal a lived 
sense of our schools as well as our initial understandings and even erasures of 
policymaking related to them.  
This chapter draws from similar work across all three schools, taking place within 
the first inquiry meetings at each and driven by an opening aim of naming our 
policymaking context in relation to our schools. This chapter differs in two important 
ways from subsequent findings chapters (Chapters 5-7). First, it centers narrowly on the 
ways participants describe their school contexts at a single moment in time, and less on 
an unfolding narrative of the inquiry process and participants’ learnings. Second, for the 
most part I treat these descriptions as group expressions of their three school contexts, 




and not the unique perspectives of fourteen individuals. I do so partly because during the 
activities described in this chapter, there was a tendency for individuals to build off of 
one another—what Madriz (1998) names as “collective testimony” in group research 
settings. Here we are literally, in the case of one activity, compiling a list of policies 
together. In line with the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, I also emphasize the way our 
school contexts, with their institutional narratives and shared professional environments, 
lead to convergences in the ways we talk about our schools. In Chapter 5, I will introduce 
individual participants in detail and discuss more of our differing perspectives when I 
turn to a broader examination of the inquiry process. 
In the next section, I begin by sharing some of the “maps” of policymaking 
participants drew as a way of foregrounding some broad themes regarding the ways we as 
teachers describe our schools. Subsequently, I report on our descriptions from each 
school separately, and return to a cross-school discussion at the end of the chapter. In the 
discussion, I offer several observations on the relationship between our school contexts 
and their impact on our perceptions as teachers, keeping in mind the kinds of 
contradictions discussed in the previous chapters. 
 
An Opening for Inquiry: Complexity and Context 
 
Early in our inquiry together, each participant was asked to “Draw a map of 
policymaking in and through your school.” I begin here with three of these maps, one 
from each of the schools in this study (Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3), in order to invoke at the 
outset a complexity in participants’ perceptions of policymaking, and also to foreground 
several characteristics of school context that figure into this chapter’s descriptions. 
















At first glance, there is already a kind of fullness to these maps: in their depictions 
of varied sites of negotiation, tools for policymaking, different characters of interaction, 
these maps push vibrantly against conventional understandings of the school as “an 
empty container, to be filled by subjects and objects of policy” (Gulson, 2008, p. 155). 
Figure 4.1. Irene’s map (The Weather School) 
 
Figure 4.2. Jamie’s map (Connectors Charter School) 
 
Figure 4.3. Riley’s map  
(Open Doors Elementary) 
 




Likewise, instead of clear hierarchy or linear illustration of policy originating in 
government agencies and pointed at school actors, these are three very different 
conceptualizations which trouble this narrative. In Irene’s illustration of The Weather 
School (Figure 4.1), for example, the DOE (Department of Education) and STATE do 
indeed stand at the top of the map, looming as rain clouds. However, she labels “kid 
learning” as the school’s “Foundation,” challenging us to read the school as built up 
against the storm. Dispositions like “Smarts” and “Creativity” make up the roof of the 
school (close-up in Figure 4.4), suggesting a redirection of what might have been 
intended as a linear directive—now reshaped by the character of the school or its 







In Jamie’s map of Connectors Charter (Figure 4.2), values and vision and 
expectations are brought into play as part of the work of policymaking, an articulation 
similar to Supovitz & Weinbaum’s (2008) description of routines, rituals, and shared 
narratives that are used to manage policy interpretation. In this map, the sense of overall 
hierarchy is even more unclear than in Irene’s, with the school’s Board of Directors 
sitting at the top alongside Office Staff. Riley’s map of Open Doors Elementary (Figure 
4.3), on the other hand, lacks any external policymakers altogether: her depiction of 
Figure 4.4. Irene’s  
map, close-up on 
roof 
 




policymaking rests in the negotiation of two specific policies, one of which emanates 
from and centers around the response to a struggling kindergarten student. 
To state the obvious: the place of these schools is far from empty and there is a 
rich complexity in the ways these three teachers—a fifteenth-year high school science 
teacher and school instructional leader (Irene), a first-year elementary school music 
teacher (Jamie), and a thirteenth-year fifth grade classroom teacher (Riley)—illustrate 
policymaking as they see it in their schools. Such complexity, perhaps, points to qualities 
of policymaking at the school level that are not without agency—that from the start of 
this inquiry are spaces of negotiation and inhabitation. How such complexities might be 
understood by participants, and articulated as agency, is a central concern of this study.  
The three maps, taken separately, also suggest three very different school contexts 
as they are perceived by Irene, Jamie, and Riley. There is, for example, the violence of 
policy in relation to The Weather School as depicted by lightning striking the building 
(Figure 4.1). In my reading, Irene’s map suggests a school 
that shields itself vigorously from external policy demands 
and defines itself in opposition to many of them. Jamie’s map 
of Connectors Charter School (Figure 4.2), on the other hand, 
depicts the variety of connections and connecting 
mechanisms that join policy spaces across the school. There 
seems to be an emphasis on maintaining a coherent policy 
vision across numerous school- and state-level actors, 
realized through a set of documents and communication tools 
such as the “Employment Handbook,” “NY/Gov’t Standards,” 
Figure 4.5. Jamie’s map,  
close-up on center left 
 




and “EMAIL” (close-up in Figure 4.5). And in her map Riley foregrounds people—
teachers and students—in policymaking at Open Doors Elementary (Figure 4.3). Hers 
suggests the presence of on-the-ground policy problem-solving, with only passing 
reference to regulation originating outside of the school (“count as an observation” 
references an aspect of citywide teacher evaluation policy). 
These three maps illustrate significant differences in the perception of what policy 
actors are visible or considered important in terms of policymaking in relation to each 
school. They also depict differences in the relationships between these actors, the 
structures or processes through which policies circulate, and the character related to 
policymaking—whether it is sheltering from a storm or a teacher responding “ooh yeah.” 
These characteristics—actors, relationships, structures, and character—alongside the 
existing policies that also frame policy understandings at each school, are key to the 
participant descriptions of the policymaking contexts described in this chapter. 
Before I proceed to these descriptions, let me pause in order to compare this list 
with the characteristics of school contexts that Ball, Maguire, and Braun (2012) generate 
as part of their ethnography of school-based policymaking. There, Ball et al. name 
situated contexts (demographics, geography, history), professional cultures, external 
policy contexts, and material contexts (building, funding) as important school 
characteristics for policymaking. This list differs markedly from the one I suggest above. 
Ball et al., for example, give little attention to the different actors in policymaking; they 
operate under the assumption that schools generally share the same external and internal 
policymaking actors and do not interrogate the way schools frame the visibility and 
centrality of different actors. And while their study shares with this one an interest in 




school professional cultures, ideas of a kind of policy “character” as understood by 
school actors are similarly absent. 
At the same time, several key characteristics of Ball et al.’s policy context are 
absent in my list above, and absent from the initial discussions of this study’s inquiry 
groups. Though few would assert that a school’s demographics and geographic location, 
or a school’s physical building lack importance, they are assumed as policy “givens” by 
participants in this study and thus largely ignored by teachers in our discussions of policy 
(I return later to this idea of erasure). In each section below, then, I begin with a short 
description of these characteristics as a way of making visible to the reader such 
information, already known and shared by participants. These descriptions are my own, 
drawn from my observations during school visits and publicly available school data. 
Following each short introduction, I detail separately the maps and initial discussions 
around policy context at each school. 
 
Connectors Charter School 
 
A Visit to Connectors Charter 
Connectors Charter is an elementary school serving PK-5, and there is no 
mistaking it. On the second floor of Connectors Charter School, next to the music/science 
room where our inquiry group meets, are rows of student self-portraits with the words 
“ME AS A SCIENTIST” at the bottom. A good third of them are mermaids, a few are 
cats or foxes, and one is an explosion of abstract crayoning. On the walls of the fourth 
floor are student illustrations of their visit to the New York Historical Society—“Best 
field trip ever!” calls out one teacher to me when she sees me examining them. The next 




bulletin board features student math calculations where they have divided varying 
amounts of money to care for small animals ($50 will apparently “help five cats, eight 
small dogs, and four large dogs”). 
In one classroom, large shared tables are surrounded by chairs, each assigned to a 
student and containing a storage pouch attached to its back. Most pouches are bursting 
with papers and books. Shelves of books and supplies surround the tables, and even more 
books in baskets adorn the window ledges. Many classrooms have found space to 
squeeze in a “take a break corner” somewhere, complete with the obligatory beanbag 
seat, and all have a carpeted area for students to sit on for a variety of activities. Which is 
to say, rooms are full. 
Of course, another word for full may also be too small, and this is also 
appropriate. The running joke that is not a joke among almost every teacher I have met in 
New York City is that DOE (Department of Education) buildings are always built too 
small to ever serve adequately, and Connectors is an obvious example. The hallways are 
narrow, and claustrophobic stairways with old metal grills surrounding the stairs are wide 
enough for only single-file lines. There are not enough classrooms for the number of 
students or teachers, apparent in the support staff squeezed into narrow cubicles in a 
corner room or the existence of this music/science room where our inquiry group meets: a 
model skeleton in one corner stares down a curtain behind which ukuleles hang out of 
sight during science classes. Such rooms are not uncommon in the city, but they are 
bizarre no matter how many times you teach in one. If the bulletin boards are many, they 
also hide brown tiles and distract from the aging rust-red tiled floors. 




  Because this is New York City after the mayoralty of Michael Bloomberg 2002-
2013 with its unprecedented splitting and co-locating of schools, this address is shared by 
multiple schools, and Connectors uses the second and fourth floors some distance up the 
stairs and several hallways apart. A single blacktop recess area for the building is divided 
into four quadrants by orange traffic barriers and only one quadrant contains a 
playground. When I visit the kindergarteners at recess one day, they have access to only 
three balls and a dozen hula hoops in their space—the single quadrant that contains a 
playground is being used by another school. There is no library. Co-location, charter co-
location, a lack of funding: you need to know that Connectors is too small for its 
children—mermaids and foxes and scientists included. 
Finally, this is also Connectors Charter in the 2017-2018 school year: an 
independent (non-networked) charter school in its second decade of operation, hosting 
roughly 400 students. Approximately two-thirds of its students are Black and one-third 
Hispanic. Almost 90% of students are considered economically disadvantaged (formerly 
measured as free or reduced lunch), and roughly 25% are students with special needs as 
indicated by the presence of Individualized Education Programs (IEPs). The school is 
located in the districts spanning upper Manhattan and Harlem, though many of the 
students come from out of the district and particularly from the South Bronx (see 
Hemphill & Costa, 2017, for discussion of this dynamic). During the year of this inquiry 
work, a plan designed partially to diversify the district’s schools was a repeated feature of 
the city’s news cycle, and would prove important to our work as an inquiry group. 
 




The Policy Context 
The inquiry group at Connectors Charter School is comprised of two teachers 
(Jamie and Alicia), a former teacher now coordinating elementary-to-middle school 
transition (Clara), and myself (see Tables 3.2 or 5.1). In our second meeting together I 
ask,1 “What makes [Connectors Charter] [Connectors Charter]?” Jamie, Alicia, and Clara 
have immediate answers to this question: 
JAMIE: Responsive Classroom and countdowns. . . . we give students 
countdowns and time to correct their action, and if they need more time we give 
them that time because we are not Success Academy, we don’t expect them to 
comply immediately. . . . 
 
ALICIA: Policy and all that stuff aside I was treated like an adult and not 
micromanaged, you know, like they expect us to do to the kids? They treat us that 
way so we can get in the habit, subconsciously. They’re not saying it, but you can 
tell that it's happening. . . .  
 
CLARA: When I think of “What is [Connectors Charter]?” I’m like: public 
charter school . . . I don’t even know if I know our mission by heart—articulate 
scholars and active citizens . . . [reading from computer] “we build the 
relationships that allow students to become exceptional scholars and develop 
exceptional character.”2 
 
Noticeably, all three make some kind of reference to a focus on character development, 
described as making choices about behavior and relationship-building: Jamie names a 
programmatic approach to classroom management, Responsive Classroom, which she 
will later describe as part of a focus on social and emotional learning in the school; Alicia 
speaks to how expectations are set for students; and Clara describes part of the mission of 
the school around relationships and character development. All three also make reference 
to the school’s charter status. Both Alicia and Jamie contrast Connectors with an image 
 
1 Throughout Chapters 4-8, I narrate the work of our inquiry groups in the present tense, and reserve the 
past tense for commentary participants or myself, looking back, give regarding our work together. 
2 This quote and subsequent quotes from the school website are paraphrased in this chapter. 




of charters associated in particular with Success Academy, marked by exacting discipline 
policies and a lack of student responsiveness (Losen et al., 2016; Snyder, 2015). At the 
outset, it is clear there are some shared ways of thinking and speaking about the school. 
As an activity in our second and third meetings, the four of us codify a list of 
policies we believe to be central to Connectors Charter, given below in Table 4.1. 
 
Table 4.1. Policies Clara, Jamie, Alicia, and I name as central to Connectors Charter 
School 
 
Administrative autonomy as a charter school 
Age grouping of students into a PK-5 school 
Charter renewal and charter accountability 
Collaborative professional environment, including “open-door” norms 
Co-teaching model: two equal teachers in each classroom 
Family communication, including response within 24-48 hours 
Family support, including providing various resources to parents 
Investment in long-term outcomes of students after graduation 
Professional development centered on collaborative curriculum writing and data collection 
Responsive Classrooms, including use of classroom countdowns 
Scheduling excludes “specials” teachers from collaborative professional development 
“Scholars and citizens” sense of school mission 
Social and emotional learning emphasis 
Standardized testing 
Student support emphasis, including “dean team” investment 
 
 
This list includes all the policies each of us named—there was no attempt to contradict 
any individual’s perspective of what constituted a central policy at Connectors. 
Nonetheless, several are noticeably personal. Jamie, for example, notes that the school’s 
professional development structures specifically exclude her and other “specials” 
teachers (music art, physical education): “it is a very collaborative professional 
environment unless you are a specials teacher. . . .You have the right curriculum? It’s 
cool. Okay, see you in June!” Clara describes the school’s focus on long-term outcomes, 
embodied by her position coordinating the transition from fifth grade to middle school 
and her work tracking student alumni: “That is my—the whole nature of my job, and why 




I have my job. It doesn’t exist in most schools, particularly elementary schools.” The 
sharing of these kinds of singular policies will also be found at both The Weather School 
and Open Doors, and speak to the visibility of several very targeted policies in teachers’ 
lives, and the directness with which they impact teachers. 
Apart from these kinds of policies, no less important because they do not directly 
affect everyone in the group, most of the items on this list can be grouped together within 
a relatively small number of themes. Many, though not the majority, can be viewed in 
connection to the focus on social and emotional learning: policies around family 
communication, Responsive Classrooms, emphasis on student support (further specified 
as an “army of extra hands,” including various deans and counseling staff), and of course 
“social and emotional learning.” 
The school’s charter status is also named in several ways, including in its 
accountability requirements and a feeling of administrative autonomy. Participants name 
a central tension at Connectors that arises from its focus on social and emotional learning, 
yet its need to meet a charter accountability plan largely driven by test scores. Clara 
describes this tension vividly by recounting the school’s latest charter renewal process: 
As [the principal] put it, the five white guys—the old white guys that were doing 
the final vote—was very much around test scores, and those outcomes. I feel like 
we have enacted the policies set forth in our charter and are coming from the 
SUNY charter school network much differently than other charter schools have. 
Even having that conversation I think [the administration] had to defend and talk 
about—“yes we understand that our scores aren’t the highest, yes we are working 
on it, but we are not going to cut corners on social-emotional learning and this and 
this.” 
 
Thus, “standardized testing” also appears on the list of central policies, though notably 
few other polies connect to this strand. For inquiry group participants, these policies were 




clear in some of the school’s investments, but were associated—at least in part—with 
external demands that felt more in common to “what other charter schools have.” 
A third set of policies on the list explicitly relate to the professional environment, 
perhaps hinted at earlier by Alicia’s comment contrasting her experiences at Connectors 
with those from her previous school. These define a collaborative professional 
environment for many, but not all teachers, an emphasis on co-teaching, and professional 
development centered around “collaborative curriculum writing.” 
From our conversations and this policy list, it is possible to describe our 
understanding of Connectors as one that feels aligned around a relatively small number of 
shared values and practices that are largely owned by the school. If historically the 
context of many schools in the U.S. is oftentimes marked by an incoherence of policies 
and programs (Fuhrman, 1993; Honig & Hatch, 2004), Connectors Charter in our initial 
conversation is described as a more tightly-knit policy space, holding to certain 
commitments even while making space for external accountability demands. 
 
The Policymaking Context 
In contrast to the list of policies we created, our maps of policymaking “in and 
through” the school provide more detail about our perceptions of policymaking 
influences and actors in relation to the school. In addition to Jamie’s map featured earlier 
(Figure 4.2), the remaining maps depicting Connectors (including my own, based on 
initial conversations) can be found on the next page.3 
 
3 In all maps, specific names of individuals, schools, or partnering organizations have been blacked out 
replaced with generic markers (e.g. “Founding Admin” or “Partnering Organization”). Such edits can be 
identified as having been typed over the map, with the exception of Nina’s map later in the chapter (Figure 
4.10), which she generated on a computer and received no edits. 






















One feature of Alicia’s, Jamie’s, and my maps is a focus on policy inside the school and 
the limited number of actors outside the school. Alicia simply names the State  
University of New York (SUNY), the school’s charter 
authorizer (Figure 4.7) as the only influence outside of 
the school. Jamie’s map names SUNY and “GOV’T” 
as influences, but also places them in the same circle as 
the ILT (Instructional Leadership Team) (Figure 4.9), 
indicating perhaps that their influence is largely felt by 
or through the school leaders. In Jamie’s map, 
“Parents” is also written at the bottom, largely unconnected from the rest of the school. In 
my own map, while I name several actors that are common in my experience with policy 
(NYC Department of Education, teachers union), I depict how little they seem to impact 
the school from our early conversations—placing them at the bottom behind a double-
line. Alicia, Clara, and Jamie comment on my map: 
ALICIA: Just from my perspective, those are things that I don’t think cross my 
mind ever as a teacher. DOE is not relevant to me. . . . And the state, I don’t think 
about that. Union—what is that? Never been in one, you know? So it was ironic 
that you even had that there. 
 
CLARA: Although I’m like, but historically—I mean all of these things— 
 
ALICIA: Of course, of course. 
 
CLARA: —determine, I mean, teacher unions in the work, historically determine 
hours and stuff. But at play, right now— 
 
JAMIE: From the day-to-day the feeling of—whereas, in other schools, teachers 
unions have meetings, every other week or something like that. So there’s definite 
awareness about being in a union or not being in a union. 
 
Figure 4.9. Jamie’s map, 
center top close-up 
 




Jamie’s, Alicia’s, and my maps center prominently on the school as the primary locus for 
policymaking. 
Focusing on the school level, Jamie names many of the internal mechanisms that 
seem to her responsible for circulating Connectors Charter’s policies: routines like 
“classroom expectations” or “scripts and patterns,” or the communication tools that 
surround the different policy spaces. “A lot of our policies are emailed through,” she says 
about her map, “or sometimes it’s policy that we have to email something. And then a lot 
of our policies are Slacked [a texting app] through, or it’s required that we Slack 
something.” 
Notably in our conversations, Jamie and Alicia articulate a hierarchy to their 
maps, which may not be immediately clear in Jamie’s. As Jamie describes it, her initial 
hope when she started drawing was “for something that was cyclical,” but then as she 
listed spaces of policymaking she observed things felt “kind of top-down.” Though the 
number of policy spaces in her map is notable, the communication to her was not 
multidirectional. More explicitly, Alicia drew a series of arrows that trace policymaking 
from SUNY through the school’s administration and eventually to teachers who are 
responsible for “execution.” For her, policies like Responsive Classroom and socio-
emotional learning are initiated by the school founders, who “set the stage” for the 
implementations that follow. The founders, she tells us “had to say they wanted this 
school to be an RC [Responsive Classroom] type of school.” Each group of actors is 
given a distinct role. However, noting that her map was not finished, Alicia pointed out 
that “the middle was supposed to be where I saw everyone had a hand in, so I put 
curriculum, student outcomes. I wanted to put some more things, but I don’t know”  






(Figure 4.10). Similar to Jamie, she hoped to depict something more “overlapping” and 
wanted to “connect it at the end” though had difficulty conceiving of how to do this. This 
mismatch is revealing: the problem here for both Alicia and Jamie is as much one of 
locating the agency of teachers and students in the context of policy work, as well as one 
of finding a model for depicting a policymaking that is not linear. Their articulations of 
difficulty suggest these maps are, to some extent, both reflective of their understandings 
but also inadequate—a struggle I will return to in this chapter’s discussion. 
Clara offers a very different vision than the rest of us in the group, and perhaps 
one solution for the problem of linear representation. In it, she presents policymaking as 
the combination of three spaces: student families and the communities they are from, the 
school as represented by its founders, and the external policymakers. Describing one 
aspect of her map, Clara explains: 
So from families, we hear, and one of the reasons [the school’s] founded, like, 
“We want safety. We want our kid to be safe. I want you to know my child. And 
we want to learn.” So then I was starting to think, “Well, what policies are coming 
out of those needs and wants? And how do they interact with this thing?” So for 
the need for safety, we have drills, et cetera. But we also have, and [the principal] 
Founding
Admin
Figure 4.10. Alicia’s Map, close-up on incomplete center 
 




says this a lot—“We have to have the relationships for safety.” Safety is the 
number one, but unless we have relationships with everybody at the school and in 
our building, then that’s our safety gonna fall apart. All of these things can go 
back to there.  
 
Clara describes policymaking as a kind of problem-solving in response to influences from 
several constituencies. Like her colleagues, she locates that problem-solving in the school 
and the various choices it has made, but suggests that a variety of school actors take part 
in responding to these needs, wants, and requirements. The language of the map—“we 
need,” “you may”—even coming from state actors on the right, express a kind of 
flexibility, a negotiating perhaps exemplified in the school’s latest charter renewal where 
Connectors did not meet the accountability plan it had created previously, but was 
renewed regardless. The language also speaks to Clara’s sense that policymaking should 
“interplay”: 
From a staff member perspective, I feel a lot of it here. Like, all right, we see this 
and we want it and sometimes we interpret that, or I interpret that myself like, 
“Oh, these are the needs and the wants of the communities, or of SUNY, so 
therefore this is what’s going to happen.” But, it should all interplay. 
 
It is worth noting that even though external policymakers take up more space in Clara’s 
map, she essentially names the same actors as the rest of the group: parents, SUNY, state 
and federal governments. As Alicia observes, “a lot of us included a lot of the same 
terminology and things. Everybody has got SUNY down, and things like that.” Inside the 
school, all four of us carve out a central role for the school’s two founders, who now 
serve as the school’s principal and director of instruction. 
In the interest of seeing whether maps from one of the other groups might cause 
us to see something else, I also share the maps created by teachers from The Weather 
School. For Jamie, Clara, and Alicia, the differences are immediately apparent. Noting 




depictions of numerous rules and requirements—recall Irene’s depiction of a storm at the 
start of the chapter, Jamie suggests: 
I feel like when [policy] comes from a mandate it feels like you’re being forced, 
but whereas here I feel like it’s very personalized. When I did this, I thought of 
the people that I deal with on a daily basis. There’s our ops team, it’s [name of 
operations director] and whatever. You’re not necessarily thinking about ‘Oh, this 
thing that’s very far away from me is mandating,’ but that this person down the 
hall is asking me to do something in this way. 
 
Clara agrees, attributing this to the school’s charter status: “Many—some of us—charters 
recruited to get rid of the bureaucracy of all those ‘you must,’ ‘you must’ elements. But 
it’s interesting how that’s represented in these [maps from The Weather School].” For 
Clara, in comparison to the “you may” on her own map, she sees “you must” on those 
from another school. 
These last observations align with some narratives common to charter school 
discourse regarding greater autonomy from external rules of regulations compared to 
public schools (e.g. Kolderie, 1990; Nathan, 1996). Such narratives no doubt play into 
our perceptions and the construction of these maps, and it is worth pointing out that 
current research considerably complicates this idea of autonomy in the charter sector. 
Oberfield (2017), examining large-scale national and state teacher surveys, points to a 
seeming contradiction where teachers in charter schools report greater autonomy and less 
bureaucratic “red tape,” yet at the same time experience comparable accountability and 
roughly the same amount of emphasis on testing. Perhaps it is worth noting that 
Connectors had by far the most visible disciplinary rules of the three schools in the study: 
many spaces are marked by an insistence on absolute quiet, with younger students asked 
to “bubble” (puff out their cheeks) so they would not talk in the hallway and students at 
recess periodically being told to “FREEZE!” and fall silent. Connectors, for all their 




emphasis on autonomy, operates in a field of institutional pressures and explicit 
accountability whether or not it is easily perceived (see also Huerta, 2009). 
This is a reminder that our maps and discussions are situated accounts, and that 
they reveal as much about our schools as the way our accounts are framed. It is worth 
asking what is missing as well—not so much in the way that we might have misnamed 
Connectors, for it is our subjective viewpoints, valid and constitutive, that are sought in 
this study, but more so in search of how our positionalities impact such perceptions. The 
focus on school-based autonomy might lead participants to ignore a number of actors that 
certainly have a role. In later inquiry meetings, we will discuss the organization, 
Responsive Classroom, that provides professional development, a university network 
both founders participate in, and even Teach For America as influencing the school. Yet 
at this first juncture, these are not understood or viewed as policymaking interests. I also 
wish to highlight the moment where Clara mentions the historical work of unions in 
setting working hours and pay and Alicia responds “of course, of course.” They both 
acknowledge the impact of these norms—what I call “stuff schools should be and do” on 
my map and what policy researchers might call institutional and isomorphic pressures 
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Huerta & Zuckerman, 2009)—and simultaneously dismiss 
them. These norms feel, in this case, simply “given,” much like the material and 
demographic contexts I led this section with. Such assertions are also a part of the 
policymaking space of Connectors Charter School, and I consider their absence later.  
 




The Weather School 
 
A Visit to The Weather School 
The Weather School is a school serving grades 6-12. Visitors to the school are 
quick to comment on its facilities, and for good reason: less than a decade old, its 
hallways and stairways are wide and lined by bright green and yellow lockers. The 
library is impressively well-stocked (on the first day of our inquiry group, the library 
features a shelf dedicated exclusively to LGBTQ-themed books) and meticulously 
maintained by a librarian who maintains a seemingly limitless calendar of events. The 
auditorium—shared by multiple schools co-located in the same building—seats hundreds 
and plays host to many of the district’s special events. The music rooms, including my 
own, are filled with instruments of all shapes and sizes, and one room contains three 
soundproof studios, each capable of mimicking a variety of acoustical environments. The 
school’s exterior boasts a modest field, and even some parking—a rarity even in central 
Queens where the school is located. 
Covering the walls of The Weather School are a riot of art installations, displays, 
and flyers. The artwork stands out, from student-created murals of fantastical creatures 
outside the entrance to a professional installation in the auditorium lobby, where an artist 
has rendered the streets and neighborhoods of Queens into a painted cacophony of 
intersections. Display cases exhibit work from arts classes alongside trophies and 
photographs of sports and speech teams. Bulletin boards showcase student work in 
interdisciplinary, community-based projects—portraits of city activists, designs to 
address climate change in city neighborhoods.. And a variety of colorful flyers also litter 
the walls, advertising for after-school clubs (Girls Who Code!), school events (Harry 




Potter Day in the Library!), fundraisers (Shake Shack!), informational meetings for 
international trips (Italy!), and student campaign posters to serve as class officers (one 
ninth-grade student has superimposed his body over that of a WWE wrestler). Teachers 
and students alike attest to the sense that there is a lot going on here. 
And here, too, despite the newness of the building, the classes are clearly 
cramped. With most classroom sizes at the city maximum, the 34 desks and chairs in 
each class—often arranged for groupwork—leave little, if any, room to walk around. 
Several teachers have experimented with requiring students to leave their bags in the 
hallway. There are also classes held in office spaces, the high school government class 
meets in the staff cafeteria, and a morning advisory meets in a coat closet outside the 
auditorium. I am one of the teachers on the school’s Rooms Committee that assigns 
classes to rooms (space is so tight that several years ago teachers advocated to elect a 
committee to oversee assignments), and I know that at any given moment of the day there 
are precious few spaces unoccupied. A request to permanently divide two of the larger 
classrooms to make more space has been repeatedly denied: two more classrooms, 
according to the city Department of Education, would mean we would have space for a 
larger enrollment. 
However many they are, our students are noticeably diverse. In the 2017-2018 
school year of our inquiry group, The Weather School served over 800 students, roughly 
40% of whom are Hispanic, 20% Asian, 20% Black, and 20% White. There is no racial 
majority, a rarity in this city. Additionally, 20% of the students have Individualized 
Education Plans, and 70% are considered economically disadvantaged. It is an 
unscreened school serving students from across Central and Southern Queens, in a 




district where all secondary schools are open to all students in an effort to desegregate a 
socio-economically stratified region. In this project, whose policies are named early on 
by participants in our inquiry group, The Weather School might be held up as a success. 
 
The Policy Context 
The inquiry group at The Weather School is comprised of eight teachers: Ana, 
Gloria, Irene, Judith, Marie, Nina, Sam, and me (see Tables 3.2 or 5.3). Similar to 
Connectors, in our second meeting together at The Weather School we create a list of 
policies we identify as central to “what makes [The Weather School] [The Weather 
School].” In contrast to Connectors, at The Weather School we begin by journaling 
individual lists and then share them as a group, with each participant contributing at least 
one policy to a master list (Table 4.2). In some ways, this process emphasized individual 
perspectives—for example, this is how Sam articulated his first addition to the list: 
So, I’m going to go in a slightly different direction from where we’ve been and go 
to a classroom level policy, which is that in my room students get three shots at 
all major assessments over a reasonable period of time. I think that, in my mind, it 
makes [The Weather School] [The Weather School]. It embodies the idea of 
mastery and growth. I think it facilitates the building of the mindset that kids can 
improve over time with additional effort and support. I hope that it makes [The 
Weather School] [The Weather School] in some way, because that’s the school 
that I want this to be. I did that. 
 
Leaving for later consideration of Sam’s naming of a classroom-level policy as central to 
the school, his impulse to “go in a slightly different direction” is indicative of a kind of 
thinking the group used to capture a wide range of policies. Indeed, throughout the 
conversation we also sought to name where each of the different policies came from—
with care to name both foundational policies that constitute the existence of the school 
and its operations (zoning, funding) alongside polices like Sam’s that were largely 




created by teachers within the school. Our list is more wide-ranging compared to 
Connectors, perhaps a testament to this approach, the size of the group, and also some 
familiarity with thinking and speaking about policy—which will become apparent in the 
conversations documented below. 
 
Table 4.2. Policies Ana, Gloria, Irene, Judith, Marie, Nina, Sam, & I name as central to 
The Weather School 
 
Advisory program: all teachers are advisors to a small group of students, and meet at the start of the day 
No cell phones out at any time during school day 
Curriculum is arranged in collaboratively-created, interdisciplinary, project-based units 
Departmentalization of special education teachers (versus these teachers meeting with gen ed  
     departments) 
Fieldwork: encouragement of student work in the field and shifting policies around students left behind 
Funding and lack thereof 
Grade discipline policies, e.g. eighth-grade Friday lunch detention policy for non-negotiables 
Graduation requirements, including Regents testing and credit accumulation 
Heterogenous cohorting of students, with tracking limited to student choice to elect AP courses in HS 
Lateness to school results in an after-school detention at the end of the week 
Make-up opportunities for major assessments, implemented differentially across classrooms 
Mastery-based grading 
Schedule of fewer, longer teaching periods in the school day 
Schedule that includes PD time, collaborative planning, and longer periods in the day 
Silent Sustained Reading period 
Student-led conferences instead of parent-teacher conferences 
Teacher evaluation and decision as a school to default on the city standardized test component 
Uniform 
Zoning and admissions policies that construct student composition 
 
 
Despite the range, there are ways to interpret this list of policies that help make 
sense of The Weather School’s policy context. First, similar to participants’ descriptions 
at Connectors of how their school differed from those of other charters, a large number of 
policies at The Weather School are also marked by the ways they stand out compared to 
those at other schools: an interdisciplinary project-based curriculum, an emphasis on 
fieldwork, heterogenous student cohorting, and student-led conferences (SLCs) to name a 
few. As Nina puts it regarding the last: “I was thinking about how the DOE imposed 
times for teachers to stay after school with parent teacher conferences . . . but however 




we do it differently at [The Weather School]. We do SLCs as opposed to parent teacher 
conferences.” Sam also comments on the list in general, “I’m noticing that some of these 
policies have a [Weather School] part to them.” 
Many policies, including those just named, can also be considered manifestations 
of the school’s commitment to practices of progressive education, loosely defined in 
Chapter 1 as a constellation of practices and purposes connecting education to social 
responsibility and democracy, experiential and open-ended curriculum, student- and 
society-centered instruction, and a vibrant public discourse in education. The schedule of 
lengthier teaching periods mixed with professional development blocks, for example, is 
used primarily to emphasize depth of learning for students, and to create planning time 
for teachers to build an interdisciplinary and experiential curriculum. The school’s 
pronounced refusal to implement the citywide teacher evaluation program, detailed at the 
start of Chapter 1, is in part resistance to the expanding influence of testing in education. 
Another characteristic of this list is also the inclusion of what some might call 
“best practices,” like Sam’s make-up policy. Reflecting on the list we created, Sam and 
Ana have the following exchange: 
SAM: I’m not sure which of these things we just talked about are actually 
policies. . . . 
 
ANA: A lot of these policies are sounding like best practices. Like, SLCs and case 
studies . . . [but] all of these policies seem like they’re not going anywhere, 
anytime soon. They seem pretty fixed to me, that they won’t change. 
 
The decision to name such sedimented practices that “won’t change” as policies speaks to 
the sense that, from the start of our inquiry work together, policy among this group was 
discussed not simply as governmental mandate, but as an architecture sustained at the 
school level, a slippage from conventional understandings of policy. 




Which is not to say the group ignored the kinds of mandates and directives that 
are more commonly described as policy. Uniforms, a lateness policy, and discipline 
policies were all articulated—directives largely internal to the school. Likewise, school 
funding and graduation and testing requirements—externally derived policies that 
constitute key aspects of the school’s operations. Nonetheless, participants expressed that 
the policy context of the school was not one of incoherence. On the contrary, Irene 
expressed the feeling of an “ethos” that underpins her understanding of the school: 
To the question “What policies feel most central to the work that we do?” I had 
trouble thinking of—potentially this is because of the way that I interpret the 
word policy—but I don’t feel like the policies at our school are the things that 
make, that are the most central to the things that we do. I feel like the ethos of our 
educational beliefs are the things that make, that are central to the work that we 
do. So SLCs, I think, is an educational belief that makes [The Weather School] 
unique and that is central to the work that we do. But, then you name that as 
policy, or [Sam] having three shots at all major assessments is an ethos that he 
believes in about what provides educational opportunities for kids. So . . . the 
things that are the most central to the things I do are about the beliefs that we have 
in what good education looks like. I think that encompasses like, mastery-based 
grading, and arguably, mastery-based grading does not happen everywhere in our 
school. 
 
For Irene, to attempt to pinpoint policies misses an emerging, shared sense of belief that 
feels more central to defining the school context and underpins the range of shared 
practices—even where such practices may not be uniformly implemented or easily 
explained in a single category. Judith echoes this by describing “a shared vision around 
education with the people that created or interpreted these policies for the school. . . . I 
think that’s a lot of what makes [The Weather School] [The Weather School], in terms of 
policy.” This, I would argue, is a way to interpret Sam’s statement, when he describes his 
grading process as a part of what “makes [The Weather School] [The Weather School].” 
It embodies the idea of mastery and growth. 




The Policymaking Context 
The previous comments by Irene, Judith, and Sam foreground a policymaking 
context that feels oriented towards the local level, centered in a shared ethos and the work 
of school actors. Irene’s depiction of policymaking at the start of the chapter (Figure 4.4), 
with the roof of the school protecting it from external lightning through a combination of 
“flexibility,” “creativity,” “smarts,” and “SBOs” (School-Based Options, a mechanism 
for creating structural flexibilities at the school level), expresses this feeling while also 
pointing to a struggle between internally-created and externally-generated policies. The 
other maps of policymaking from this inquiry group, created for our third meeting 
together, both lend support to Irene’s conception of The Weather School and suggest a 
number of differing perspectives on the school. These seven maps appear on the 
following pages, concluding with my own (Figures 4.11-4.17).  
Where the maps from Connectors might stand out due to the limited number of 
external actors they contain, actors take up a much greater space in the maps of 
policymaking from The Weather School. All eight maps give a significant role to the 
New York City Department of Education (often referenced as “DOE”). Additionally, 
Sam’s (Figure 4.11), Judith’s (Figure 4.12), and Nina’s (Figure 4.14) name several 
regulatory and legislative bodies at the state and federal levels. Sam, for example, traces 
policymaking not simply to institutions like the state Board of Regents, but also 
individuals—city schools chancellor Carmen Fariña, mayor “BDB” (Bill De Blasio), and 
the state “GOV” (Governor), and also a trail of money flowing out from the nation’s 
capital. Marie and Ana (Figures 4.13 and 4.15) include the teacher’s union (“UFT” or 
United Federation of Teachers); Marie, Gloria, and I (Figures 4.13, 4.16, 4.17) identify  












Figure 4.11. Sam’s map (The Weather School) 
Figure 4.12. Judith’s map (The Weather School) 
Figure 4.13. Marie’s map (The Weather School) 
Figure 4.14. Nina’s map (The Weather School) 










Figure 4.15. Ana’s map  
(The Weather School) 
Figure 4.16. Gloria’s map  
(The Weather School) 
Figure 4.17. Eric’s map (The Weather School) 




the school’s network as important; and Gloria names a partnering organization as a part 
of the policy context. The work of external policy forces is visibly present to participants 
in the work of The Weather School in a way that it is not at Connectors. 
The characterization of these various spaces also stands out. The school’s 
network, a collection of progressive schools that share and develop practices, is depicted  
as sharing “values” with The 
Weather School in Marie’s map 
(Figure 4.18) and working directly 
with teachers in Gloria’s. I depict it 
in my map (Figure 4.19) as 
functioning in part as an additional 
buffering agent against the DOE, 
both by offering alternative policy 
solutions and also functioning to 
legitimate certain alternative 
practices (Honig & Hatch, 2004; 
Burch, 2007). 
In contrast, more 
conventional policymaking spaces 
like the DOE affiliated with the city, 
state, or federal government are 
characterized in a noticeably oppositional fashion in several of these maps. There are the 
slightly sinister caricatures and flood of money that dominate Sam’s depiction of them 





Figure 4.19. Eric’s map (The Weather School), close-
up on center top 
 




and the burden of “policy texts” hurled by the DOE in mine. Most remarkably,  there is 
the coincidence of a shared metaphor of a storm used in both Irene’s and Judith’s maps—
created separately—to depict the relationship between city, state, and federal 
policymakers and the school. Judith explains that, compared to Irene’s depiction of 
“flexibility” or “smarts” which thwart the weather, there are “different filters in mine, 
like in the soil” (Figure 4.20): 
I saw it as [the principals] being the 
first level of what they decide gets 
filtered out that we don’t have to deal 
with, and then teacher leaders are the 
group that filters some things out, and 
then teachers, and then students. And 
then “all the stuff” is the result of that. 
 
This idea of filtering out articulates a belief in 
the need for control and ownership at the local 
level that saturates the group’s conversations 
about policy. Consider the following 
exchange: 
GLORIA: It comes back to this—who has the authority? Who’s making the 
policy, and how do we do it? [Policy] is in itself a benign entity that if we have 
control over, and if we have input in, that we’re okay with. 
 
JUDITH: But it’s interesting because last time, when we were naming policies, 
[Sam], you named your retake policy and people can retake it three times, and I 
feel like in talking about your policy then it had this positive connotation and we 
weren’t afraid to use that word, versus when we talk about the DOE policy, and 
then we talk about things like resistance and sort of these broader—like if it is a 
policy from the DOE we have to resist it. 
 
Such resistance—or at least agency in the maps, is depicted not simply by roofs and soil, 
but also the presence of numerous policy actors within the school and their individual 
orientations. The fullness of the school’s policy space itself, then, seems to defy any 
TWS
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Figure 4.20. Judith’s map, close-up on 
bottom 
 




outside policy that might seek to fill it like an empty container. In Sam’s map, each of the 
circles at the bottom stands for different groups of teachers in the school (e.g. Grade 
Team, Department Team), and in response to a question about what the “Yeah, right” 
attributed to “GT” (Grade Teams) indicates, he offers: 
I think grade teams can be sarcastic. I think the character of a grade team has a 
really significant role in the way that a group of teachers chooses to interpret and 
implement what they see as requirements or suggestions. So I think it contributes 
to the very different ways that we see—in the middle school for example, groups 
of teachers hosting events or reinforcing school-wide non-negotiables. 
 
These same teams are reiterated in Ana’s map, and several members of the group point to 
my map for its depiction of a community of individuals working to circulate and 
transform policy. While examining each other’s maps, Nina leaves the comment on mine 
via post-it: “This one really names relationships as having an impact on policy” 
[emphasis in original]. At The Weather School, every teacher sits on a Grade Team and a 
Department Team. According to the maps drawn by Judith, Marie, Sam, and myself, this 
also means every teacher is also taking part in some kind of policymaking process. 
The number of policymaking spaces within the school is further developed by 
Nina, who lists in her map a number of formalized leadership teams along with a cohort 
of “founding teachers” when articulating the school’s policy spaces, explaining that the 
latter “were a huge part of the original policy-making process.” Nina tempers the sense 
that all teachers might participate in some egalitarian manner, however, with a reminder 
that hierarchies of engagement and authorization, explicit and implicit, exist in the school 
in such teams: “Teachers hired after the opening two years recognize an insider/outsider 
dynamic here.” The Weather School is also a place where certain early policies have, in a 
way visible to some participants, created particular antecedents that current policymaking 




must contend with. They set the on-the-ground vision that constitutes the thinking of new 
teachers, who both iterate as well as refract them in the context of the school (Supovitz, 
2008). 
The interactions within this myriad of policymaking spaces is illustrated to some 
extent on Ana’s map, which traces a single policy’s trajectory from the “DOE/UFT” to 
the school. In it, she suggests that policy is transformed at the school level: the SLC 
policy represents an enactment of a directive that schools hold “family outreach” time. 
Commenting via post-it on her map, one member of the inquiry group points to the fact 
that “[The Weather School] seems on the same ‘level’” as the “DOE/UFT” while another 
echoes the feeling of “a skirting or side-stepping in order to do it our own way.” Such 
creative implementation is also depicted in Irene’s map, where things like “co-planning 
time” or “66-minute classes” are the result of school-level policymaking. Nina’s design 
suggests only a narrow point where external policymakers (top reverse pyramid) join 
with school policymakers (bottom pyramid): the policymaking inside and outside of the 
school do not intersect. 
This rich policymaking architecture on the ground also gives way, in some maps, 
to a vision of multi-directionality of policymaking—a rejection of linear implementation 
and enactment. Gloria’s map is noticeably bi-directional within the school, with teachers 
working “up” to construct school policy, Marie’s charts a policy space drawn from three 
separate “needs” and re-asserts “individual teacher decision” as a response point in each, 
and Sam’s depicts bottom-up influences emerging from the school onto the district and 
city education departments. He explains: 
I was thinking about [The Weather School] stuff, which gets, I think, responded to 
at a DOE level—us being a Showcase school and certain practices of ours being 




seen as good and held up as such. But then I was thinking about [the principals’] 
struggles with the chancellor . . . and the lack of responsiveness that I was seeing 
there. So it’s going to be going one direction but not towards her. 
 
 Gloria comments that my map “was a lot more like a full space with lots of stuff 
happening in all the little corners of the map with not necessarily arrows leading 
anywhere. There was no real—there’s no linearity to it.” 
The notion that policymaking might be bottom-up, or situated to a significant 
degree on the ground, is striking feature of the depictions of participants at The Weather 
School. While these maps make clear that the presence of external policymakers is felt, 
they make equally clear that there is an assertion of policymaking work operating within 
the school—an assertion contrary to conventional narratives of policy. Read alongside 
our discussion of policies in the school, it might be argued that such policymaking may 
grow out of an “ethos” that is shared in collaborative teams and also sedimented from the 
work of founding teachers, administrators, and the school network. The sense of a 
professional culture of collaboration is also strongly hinted at in these maps; a surprising 
feature of the school may be that more than half the teachers lead some kind of team or a 
thematic aspect of the school’s work. Certainly this distribution of leadership has 
implications for the kinds of policy articulations in our inquiry. 
What is missing from these maps? As with teachers at Connectors, though 
teachers at The Weather School name a variety of external influences, they too do not 
name the kinds of isomorphic and institutional pressures that exist discursively around 
schools and schooling. Rather, participants gravitated towards naming specific actors and 
places as policymakers outside of the school. In our discussion, Irene also points out that 
our maps were focused on “compliance issues” rather than instruction: 




I think it's interesting that on nobody’s map anything about instruction or what 
makes good teaching, like Danielson[‘s instructional framework] didn’t even 
show up on people’s maps. I don’t think, in general, people named policies. I 
think people named bodies that create policy. The structures that are named spoke 
to me more about other compliance issues, not about the thing that education is 
ideally about. 
 
While to some degree, this exercise was not one that lent itself to naming instructional 
policies, Irene’s observation points to a lacuna worth returning to later. Perhaps there is a 
mismatch between the policies we name as central and where we see policymaking 
happen. Or there is a way, in situating the school against so many external policymakers, 
policy is seen less as a discourse to be transformed so much as a directive to be resisted. 
The narratives of this school, oppositional and protective at times, may ignore particular 
kinds of policies and policymakings. 
 
Open Doors Elementary School 
 
A Visit to Open Doors Elementary 
The first thing I notice when I visit is how sunny Open Doors Elementary School 
is, with large windows and a vibrant morning light. The stairways themselves are flooded 
by sunlight, with one wall of the stairwell made entirely of glass across all four floors—a 
rarity in New York City school buildings. Later I will learn that this building was 
featured in an architecture magazine for its use of light and air, including extra-wide 
corridors and unique features like a “light well” used to allow natural light to circulate 
into many parts of the building. Classrooms, too, feature large unbroken window panes. 
The basement, while lacking in natural light, offers its own unique fixtures: two student 
tour guides proudly show me their dance classroom, complete with a mirrored wall on 
one side and a ballet bar encompassing the length of the room. 




I also learn from the architecture magazine that the school was designed for 420 
elementary school students. In true New York City fashion, it currently houses almost 
600 children—over 40% more than its design. Thus, in its corridors I see several groups 
of students working with teachers in makeshift “classrooms.” Three students receiving 
English language instruction are seated on the hallway floor in front of a laptop playing a 
song about pronouns. Ironically, Open Doors was also featured in a report on 
underfunding in New York State schools, which cites the lack of adequate space, 
including little playground space (none for older students) and the use of offices and 
teacher work spaces for classrooms—clearly a common trend across the schools of this 
study. The participants at the school will comment on how “aesthetically it looks great,” 
but they find the layout unpractical, full of wasted space. As for the windows: “You felt 
like you were in a fish tank,” one participant memorably notes. 
Open Doors Elementary is also spotlessly clean and work displays are tidy. 
Student work is everywhere, celebrating academic accomplishment in colorful, artsy 
bulletin boards laden with graphics and trees cut from construction paper. One board that 
catches my eye asks passersby to answer the question “SHOULD YOU CLONE YOUR 
PET?” (the overwhelming response: “Absolutely! When do we start?”). Next to the vote 
tallies sit several student essays on the topic from the Math and Science Club, with 
diagrams of cells illustrating how cloning works. I ask one of my student guides who gets 
their work displayed, and she answers, “Everyone’s work goes up if it’s good enough. It 
doesn’t have to be great.” 
A look into classrooms reveals many of them are themed—meaning there is a 
superhero classroom with each student’s name attached to an Avenger on the door, an 




undersea classroom with cardboard fish hanging from the ceiling on threads, and more. 
Most classrooms contain brown, narrow desks shaped as hexagons and grouped together 
to form ringed tables of six. The walls of classrooms are covered with posters and anchor 
charts, not to mention bulletin boards—many dedicated to the Reading StreetTM Common 
Core curriculum, with its pre-printed vocabulary words, learning targets, and questions. 
Open Door Elementary serves almost 600 students in grades K-5 and is located in 
Northern Queens. In the 2018-2019 school year of this inquiry, the vast majority of its 
students identified as Hispanic or Latino, with less than 5% each of Asian, Black, White, 
and Native American students. More than 90% of students are considered economically 
disadvantaged, a fifth of students have IEPs, and almost a quarter of students are 
homeless or in temporary housing. It is an unscreened school largely serving the 
surrounding neighborhood. In the younger grades, the school features a dual language 
program and also provides a Saturday school option for many of its students. 
 
The Policy Context 
It is at our first meeting at Open Doors Elementary together that we—Gabrielle, 
Gemma, Riley, and I (see Tables 3.2 and 5.3)—name policies that are central to the 
school. Similar to the process at The Weather School, we take time first with some 
individual journaling before sharing our lists. Here, I also invite participants to reference 
the list of 177 school-level policies compiled by Braun et al. (2010) as part of their policy 
audit of four high schools in the U.K. and excerpted in Table 2.1. I choose to share the 
list because during an initial visit (as part of the second pilot study), I had asked several 
teachers a similar question and was met with some confusion. This was the question, in 
fact, that prompted one teacher described in Chapter 3 to protest, “This is just an ordinary 




school!” Observing some confusion with this activity and seeking to ground 
understandings of policy in something that felt less extraordinary, I offered Braun et al.’s 
list as a loose starting point with the framing that the context of these policies differed 
from Open Doors both in terms of age (high school) and national context (U.K.).  
Our list of policies for Open Doors, which adapts some policies from Braun et 
al.’s list but also departs substantially from it, can be found in Table 4.3, below. 
 
Table 4.3: Policies Gabrielle, Gemma, Riley, and I name as central to Open Doors 
Elementary School 
 
Class sizes  
Curriculum packages, including Reading Street literacy curriculum 
Departmentalization of classes: students will change teachers for math and reading in some grades 
English Language Learner (ELL) practices as a mix of push-in, pull-out, and bilingual services 
IEP (Individual Education Plan) for students with special needs and requirements for teachers 
Integrated co-teaching (ICT) service, including school’s approach to partnering teachers 
Literacy support, in particular pull-out supports and selection of students who need the support 
Professional development and use of time 
Response-to-Intervention (RTI) process for struggling students 
Standardized testing 
Student council 
Teacher evaluation and accountability 
 
 
Many of the initial policies we name are those that structure the classroom 
environment: class sizes, departmentalization of classes (where students see different 
teachers for math and reading), and integrated co-teaching (ICT). Others, like the use of a 
packaged literacy curriculum or the mandated standardized testing and teacher 
evaluation, directly impact what is taught. These last two are added to the list by 
Gabrielle, who comments that what makes them central to Open Doors is that “they 
structure our daily work.” Compared to Connectors Charter and The Weather School, 
who similarly name testing and evaluations but push against them with other priorities, 
there is less of conflict around them here, though these policies are not viewed neutrally 
and will be expressed as such in our maps. 




A second grouping of policies are those related to supporting students with 
particular needs: English Language Learner (ELL) practices, Response-to-Intervention 
(RTI), literacy support, and also ICT. The prominence of these policies may be attributed 
partly to the fact that all of the teachers work closely with emerging bilingual students 
who are learning English, and two teach together in an ICT classroom. At the same time, 
three of the teachers participating at The Weather School work predominantly with 
students with special needs and these policies received little mention. For the teachers at 
Open Doors, it may also be that these policies stand out as particular areas of difficulty: 
when it is her turn to share the policies she wrote down, Gemma immediately launches 
into a criticism of the bureaucracy around IEPs (“it’s too daunting to get a student an 
IEP”) and Riley adds to this RTI, which she perceives as a cumbersome process for 
providing student services. For Gemma and Riley, these policies are named as much 
because they enable particular interventions as much as they don’t seem to work for 
students or teachers. These policies feel, in some sense, frustrating—“and then you’re 
held accountable,” Gemma adds wryly. 
This list, when compared to the ones at Connectors Charter or The Weather 
School, does not seem to have the same sense of shared vision or ethos threaded through 
it. None of the participants at Open Doors offers up a sense of how any of these policies 
tie together or underscores a larger purpose. Indeed, while the other schools in this study 
have similar policies for addressing the needs of different learners, they went unnamed—
they did not stand out as central policies for the participants. When I ask in the second 
meeting at Open Doors whether there is a value or idea that is shared in the school, Riley 
answers that the school used to have “different values based on the word BEST. Right? 




So now we’re moving forward and changing it. We are biasing it to make more sense 
toward what our community is like now.” So rather than speaking towards a core set of 
values that have yet to be determined, the policies named here seem more reflective of 
the teaching situation of the group’s participants. In some way, they also reflect the 
school’s demographics, with its large and noticeable population of emergent bilinguals 
(who are referred to as ELLs). 
As Gemma’s and Riley’s comments above suggest, participants also name these 
policies in particular because they seem to impede their work. When naming 
departmentalization as a central policy, Riley notes that: “I feel like ICT should not be a 
department kind of thing. I think the class should just stick together throughout the day. I 
don’t feel like that department thing is helpful to them because sometimes the other 
teachers may not know how to differentiate or help them.” Gemma and Gabrielle 
describe their struggles with class size, and Gabrielle points out hers are larger compared 
to those of other teachers in her grade. When adding standardized testing to the list, 
Gemma argues, “Is this a policy thing where they have to be taught X, Y, and Z? Because 
they have to take this test. I feel like it comes down to the test, the test, the test. That’s all 
it’s about.”  
Surprisingly, only one policy might be said not to emerge directly from the day-
to-day teaching context: the creation of a student council. When Gemma adds the student 
council to the list, she notes that a lot of effort from the administration has gone into 
creating a council where “all kinds of kids—even self-contained” are given opportunities 
for student voice. This addition, too, seems unconnected to any other efforts or to a larger 




vision. Rather, it feels like a particularly visible program or recent initiative championed 
by the school’s administration. 
 
The Policymaking Context 
From this initial discussion of policy, where the policies named were often 
criticized in the same breath, it should come as no surprise that the maps we drew of 
policymaking expressed a limited role for teachers. In addition to Riley’s map (Figure 
4.3) at the start of the chapter, the maps from Gemma, Gabrielle, and me on the next page 
(Figures 4.21-4.23) suggest a variety of constraints. In Riley’s map, the teacher is 
primarily given the role of responding to administration or students—either by saying 
“thanks so helpful” to the administration for being permitted to use intervisitation as a 
mandated observation (close-up in Figure 4.24) , or “I can help” when assigning a student 
support—the school’s policy—rather 
than holding a student back a grade 
level. In my depiction (Figure 4.23), 
teachers are largely isolated in 
classrooms—which to some extent 
might suggest autonomy, but in the 
picture they are constrained by the 
octopus of a packaged, “chosen 
curriculum.” Gabrielle’s depiction of 
constraint is far more blunt, with 
educators emphatically labeled 
Figure 4.24. Riley’s map, close-up on 
“Classroom Intervisitation”  
 





Figure 4.21. Gemma’s map  
(Open Doors Elementary) 
Figure 4.22. Gabrielle’s map  
(Open Doors Elementary) 
Figure 4.23. Eric’s map  
(Open Doors Elementary) 




“not a part of the process” and “being forced to comply” (Figure 4.22). As she explains it: 
We’re always the one being blamed for things that we have no control of. We’re 
kind of just following what you’re telling us to do. So, it started with the 
government and it’s cloud of an idea that they have of what they would like the 
schools to look like. But, then they kind of pushed that idea towards the 
chancellor and making these regulations. And, then it’s enforced through the 
DOE, and then by that time when it comes to admin, admin is in a panic because 
now they're being told they have to do all these things. And, then I said it’s being 
“drilled” from admin. I think the delivery could be sometimes a little bit more 
fitting so that we can be receptive. 
  
In an initial discussion of the maps, all three teachers suggest that with regards to policy 
they feel there is a lack of transparency between administration and teachers. Gemma 
observes that while “I feel like here there is transparency more so than what I had in my 
old school, but sometimes it’s like—why is this happening?” 
While Gemma’s map 
(close-up in Figure 4.25) also 
suggests that policies originate 
with “DOE regulations” and 
move through “admin,” she does 
illustrate a few mechanisms for 
teacher discretion at Open Doors. 
Teachers determine, for example, 
which students can and can’t be 
together in a class. Teachers 
sometimes have choice about who they co-teach with. And a group of “teacher leaders” 
(which includes her) does give “feedback/thoughts” on the use professional development 
time. Gemma explains her process for creating the map this way: “So all of [the policies] 
Figure 4.25. Gemma’s map, close-up on “Use of PD Time” 
 




I had really I think starts with the DOE regulations first—in class size, obviously 
logistically how many kids can be in your class legally. Then I went down to admin, and 
sometimes down to teachers.” This line of thinking is not markedly different than 
Gabrielle’s, though the character of the map suggests far less conflict. 
Riley’s map is an interesting outlier in 
its lack of attention given to any context 
outside of the school. In her drawing, she 
chooses two policies and frames them as 
problems: how teachers might strengthen 
their practice and how struggling students 
might receive support. The map depicts 
policymaking as school-based responses in 
negotiation—on one hand of administrators 
attempting to find a way to “apply” 
intervisitation as an effective tool, on the 
other of teachers and administration seeking a 
better policy for literacy support. Describing her thinking around literacy support (close-
up in Figure 4.26), she notes: 
A misconception I had is I thought that after speaking to [guidance counselor] last 
week I thought that it would be better if the kids got held over if they weren’t at a 
certain level when they’re in kindergarten. ’Cause I feel like kids start messing up 
when they're in kindergarten. If you don’t catch it then it just gets accumulated 
more and more every year, and more stuff to get added on, and then they're 
completely lost in the abyss. So, one of the things I think is that once kindergarten 
kids are noticed that they're struggling they should catch them and go, okay we 
should get maybe talking to admin. . . . Maybe that kid needs to get pulled out, 
and maybe a [intervention] cycle, and then have somebody help him with that. 
And, then they’ll see maybe that will make a difference. 
Figure 4.26. Riley’s map, close-up on 
“Literacy Support”  





Interestingly, both of the policies Riley names in her map are related to larger citywide 
policies: the DOE and UFT recently negotiated a peer observation option as part of the 
teacher evaluation process, and a 2013-2014 systemwide change ended retention based 
on student reading performance on the state tests. Both of these happened during her 
teaching career in New York City, and the latter may even have played into her 
“misconception” around literacy support.4 Riley, however, does not connect 
policymaking to these external decisions, but rather connects them to conversations she is 
having with administration and support staff within the school, focusing her awareness of 
policymaking at the school level. 
It is worth noting, as a final observation on these maps, that both Riley and 
Gemma situate their maps of policymaking within examples of policies—an approach to 
answering the prompt “Draw a map of policymaking in and through the school” that also 
appears in Ana’s map at The Weather School. Gemma begins explaining her map with 
the equivocation, “I don’t know if I did this right, but I chose class size, ICT policy, use 
of PD time. ’Cause those are things that affect me—or I’m involved in I guess I should 
say.” For Gemma, it made sense to list these policies because she felt she could speak 
more knowledgeably to them. This decision to maneuver policy in the abstract into 
something very concrete, at the level of classroom teaching, is also evinced in our list of 
policies from the first meeting. 
Our maps and discussions of them suggest that for these participants external 
policies are less visible—or to use Gemma’s word, less “transparent”—yet in a way 
different from both Connectors and The Weather School. Namely, this relationship to 
 
4 The research on such strategies is far less conclusive (see McCombs et al., 2009). 




external policy forces feels to me like one of unseeing rather than one of strategic 
ignoring or refusal. Compared to participants in those schools, the participants at Open 
Doors do not seem to consider their larger policymaking context in much of their work. I 
am reminded how early in our first meeting together, Riley pointed to official-looking 
posters around the school which named the school as a “safe space” for LGBTQ students. 
This, she suggested, was an excellent example of how policy feels to them: no 
explanation and little acknowledgment. Gabrielle mentioned ruefully that one student in 
her second-grade class has been asking her about the new poster and she’s been “putting 
it off” because she doesn’t know what to say. 
I would caution against interpreting these articulations as a particular deficit of the 
school or its participants; the lack of explanation around the “safe space” posters might 
be considered a decision on the part of administration to downplay the requirements of 
the DOE—a strategy to center policymaking at the school level. Certainly Open Doors 
does not lack for its own sense of character, or the relationships that are perhaps more 
discernable in the maps from the other two schools. At the center of my map, I place the 
word “Community”—my attempt to name a kind of character that I feel is present in the 
work of the school here, explaining, 
It seems like a lot of people are really invested in this school as a community, and 
the way that this school interacts with families. And I feel that a lot when I hear 
you talk. So, I put that in the middle as a light bulb. That’s something that is not a 
policy, but it seems to shape, or illuminate, or change the way people look at 
things in this school. 
 
Riley agrees that the term captures something about the school: “Kids have a big heart in 
here. I feel like ’cause of the way we present ourselves. Our relationships as teachers, and 
then with them.” Our articulation of policymaking at Open Doors is notable, perhaps, for 




how little it may capture the feel of the school—a mismatch that comes with trying to 
describe our school through a concept rendered foreign to us. 
 
Discussion: On Perceiving Policy 
 
The first aim of this chapter has been to introduce the contexts of the three 
schools, with particular emphasis on their policy and policymaking contexts as described 
by participants within the schools. This has been the focus of the previous three sections. 
The second aim, and the focus of this section, is to investigate the question of how we as 
teachers perceive and participate in policymaking in our schools, with an emphasis on 
perception.  
When developing the conceptual framework for this study in Chapter 2, I 
proposed that policymaking in schools is rooted in apparent contradictory assertions: that 
teachers are always making policy, yet they are narrated out of policymaking; that there 
are common practices expressive of school-based policymaking, yet teachers and schools 
are the nominal objects of it. This framework provides a way to read the kinds of 
descriptions of policy and policymaking that make up this chapter, which are marked by 
expressions of agency and also erasure. In this section, I first investigate the question of 
policy visibility, and why certain policies assert themselves as central to us as teachers in 
each of these schools. Second, I highlight how some of the institutional and professional 
characteristics of these schools contribute to perceptions of the policymaking process. 
 
Problem Definition and Policy Visibility in Schools 
What policies are rendered most visible to us in our schools? Unsurprisingly, 
many of the policies participants named were those that connected personally with us, 




either because we individually had a role in instituting the policy (Sam’s make-up 
policy), the policy shaped the nature of our work (the ICT policies for Gemma and 
Riley), or because the policies were uniquely frustrating (the exclusion of “specials” 
teachers from team planning for Jamie). 
At the same time, our naming of policies in all three schools spoke to much more 
than our individual situations and were marked by commonalities within each school. At 
Connectors Charter, the list of central policies emphasized those related to the school’s 
mission of social and emotional learning and its tension with charter accountability. At 
The Weather School, the list emphasized policies that we perceived as making the school 
unique, and particularly those that aligned to a shared ethos around progressive education 
principles. For participants at Open Doors Elementary, the bulk of policies we named 
were those that structured the classroom and teaching environment, with many of these 
policies named because they obstructed the work of participants in the inquiry group in 
some way. 
One way to describe the visibility of such policies for each school, then, would be 
to point to the presence, particularly at The Weather School and Connectors, of framing 
discourses—institutional narratives—that called these policies to the forefront. Such 
narratives were tied to the stated missions or visions of the schools, or otherwise 
highlighted by public assertions of a school’s uniqueness. They construct what Hatch 
(2009) calls “a distinct organizational entity” that serves as a basis for shared 
understanding. Another way to describe policy visibility, including for Open Doors, 
would be to suggest that the policies named posed problems to individuals or schools in 
some way. This is clear for teachers at Open Doors and Connectors, particularly in the 




context of the latter’s struggle to defend its emphasis on social and emotional learning for 
its charter renewal. For The Weather School, the “problem” might be the difference of 
these policies from a supposed norm—these policies require attention, explanation, and 
perhaps even defense from external actors. 
There is a clear relationship here between a school’s institutional narratives and 
the problems perceived. At Connectors and The Weather School, such problems are 
framed by the school as a whole. Both schools are marked by circulating discourses that 
have designated policy antagonists—a focus on testing that threatens social and 
emotional learning, a push towards standardization and accountability that threatens a 
school’s unique instructional choices. Such framing not only renders certain policies 
visible, it also calls teachers into the work of sustaining such policies. In an essay, “What 
is Policy?” (1993), Stephen Ball suggests, among other definitions, that “Policies are 
textual interventions into practice. . . . Policies pose problems to their subjects. Problems 
that must be solved in context” (p. 12). The schools in this study frame the degree to 
which certain policies become “problems” for teachers, and also suggest the degree to 
which faculty are given license to “solve”—wrestle with, negotiate, respond to—them. 
Consider that at Open Doors, the naming of policies for all participants came 
slower and with some confusion—and these were participants who elected to participate 
in a policy inquiry group! I would suggest that the absence of institutional narratives in 
this school acknowledged fewer policy problems for teachers, and thus fewer spaces in 
which teachers might develop policy solutions. Whereas Connectors and The Weather 
School explicitly made certain policies visible, the absence of such discourses in Open 
Doors as a whole seemed to render the idea of policy itself opaque. Or at least it 




permitted the disappearance of policy into routine, habit, the-way-things-are. In the end, 
participants at Open Doors were able eventually to name policies by sifting through their 
daily experiences, locating individual struggles, and comparing these to a list of 
policies—rather than building from policies that the school may have set. Notably, many 
of the policies these teachers named, such as ICT services or Response-to-Intervention, 
were seen as marginal—even routine—by teachers at the other schools. Conversely, then, 
the focus on certain policies at Connectors and The Weather School left others largely 
underemphasized, though not altogether invisible (a few of these policies, such as class 
size or departmentalization, appear on the policy lists of these schools as well). 
At an individual level, this is consistent with Ball et al.’s (2012) finding in four 
“ordinary” schools that policy contexts remain abstract to school actors until they have 
been realized in some “local and lived interaction” (p. 41). It is worth pointing out that in 
all three schools, policies related to geography or demographics or building codes are not 
mentioned at all, with the single exception of “zoning and admissions policies” at The 
Weather School, where admissions policies underwent a minor change in recent years. 
These do not, for participants, fall under the purview of central items constituted by 
policy—though I suspect upon recognition few teachers would consider them otherwise. 
Several, in fact, become major points of discussion or intervention for us later in the 
inquiry work. To a large extent, they are part of the always-already-there, the taken-for-
granted that manifests in an institutional field (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) or a 
“grammar” of schooling (Tyack & Cuban, 1995) that serves an outsized role in policy. It 
is no accident that in the policy maps there is no mention, outside of my own maps, of the 
norms or long-sedimented rules that define much of the work of schools. 




But to focus on what has been disappeared neglects that for participants in all 
three schools in this study—and in direct contrast to the four of Ball’s—much is not 
invisible. Policy lists are not reducible to the experience of their having been lived or 
wrestled with. Certainly it deserves reminding that the work of this research is directed in 
part towards uncovering for ourselves the abstraction that Ball and his colleagues sought 
to define, but I would suggest that even at the outset of our work together a great deal 
was immediately recognized. Such recognitions, then, are directly related to the work of 
the school, and how it frames the kinds of policy problems and negotiations it engages in. 
It is no accident that participants at Connectors and The Weather School, neither of 
which would dream of calling themselves “ordinary” schools, name more readily a slate 
of school policies. There is active, ongoing work in the schools to build policy coherence 
by focusing policymaking around a particular vision or ethos (Honig & Hatch, 2008), and 
there is a visibility to that work that calls teachers into its enactment. 
 
Institutional and Professional Characteristics and Policymaking Visibility 
In these three schools the visibility of certain policies is also tied to a visibility of 
certain kinds of policymaking processes, particularly with respect to the variety of policy 
actors inside and outside of the school. It is tempting to ask the question: “Which came 
first—the particular policies or the organizational structures that invite teacher 
participation in them?” The answer, of course, is both. The literature on policy 
implementation I reviewed in Chapter 2 (e.g. Moolenaar & Daly, 2012; Datnow, 2012) 
makes clear that a school’s professional culture, by structuring teacher interaction, 
enables or disables certain forms of policy participation. School actors’ access to various 
kinds policy discourses available in an institutional field, shaped by the ways the school 




is positioned in the larger education field and the relationships it holds with outside 
organizations, also serves to define possible avenues of policymaking (Burch, 2007). It 
will be useful to examine, specific to this study, how various professional and 
institutional characteristics of these schools contribute to and constrain perceiving and 
participation in policymaking. 
Several of the institutional characteristics that define schools in this study include 
charter status and the variety of relationships with outside organizations like the DOE, 
union, a progressive school network, and even Teach for America. I observed earlier that 
the policymaking maps of Connectors can be read as consistent with the narrative of 
charter schools as cutting bureaucracy. The degree to which a school is networked or 
partners with outside organizations also explains some of the awareness of external actors 
evinced by participants at The Weather School. The presence of a union chapter that 
meets regularly and engages in policy campaigns at The Weather School explains its 
presence in several maps there, and its absence from the Connectors maps. 
While such institutional characteristics of the schools certainly play a role, these 
explanations also fall short: they offer some sense of what might be perceived by a 
teacher, but do not assure it. The union or network, for example, is not on all maps at The 
Weather School. The union is not named at all at Open Doors, despite the fact the school 
has a chapter. The nature of teachers’ specific relationships and interactions with these 
spaces, expressed in the school’s professional culture, becomes important in his regard. 
Indeed, our discussions accompanying the maps suggest that the kinds of 
collaborative spaces in the schools through which policymaking is structured are central 
to an awareness of policymaking in and through the school. The participants at The 




Weather School are, as a group, the most explicit when it comes to naming external and 
internal policy actors in relation to the school. In our discussions there, teachers speak to 
the various collaborative teacher teams as spaces where they expected to work together 
and develop policies to further the school’s educational ethos. Such work places all 
teachers in dialogue, at some level, with the requirements and restrictions of city, state, 
and federal policies. How does a school that commits to not using textbooks “solve” the 
problem of the Global History Regents curriculum in developing curriculum? Many of 
the school’s central policies place its staff at odds with the testing and accountability 
focus of many external actors, bringing into awareness the policy actors that work to 
sustain them, at all levels of government. The oppositional and, to a large extent, non-
linear nature of the maps at this school suggests an environment where the wider 
recognition of education policymaking spaces might even be necessary for survival. 
 In contrast, teachers at Open Doors might be described as more isolated, the 
recipients of curricular decisions to which they are “not a part of the process” (Gabrielle’s 
map, Figure 4.21) or relegated as teacher leaders to a feedback role (in Gemma’s map, 
close-up in Figure 4.25). This seems to constrain what kinds of policymaking are 
recognized, telescoping the depiction of policymaking to an illustration of classroom 
decision-making for Riley (Figure 4.3) or a simple, hierarchical chain of constraints for 
Gabrielle (Figure 4.22).  
The teachers at Open Doors also speak repeatedly about transparency as we 
discuss our maps (recall Gemma’s comment: “Sometimes it’s like—why is this 
happening?”). For them, the lack of transparency in the administration makes it difficult 
to talk about policies and what kinds of flexibilities they might own. At the end of the 




year, Gemma notably returns to this point in our debrief conversation when she reflects 
on the group’s early difficulties in naming policies: 
In my opinion what it comes down to is your administration and like what they 
choose to address, their style—the level of their management style. So in my 
opinion here things are just sometimes shows and not to be addressed because it 
might be controversial. So like instead of it being addressed, it’s like brushed 
under the rug or done indirectly. And that happens with a lot of policy things. 
 
School leaders play a large role on almost all the maps, across Connectors and The 
Weather School as well. The visibility of leaders’ policy decisions, particularly with 
respect to the external environment, play a strongly felt role in constructing the 
policymaking space for school faculty. 
At Connectors, the narrative Clara conveys about the school’s charter 
reauthorization, framed as a struggle between the principals and charter authorizers, 
brings to life for her the flexibility in policymaking her map expresses as “you may, if 
you” rather than an unconditional directive (close-up in Figure 4.27). At The Weather 
School, an openness in the way its administration shares information with teacher leaders 
and teacher teams is suggested in several maps, and in my map I illustrate the response to 
policy as a shared endeavor between numerous communicating individuals (close-up in 
Figure 4.28, next page). 
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particularly surprising—a school’s institutional characteristics, its professional culture, 
the decision-making transparency of its leaders. What may be surprising, however, is the 
degree of their impact on teachers in these three schools: they construct three very 
different places through which individual teacher sense-making occurs, and thus three 
very different places through which teachers might perceive their role in policymaking. 
Or, to put it differently, three very different places in which teachers negotiate the 
contradiction that marks teacher policymaking. 
This initial examination of participant perspectives on policy and policymaking, I 
would argue, suggests already the utility of two key analytical frameworks of the study. 
First is its attention to contradictions that mark policymaking in schools: the presence of 
clear policy imperatives teachers inhabit alongside limited apprehension of them, or the 
variety of commitments and values that saturate teacher work alongside the erasure of 
certain norms that define the space of schools. In the two activities described here, such 
Figure 4.28. Eric’s 
map (The Weather 
School), close-up on 
bottom center. 
 




contradictions were already felt, as we struggled at times to render comprehensible to 
ourselves a picture of policymaking or an understanding of a policy. 
Second, this work also asserts the importance of examining the school level in 
education policymaking. Our discussions and depictions indicate numerous convergences 
of thinking and naming within schools—and ones which differ between schools. While 
the group inquiry setting certainly played a role in this, the naming of a shared “culture” 
or “ethos” in the different schools, recognizable by participants, suggests the 
convergences are far more than methodological quirks. 
This is not to diminish the importance of individual characteristics. Honig (2006) 
argues that the ways individual teachers make sense of policy is tied not simply to our 
professional experiences and overlapping contexts, but also our individual and social 
identities. In the following chapter, I overlay the school-level lens with more detailed 
narratives of individual participants. I also move from this chapter’s focus on description 
to a sharper representation of this work as intervention—our discussions as an act of 
inquiry. How these early recognitions, alongside developing notions of policy, might be 
considered in relation to a process of decolonization becomes the subject of the next 
chapter. 
But first, I offer a brief interlude on the subject of agency that has already begun 
to surface. What, I found myself asking at this point in the study, does the recognition of 
a broader policy arena lend to us as teachers? 
 








A Note on Agency 
 
As a teacher at The Weather School, I found myself tempted early on to name the 
comparable expansiveness of policy recognition among my colleagues and myself as an 
indication of greater teacher agency. Our ability to name numerous policymaking spaces 
both inside and outside of the school, and tendency to represent them in non-linear ways, 
seemed to speak to some kind of increased understanding, and thus greater strategy. 
Recall Wilcox and Lawson’s (2016) definition of agency, offered in the context of one 
perspective of policymaking in Chapter 2, as an interplay between “perceptions and 
intentions and the conditions provided by the school, district context, and surrounding 
community” (p. 186). There is a way, at least at this juncture, in which The Weather 
School might be said to enable both greater perception and greater opportunity for 
teacher participation in policy through the school. 
I will admit: this is a logic that appeals to me. It is one that grows out of my own 
experiences at The Weather School, and one that contributes to the design of the study 
around “learning policymaking” in its most conventional sense—namely, learning to 
name policies and policymakers. At the same time, I am suspicious of the ways my own 
perspectives have been constituted by my school context. In Chapter 2, I offered a 
rejoinder to Wilcox and Lawson’s framing of agency, observing that such a definition of 
agency seems most applicable in the context of policy implementation, contained already 
within a logic of constraint. The teachers at Connectors Charter School, when looking at 




maps of The Weather School, expressed an immediate opinion that they felt they, in fact, 
had more agency. The variety of external policy actors who had influence on The 
Weather School was evidence, for teachers at Connectors, of constraint. No matter how 
well teachers at The Weather School might negotiate their relationships with all those 
policy spaces, those spaces were still there in a way that, for Alicia, Clara, and Jamie, 
they were not. Oberfield (2017), I noted when discussing Connectors Charter School, 
argues that the autonomy expressed by charter school teachers seems more a product of a 
charter school narrative rather than material conditions. Yet it’s hard to deny that this 
perception of autonomy matters, and matters for action-taking. 
Postcolonial thinkers like Spivak, Bhabha, Harney, and Moten discussed in 
Chapters 1 and 2 push at notions of agency that too readily adapt to recognizable 
understandings of policy and policymaking—that are defined through such constraints. In 
their maps and articulations of policy, participants at Connectors Charter School and 
Open Doors Elementary offer alternate visions of agency. Clara’s depiction of 
policymaking at Connectors as a negotiation between community spaces (Figure 4.6) or 
Riley’s at Open Doors of a policymaking that responds directly to student and teacher 
needs (Figure 4.3) both eschew connections to bureaucratic regulations or governmental 
policymaking spaces. Instead, they center response and relationship. While policy 
discourses saturate these negotiations, there is a kind of agency to this work, and one 
which understeps policy discourses at the moment in which teachers decide to respond to 
persons and place. As Harney and Moten (2013) articulate it, agency can take the form of 
a planning that situates itself underneath wider policy discourses—refusing to attend or 
even respond to them. Something important to policy is created in the work of 




community does not “take us through those political steps” (p. 123). There is a way in 
which the institutional spaces of Connectors and Open Doors, in different ways, may 
offer a policymaking work less encumbered by the policy struggles that are so present 
with teachers at The Weather School. At its least political, maybe this is the work around 
a shared educational ethos that Irene insists defines The Weather School—an insistence 
that continues through our discussions in the next chapter. 
This is far from a conclusion about agency and where it might be located. In the 
end, no teacher in this study is ignorant of the kinds of accountability that direct our 
work, the policies that have come to define us in this era of education reform: we must 
contend and respond to them. Rather, this note serves as a call to attend to the differences 
between schools, and the differences in agency that saturate this study—with an openness 
to all the forms those differences take.  
A final moment stands out for this brief reflection: the part of our conversation at 
Connectors when Jamie and Alicia both express frustration at the inadequacies of their 
maps—a recognition that there is more we might conceive, that we are in the midst of 
aporia. If, as Spivak suggests, agency is expressed in crossings, a roving epistemic, a kind 
of learning—perhaps this is a start. 
 







TUNING IN TO POLICY: LOCATIONS AND DISLOCATIONS 
 
The Space of Inquiry 
 
This chapter is concerned with a first phase of work in each inquiry group, when 
participants in each group explored their understandings of and relationships to policy 
and policymaking broadly. Depending on the group, this phase lasted two to four 
meetings, and encompassed several different investigations, including the research 
around school contexts described in Chapter 4. Figure 5.1 reprints the proposed arc of 
inquiry shared first in Chapter 3, which was loosely adapted from Murdoch (2015) and 
given to participants in each group in the first meeting (the month-by-month timeline was 
a conceptual aid for participants and not an accurate representation). The first phase, 
labelled as “1. Tuning In” and “2. Finding Out/Sorting Out” in the proposed arc, included 
Figure 5.1. Inquiry arc excerpted from handout given to participants at The Weather School, 
meeting 1 
 




sharing perspectives, discussing ideas, mapping processes, and asking questions about 
policy. 
Apart from naming central policies and mapping policymaking—the 
investigations documented in Chapter 4—the ways participants went about this first 
phase differed: at Connectors Charter School, for example, our initial activity involved 
photographing visual evidence of policies in the school. At The Weather School, we 
began the first inquiry meeting by dividing into groups to create definitions of policy. 
And at Open Doors Elementary, we launched into a wide-ranging conversation about 
policies that stood out to us in the school. Despite these differences, this phase was 
largely guided by the first research question, shared with participants: “How do we as 
teachers perceive and participate in policymaking in relation to our school?” And while 
decolonization as an underlying process was not explicitly discussed in the inquiry 
groups, it might serve as another way to think about this phase: a time for naming 
ourselves in policy and considering how we are empowered and disempowered by our 
understandings of it. 
Such considerations also moved us towards the second research question of this 
study: “How does collaborative policy inquiry and research in our school change us and 
our work?” Throughout, I include participant reflections on our work in this brief phase 
of our inquiry and identify moments where our understandings might be said to have 
changed. Each of the following three sections of this chapter is dedicated to describing 
this phase of inquiry at each school. The discussion that concludes this chapter looks at 
both research questions in turn, noting emerging themes in perceiving policy as well as 
policy learning. 




In this chapter, I also dedicate some space to introducing the individual 
participants in this study. In the first meeting at each school we each named experiences 
we brought to the group, which I share as a complement to the more formal summary 
found earlier in Table 3.2. In retrospect, I am conscious of how little these self-
descriptions approach the fullness of our selves that were brought into the inquiry spaces, 
and the range of experiences individuals brought to bear as both teachers and 
policymakers. At the end of the school year, Clara at Connectors Charter School would 
describe the inquiry group in this way in our debrief conversation: 
I feel like there’s so much to accomplish in the education sphere that it can be 
difficult to get to know people—especially who aren’t in your siloed area. We had 
a specialist music teacher, and a third grade teacher, my primary work is done 
with administration and the fifth grade team. We just didn’t really have specific 
purposes this year to sit down together, although we are working at the same 
organization. And of course, having you as part of the group was extremely 
valuable as well, to have someone actually from another school to sit and compare 
and hear other perspectives from outside the ones that I’ve experienced for the 
last nine years. . . . We’re so often categorized by the tasks and roles that we have 
at work that it was nice that this was something that we all opted into out of 
interest rather than the necessity of our specific roles. 
 
In describing a combination of factors that placed our inquiry space somewhere outside 
of the “necessity of our specific roles” for her, Clara reminds us that we are more than 
simply teachers in this study. Teachers are more than “a mere cog in a socioeconomic 
machine,” David Hansen (2018) asserts, and he argues that education research must 
attend to the fusion of the person and role in teaching. We must recognize that “a person 
moves at the crossroads of being and becoming. A person is a being who, typically, 
embodies an ever-dynamic set of experiences, expectations, and hopes” (p. 22, 27).  
Our schools are not empty containers. Nor are teachers, who in this study have 
their own reasons for participating in this policy inquiry group, and their own positions 




from which to make sense of teaching and policymaking. While I do not presume to 
capture the range of these experiences, expectations, and hopes here, during the year of 
our inquiry together I did take the time to visit many in their classrooms, and seek to 
know participants as persons and as teachers. In the introductions below I also share a 
few moments from these visits alongside more biographical and role-oriented 
information. 
 
Connectors Charter School 
 
Participant Introductions 
The inquiry group at Connectors Charter is comprised of four participants. Jamie 
is a K-5 music teacher, Alicia is a third-grade classroom teacher, and Clara is the director 
of several school programs, the largest being the fifth grade transition from elementary to 
middle school. I introduce myself as a fifteenth-year teacher at The Weather School, a 
former city policy strategist, and a doctoral student in interdisciplinary policy studies who 
has been wrestling with the questions of teacher policymaking. Notably, the inquiry 
group at Connectors is the only group with a non-teacher participant, though the bulk of 
Clara’s career has been as a classroom teacher (including at Connectors Charter) and she 
works closely with fifth grade students, teachers, and families.1 This group also stands 
out from others in the sizeable gap in experience at the school: Jamie and Alicia are new 
 
1 As noted in Chapter 3, I choose to not highlight Clara’s role as particularly distinct from those of the other 
teachers in the study. This is in part because of the closeness of Clara’s role and experience to teaching and 
teachers, but also because the participants in this study bring a large diversity of experiences and 
leadership. I suggest it will be more useful to consider these qualities on their own terms, rather than treat 
Clara as uniquely different. 




to Connectors Charter this year, and Clara was one of the first fifth grade teachers, hired 
as the school was growing from its initial founding. 
 Alicia. When I first see Alicia teach, she is walking her third-grade students to 
lunch. I note immediately the closeness and levity of the group: she has a student in each 
of her arms, and a many students are talking quietly or laughing. When Alicia leaves 
them to meet with me, a few beg to join us to help in the classroom and are disappointed 
when Alicia gently tells them she won’t be available today at lunch. 
Alicia describes herself as a Teach For America teacher “shipped” to Arkansas 
where she taught at her first charter school before moving to a second in New York City 
and finally Connectors Charter where she is “actually happy.” She contrasts Connectors 
with her previous schools where she was “forced to do things I didn’t want to do to kids” 
and where teachers were treated like kids. This is her fourth year teaching, her first year 
at Connectors, and she has also served as a grade-level leader at one of her previous 
schools. Her interest in education policy is clear from the outset: she is one of the 
founding members of a citywide education organizing group which launches the same 
month we begin our inquiry work. Later I will attend a meeting of the group, which is 
strongly committed to equity in the treatment of Black and Latinx students in schools. 
Alicia is Black, wears almost a dozen earrings in each ear, and carries what appears to be 
a gallon-plus container of water with her throughout the day—which, to my disbelief, she 
assures me she drinks in full. 
 Clara. Clara has been working with Connectors Charter for nine years, and was 
one of the school’s founding fifth grade teachers. She currently manages the transition to 
middle school for fifth graders, which in New York City requires a mess of applications 




and forms and tests and interviews. She also maintains relationships with and tracks the 
progress of alumni through middle and high school, and works on outreach to Pre-K 
families interested in the school. She describes herself in our first meeting as having 
“worn many hats” at Connectors. Previously she taught in a public school outside of New 
York for six years.  
Clara is White and tall. She laughs easily as she gives me a “tour” of her cubicle 
one day (which fits no more than two chairs and a small desk in between). Her 
enthusiasm is contagious, as is the quickness with which she shifts into a serious tone 
when something strikes her during our inquiry group meetings. Clara is pregnant with her 
second child over the course of our inquiry group, and will eventually give birth to a boy 
in the spring. Instead of sitting out for our final two meetings while on maternity leaves, 
she sends us long e-mails and video-conferences with me for a debrief. Clara expresses a 
hope that the inquiry group may help her look at education on a larger scale: “Schools get 
so detail oriented,” she tells us. She hopes to learn about policies that affect things “like 
students getting less recess.” 
 Jamie. After watching (and joining!) a second grade class in a series of dances, I 
ask Jamie why they are spending so much time with dance in a music class: “Is it about 
feeling the rhythm and beat?” Her immediate reply, not stopping to take a breath: “And 
melody and texture and bodily expression and participation . . . and also community.” 
One of her classroom norms, she notes when I ask about dance partners, is that no one 
can refuse a partner if another student asks, or if they are assigned. 
 Jamie is a certified Kodály and Orff-Schulwerk teacher, two of the most 
theoretically-elaborated music education methodologies commonly used with young 




children. She has taught voice lessons for several years at a community music school 
prior to deciding to teach in the classroom. “I hope to have a full Orff program here,” she 
tells me. As music teachers, over the year we will talk about everything from tuning 
ukuleles to managing assessments in large groups. Jamie also identifies as biracial Asian-
American, and throughout our work together she is both always welcoming and also 
often wrestling as a first-year teacher with various school policies, program expectations, 
and classroom management. Early on, she notes her own isolation as a “specials” teacher 
in the school and expresses an interest in research and policy around supporting 
beginning music teachers—one of her reasons for joining the group. 
Table 5.1, below, summarizes our roles in relation to Connectors Charter, and 
includes a summary of participant self-descriptions (see also Table 3.2). 
 
Table 5.1. Participants in Connectors Charter School policy inquiry group 
 
Name Position in School Self-Description Summary 
Alicia 3rd grade classroom 
teacher 
Fourth-year teacher; first year at Connectors; former grade 
leader at another charter school; Teach For America 
alumnus; founding member of an education organizing 
group 
Clara Director of Pre-K 
outreach and 5th grade 
transition 
Nine-year staff member at Connectors Charter; former fifth 
grade teacher and coordinator of development and hiring; 
taught previously outside of NYC for six years 
Jamie Music teacher in grades 
K-5 
First-year teacher; taught vocal lessons at a community 
music school for seven years 
Eric (author) Visiting inquiry group 
convener 
Fifteenth-year music teacher currently teaching at The 
Weather School; interdisciplinary policy studies doctoral 
student; former policy strategist for NYC Department of 
Education 
 




Expanding Policy: Is Policy “Students . . . Sitting Up and Rubbing Their Hands 
Together?” 
 It makes sense for us to begin our inquiry by naming the policies around us, and 
in our first meeting Clara, Jamie, and I—Alicia will join the group in the second 
meeting—walk through the school with a camera with the aim of photographing evidence 
of policies where we see them. (This is also intended as a way of introducing me to the 
school.) We do not make it very far: thirty minutes after we begin, we are still in the same 
hallway as Jamie’s Music/Science classroom and we have named twenty-two 
manifestations of policy. Figure 5.2 contains six of our photographs, which include a 
poster with fire evacuation directions, a classroom posting of the scientific process, a  
 
Figure 5.2: Six photographs of policy at Connectors Charter School 




poster of the STAR behavior guidelines, social work suite, colored lines on the hallway, 
and staff restroom. 
 The policies behind these photographs are not necessarily self-evident, and below 
are excerpts from observations individuals made as we shot several of the photographs: 
CLARA: [On the scientific process] I don’t know if this is a policy but we teach 
our students in ways that they can engage in the same way with the world that 
scientists must follow. . . . 
 
ERIC: [On the STAR chart] So many schools have this same sign. So what does 
that mean? . . . 
 
JAMIE: [On the social work suite] The social workers and the amount of push-in 
help that we have . . . that they push in some lessons to the kids. 
 
CLARA: It’s a new policy this year . . . now they are kind of leading social and 
emotional learning in the school. . . .  
 
JAMIE: [On the hallway lines] There’s whole hall policies about—you have to 
give [students] specific commands about where to go next, and the second person 
in line always gets the door. . . . 
 
ERIC: [On the staff restroom] I haven’t been in any other state that mandates that 
staff must use a different bathroom than the kids. 
 
These assertions suggest a number of different ways of thinking of policy, from city- or 
state-mandated directives (the fire drill poster, the staff restroom) to school policies for 
student behavior (the hallway lines, the STAR poster), school initiatives (the social 
worker suite), and even instructional best practices (the scientific process). Clara’s 
description of the scientific process, “I don’t know if this is a policy but . . .”, is 
expressive of much of the conversation that follows this activity: we express ambiguity 
over what “counts” as a policy. This exchange, between Jamie and Clara, captures some 
of our questions: 
JAMIE: It seems to me that there were a lot of things that are implicit. There's 
evidence of policies that are implicit and things that are discussed versus things 




that are more explicit, things that are on the wall: the fire drill policy, the STAR 
policy, Core Values, things that are more explicitly written out.  
 
CLARA: Makes me wonder—I feel like a lot of the things we took pictures of are 
things that are like, district-wide or school-wide or—stated things. But it makes 
me wonder about the, like you were saying, more unspoken . . . policy. I don’t 
know a better word for that is “ways of doing things.” Does that, is that the same 
definition as a policy? I don't know, but— 
 
 JAMIE: Well what’s the line between policy and culture? 
 
Clara goes on to wonder whether “the idea that good students, focused students within 
good schools are quiet and they’re sitting up and rubbing their hands together” might 
even be considered a policy. 
These musings over whether there is a difference between policy and culture, 
explicit and implicit policies, or whether policy must be visible are also found in policy 
research. In Chapter 2, I discussed the perspectives of contemporary policy sociologists 
who suggest that all kinds of regulatory discourse, including institutional norms like what 
makes a good student, are mobilized to shape policy and might be considered aspects of 
policymaking (Ball, 1993, 2015). Education policymaking, Burch (2010) argues, has 
exploded to encompass the work of multiple sectors in a bid to influence the context for 
policy enactment. While I described STAR above as a school-level policy, it is also a 
practice promulgated by Doug Lemov in his popular Teach Like a Champion 2.0: 62 
Techniques that Put Students on the Path to College (2015), heavily influential in many 
schools, and particularly charter schools. Substitute “good students” for “college-ready 
students” in Clara’s statement regarding norms of being “quiet . . . sitting up and rubbing 
their hands together” and it begins perhaps to echo more familiar policy statements 
propagated through a contemporary no-excuses charter school movement (Lamboy & Lu, 
2017).  




Which is to say, our conversation here begins revealing to ourselves an expanded 
understanding of policy, and the slipperiness of a policy understood simply as 
governmental directive. In our second meeting, I offer several definitions of policy to the 
group, including a more conventional definition of “the actions of government aimed at 
securing particular outcomes” (presented critically in Ozga, 2000, p. 2) alongside several 
more expansive definitions (Figure 5.3). It turns out that we can easily come up with 
examples for each of these definitions, though we do have different preferences. 
Figure 5.3. Definitions of policy excerpted from handout given to participants at 
Connectors Charter School, meeting 2 




Jamie initially aligns with Ozga’s description of a conventional understanding, 
connecting it past experiences working in retail: there are, she tells us, “policies and 
procedures for how we handle certain situations.” She gives the example of a policy from 
the school’s weekly e-mail to staff: 
We had a statement about pick-ups, and then there was a statement of—if 
somebody asks you about this policy, this is what you should say. That’s very 
familiar to me where like when you make a policy about something there is 
literally an accompanying line that you are saying so that everybody is saying the 
same thing. 
 
In contrast, Clara pushes the group to think about policy and culture as something 
enacted in practice: “I’m thinking of policy . . . like routines and how we do things,” she 
says. Such routines are shared. If policy is a determination of “we need something in 
order to go forward,” it also involves asking the question “How do we make that not top-
down but communal? . . . We are all agreeing this is the best way.” There are ways these 
initial perspectives are reflected in Jamie’s and Clara’s policy maps from last chapter, 
with Jamie’s representing a large number of documents and communication tools (Figure 
4.2) and Clara’s depicting the negotiation that takes place between several spaces (Figure 
4.6), though recall that Clara and Alicia both sought to depict something less top-down. 
At the end of our first meeting, I ask, “Do these understandings of policy make a 
difference?” and receive this response: 
 CLARA: Certainly a difference in the feeling of empowerment and— 
 
 JAMIE: Autonomy? 
 
 CLARA: Yeah. I guess passive versus active participant in the process. 
 
We do not build much on this exchange. In my fieldwork notes I reflect that I feel like in 
this first meeting we are “fumbling”—I’m not sure how much of a difference in these 




definitions is felt, or how much it seems to matter to Jamie or Clara. Jamie will tell me 
later, in a debrief interview at the end of the year, that she wasn’t sure where we were 
“going” in the early meetings, sharing: 
When I engaged in this group I thought we would be talking about advocacy at 
the regional or national level . . . but we didn’t start there. So it was an interesting 
journey to get there and when we got there I felt more invested in wanting to 
know what was happening at that level. . . . you were trying to scaffold for us 
what policy is. 
 
It is interesting that Jamie viewed this work as aiming to scaffold towards an 
understanding of regional- or national-level policy. Even at the end of the year, I believe, 
there was a difficulty in naming policy as something inhabited locally. 
 This is not to say that these initial discussions did not hold value. By the 
conclusion of our third meeting together, after we had begun grounding these definitions 
of policy in investigations related to the school context, participants noted shifts in the 
way they saw policymaking. Jamie’s and Alicia’s attempts to represent a policymaking 
that was not hierarchical or linear in their maps, however limited, grew out of some of 
these conversations. Clara and Jamie speak of noticing more, and reflect at this juncture: 
CLARA: I think I finally felt—just thinking about policy more, definitely. And 
the different context of, rather than policy being imposed upon me, me and 
colleagues being interpreters and implementers of policies but a thought, a regular 
thought process. I’m a regular reader of Chalkbeat, the news blog . . . I find 
myself thinking about the different lenses of policy and our conversations when I 
read those articles that are outside of the building, but for example today, when 
we had this meeting of committees and how we were going to make our vision 
and mission come into actuality in a visual way, I was like, “Whoa!” This is 
policy, serious policy right there, we’re doing very literally. 
 
JAMIE: And I never reflect on . . . how policy is overlaid with organizational 
structure and where the power influences are and how the scales are balanced. 
And also how the words mission and vision interplay with policy and how that 
stems out in a school environment, or maybe, this school environment versus in 
an outside organization or in different organizations. ’Cause the structure is a lot 
different in like, an arts organization, where I come from. Where there’s less staff. 





There is a way our conversations about expanding notions of policy are beginning to 
shape new recognitions for both Clara and Jamie. 
 
Naming Policy Roles: “I’m in Some Ways, Pushing Back” 
 At the end of our third meeting, Clara suggests, “I would like to experiment with 
[relationships]—how would you describe the action verb relating these two entities?” 
And so in our fourth inquiry meeting, we decide to drill down more specifically into the 
individual roles and relationships that enable policymaking in and through the school. In 
order to aid us in the process, I bring in Ball et al. (2011)’s taxonomy of policy roles 
played by school actors, reprinted in Table 5.2, and suggest we might begin by trying to 
name the roles we play in a similar manner. 
One noticeable characteristic in Ball and his colleagues’ research on policy roles 
is the general alignment between formal roles and policy roles: school administrators, for 
example, serve in the “narrators” role, junior teachers in the “receivers role.” In some 
ways, this alignment feels self-evident and is reflected, for example, in Alicia’s map of 
policymaking (Figure 4.7), where she assigns such roles to different members of the staff:  
 
 
Table 5.2. Taxonomy of policy roles (from Ball et al., 2011, p. 626). Reprinted with permission 




the founding administrators “set the stage,” the assistant principals (APs) “layout the 
structure,” and teachers are responsible for “execution.” However, in contrast to such 
alignments, it becomes quickly apparent that when naming individuals we worked with 
we were less inclined to categorize them in such restrictive ways.   
We begin by describing and 
placing post-it notes with labels for 
staff members and their policy roles 
(Figure 5.4). We quickly realize that 
our descriptions are often complex, 
with multiple labels or roles 
attached to different individuals. 
Describing two of the school’s 
assistant principals (APs), for 
example, Clara and Jamie suggest 
both “entrepreneur” and “enforcer” 
because of the APs’ creativity in 
asking “when things aren’t working, 
what can we do to pivot, without 
changing policy but also honoring 
the situation” while also filling a “historical role of ‘Hey, you did not follow this 
policy.’” 
The assignment of multiple roles is a clear result of recognizing a personal, 
human element to individuals and the ways they inhabit their roles. It may also be one 
Figure 5.4. Policy role post-it notes from 
Connectors Charter School meeting 4 (identifiers 
removed) 




reason why, of the twenty persons and groups named over the course of our conversation, 
only one—a group—was labeled receivers: the Associate Deans, whom Clara describes 
as “attendants—they are lunch and resource monitors.” At one point, I wonder out loud 
whether students may be the real receivers, but Jamie pushes back, pointing out “that they 
critique” and suggesting they might even be described as “translators . . . they certainly 
receive it but they don’t just sit there with the policy.” Clara adds: “They literally push 
back.” Several staff members are given new labels, like “liaison” for the operations 
director or the “enforcer” label used earlier. 
As for the members of our inquiry group, Jamie and Alicia would be described 
squarely as “receivers” by Ball and his colleagues—they are both first-year teachers in 
the context of Connectors. Jamie even admits, “I mean, in terms of adjectives, I probably 
fit into the junior teachers and teaching assistants and the coping, the defending and the 
dependency.” Nonetheless, members of the inquiry group resist assigning the label of 
policy “receivers” to any of us. So when Jamie asks, “What do you think?” after 
suggesting she is a receiver, the response is this: 
CLARA: You’re certainly like a translator and, let’s see, entrepreneur in that. I 
mean, I’ve seen you, you’re just like, there’s so many different expectations and 
I’ve seen you adjust to—“Okay, first this is a science/music room.” And 
advocate: “Well maybe, this room can look like this and we can have these sort of 
things”—and then just in each grade bubble that you teach, you teach it so 
differently and that’s cool to see. . . . 
 
JAMIE: There’s definitely a place of, it's a new music program, I’m the second 
teacher in this role but it’s still a brand new music program. And making choices, 
so entrepreneur I guess or in some way transactor. I don't know. It’s hard to say 
with these words. But that, I’m in some ways, pushing back. In some ways 
educating and bringing to the table of like, “Okay, we really want to think about 
this. This is the broad scope of what we want to think about in addition to 
receiving school policy and responsible classroom and this is the way that we do 
certain things.” 
 




Clara names herself as a “get-it-doner . . . well, a translator, enthusiast—an 
enthusiast! . . . I sort of need to play all of those roles, which might be why it’s a very 
great and interesting job.” Alicia notes, “I feel like I’m always just an enthusiast. I’m not 
going to do anything to hinder the progression of any of these things as happening in the 
school and I’m going to try my best to always offer my insight, my past expertise, or 
even maybe my fears about it.” Alicia’s description of herself may be close in some ways 
to Ball et al.’s description of “receiver,” but in the context of our group exercise she 
positions herself actively, investing in policies and perhaps even critiquing them. 
I suggest there is power to this self- or group-naming, a subjective pursuit that is 
distinct from the ethnographic work Ball and his colleagues pursue. It points to the fact 
that, for the most part, these teachers don’t see themselves or their colleagues or students 
as receivers, passively coping with policy. In this meeting, their identifications feel as 
much descriptive as claim or refusal. At the start of our next meeting, Jamie would speak 
about an upcoming meeting she had arranged with the school’s Instructional Leadership 
Team to share her vision for the music program. We would spend part of that meeting 
giving her feedback on her approach to building a music “policy”—as she puts it—for the 
school; it is clear that she is inhabiting the role Clara named to her as a policy 
entrepreneur. 
 As an inquiry group, we also seek something more complex in this activity—
multiple labels because, as Jamie puts it when describing a colleague, a single word 
“hasn’t been the sole meaning and of course, there’s definitely more of a human element 
to it too.” Part of the complexity may also stem from characteristics of the school 
environment. Clara suggests that new voices and new opinions to Connectors are 




constantly asked to participate in the larger work of the school. She describes how this 
year a discussion of a new school lobby was used as an opportunity to bring staff 
members into the bigger picture. Alicia echoes this sentiment: “When [the principal] did 
announce all of this happening, the next few words out of his mouth was like, he wants 
the teachers and staff to be involved in this process of the building being shifted. . . . It 
was just a testament to the type of culture [Connectors Charter] has.” 
Reflecting on this section of our inquiry at the end of the year, Clara will suggest 
that: 
I think the photographing of all the policies that were around us was helpful and 
just seeing there are a lot of policies, but I think . . . placing ourselves within that 
was kind of the most impactful or the thing that changed my mind about [policy] 
the most. . . . I’m excited to, in conversations with teachers and educators in the 
future, really help people to see that you are a part of the system. What is your 
role and help them reflect on the role, in all of the various policies that we have 
and it’s a very good way to help people reflect on their power, and yes, just the 
power that they hold. 
 
The Weather School 
 
Participant Introductions 
The inquiry group at The Weather School is made up of eight participants, 
including myself as both participant and teacher at the school. Its size, twice as large as 
the other two groups in this study, owes to a strong response to my invitation to 
participate in the study. All participants are classroom teachers, representing five grade 
levels and six subjects, with a mixture of special and general education teachers. Like the 
majority of staff at The Weather School, all of us also hold additional leadership or 
coordinating roles: our group also includes two grade team leaders and two department 
chairs, along with the schoolwide instruction coordinator, co-dean of culture, and co-




union leader. While the leadership roles differ considerably in their scope, ranging from 
the schoolwide instruction coordinator (Irene) to department leaders who facilitate a team 
of three or four teachers (Gloria, Sam), it is a distinctive characteristic of this inquiry 
group that all participants hold some kind of teacher-leadership position. Teaching 
experience across the team varies considerably, from three to fifteen years. 
Ana. When introducing herself and the experiences she brings, Ana shares that 
she grew up in a suburban community outside of New York City “super different than 
how the DOE [New York City Department of Education] works” and has also worked “at 
a very dysfunctional school in the DOE.” She names these experiences to suggest her 
belief that education policy bears considerable responsibility for the inequities she as 
experienced across public education. Indeed, later in the year, she will tell me she joined 
the policy inquiry group because “I’m very ignorant about policy and recently, in the last 
few years, have found myself really angry at policy . . . for me it was just kind of a ‘hey 
let me learn a bit about education policy.’” In the 2017-2018 school year of this study, 
Ana would lead staff and students at the school in support of our immigrant population, 
calling on us to defend the federal DACA and TPS programs. She identifies as 
Salvadorian, teaches ninth grade Spanish, and supports many of the emergent bilingual 
students in the school (Ana holds an ESOL, or English to Speakers of Other Languages, 
teaching license). This is her third year at The Weather School. 
Gloria. Gloria introduces herself as having “started in the DOE in 2003 . . . I’ve 
just seen things unfold over many, many years and differences. I also spent four years 
living and working abroad in NGOs—so thinking about what that organizational 
perspective brings.” She was a member of the founding team of teachers of The Weather 




School and articulates her interest in the inquiry group as being “excited to talk to some 
of the people in the group. I thought we’d have some interesting conversations that would 
be about the larger things that impact our school.” Gloria teaches sixth grade English 
Language Arts (ELA) and leads a team of four teachers in the middle school English 
department. 
Irene. Irene introduces herself as having taught in New York City for fifteen 
years, and similar to Gloria describes in terms of experience with policy, “just having 
seen the DOE go through different policy changes and the impacts . . . that has on 
teachers in schools.” She, along with the two school principals, originally conceived of 
and founded the school, and sits on the school’s Instructional Leadership Team. She 
currently teaches Physics to twelfth graders, leads the twelfth grade team, and also serves 
as the school’s coordinator of instruction—working closely with the school’s partnering 
network around instructional initiatives and curriculum design. In the middle of the year, 
I stop by her classroom when she is teaching a lesson about sound waves to watch her 
record wave patterns from a guitar. On the classroom display, she zooms in on the wave 
and stares at it silently in contemplation. The students, who have been watching with 
interest, begin to mirror her scrutiny—trying to see what it is she’s seeing. “No,” she 
declares, shaking her head and deletes the file. “Let’s try it again.” 
Judith. This is Judith’s sixth year as a teacher, and like Irene she serves as a 
member the Instructional Leadership Team and is the school’s special education 
coordinator. She teaches sixth grade special education and social studies, and also 
champions LGBTQ+ issues in the school. Judith is White, has pink hair, and identifies as 
queer: she is well-known across many grades for her close work and support of a number 




of students who have questions about identity and sexuality; students learn somehow that 
she is the one to seek out! In addition to her background teaching special education, 
Judith has also taught English abroad in Chile and South Korea, and holds a masters 
degree in education leadership. Unfortunately, after participating in the first few meetings 
of the inquiry group, she is unable to continue meeting with the group, though she does 
offer some reflections on our early work. 
 Marie. Marie introduces herself has having taught in three different schools, in 
both Boston and New York: “I’ve at least seen different ways that schools both respond 
to policy and enact policy.” This is her third year at The Weather School, her ninth 
overall, and she leads the tenth grade team. Marie identifies as White and Latina, and her 
leadership in education is mirrored in her work as a community organizer in a city 
organization that works to build political power among immigrant and working class 
communities. Unsurprisingly, when I ask her later why she chose to join the inquiry 
group, she says, “I’m interested in what the role of teachers can be in making bigger-
picture change in schools in general—not just in their own school.” 
 Nina. Nina is in her fourth year teaching science and special education to sixth 
graders at The Weather School, and serves in several additional leadership roles 
including co-dean of culture and as a member of the school’s Equity Team. She connects 
many of her roles in the school together around an interest in building community, 
whether it is through planning community meetings, developing the school’s restorative 
justice programs as a dean of culture, or working with the Equity Team to build capacity 
for working against racism in our school. Previously she worked as a behavior specialist 
for students with autism in a private school. Nina identifies as Black, and articulates her 




interest in our policy inquiry as related to a “vested interest in questions of policy. . . . I’m 
really interested in this work. I’m taking a course, a grad school course, on education law 
and policy alongside of this—I think those two things can complement each other.” 
 Sam. Sam describes himself as a fifteen-year teacher who has “also done a little 
bit of organizing work with other groups—within the union, with the MORE caucus [of 
the union] . . . so I think that that experience might provide a different angle on how 
policy might get made.” Sam is White and has a reputation in the school as being a go-to 
person for political conversation. It is clear on a day I visit his eighth grade social studies 
classroom that he has also worked to build these kinds of conversations into his 
classroom environment. While his students are discussing immigration in the United 
States, I am struck by the fact that almost every student has their hand up to add to the 
discussion and, when disagreeing with a peer, one student leads carefully with “I see 
what you’re saying, but . . .” before offering an opinion. 
 Eric (study author). Like several of the inquiry group members, this is also my 
fifteenth year teaching, though a large part of my career has been as an educator in 
prisons and detention centers rather than school classrooms. I teach music to seventh and 
eighth graders at The Weather School, and share with the group that two experiences I 
bring to the table are “a lot of academic research and information on education policy” 
and my work as an assessment policy strategist in the city DOE “for one awful year under 
Michael Bloomberg . . . I think that experience sticks with me, and enervates this idea 
that schools need to be active in policymaking.” I identify as a Chinese-American, and 
also have served as one of the school’s co-union leaders since its inception. 




 Table 5.3, below, summarizes our roles at The Weather School and our self-
descriptions (see also Table 3.2). 
 
Table 5.3. Participants in The Weather School policy inquiry group 
Name Position in School Self-Description Summary 
Ana 9th grade Spanish teacher and ELL 
teacher, grade advisory leader 
Experience growing up outside of NYC and 
also teaching at two schools in NYC 
Gloria 6th grade English teacher, department 
chair, and coach 
Began teaching in New York City in 2003; 
four years working abroad in NGOs. 
Irene 12th grade science teacher, grade team 
leader, and school instruction 
coordinator 
15th-year teacher “having seen the DOE go 
through different policy changes” 
Judith 6th grade special education and social 
studies teacher; school special 
education coordinator 
6th-year teacher; identifies as queer 
Marie 10th grade science teacher and grade 
team leader 
Taught in three different schools in Boston 
and New York City; organizes with 
community organization outside of school 
Nina 6th grade special education and science 
teacher, school co-dean of culture 
Has a vested interest in questions of policy; 
taking a graduate school policy and law course 
outside of The Weather School 
Sam 8th grade social studies teacher and 
department chair 
15th-year teacher; organizes with teachers 
union; active in politics 
Eric (author) 7th & 8th grade music teacher, union 
chapter leader, and school community 
meetings coordinator 
Interdisciplinary policy studies doctoral 
candidate; former policy strategist for the city 
Department of Education 
 
Initial Definitions: “Regulated Through Consequence” 
 At The Weather School, we open the first meeting with a reading from an article 
in the Journal of Education Policy, where Braun et al. (2010) situate their concern with 
contemporary education policymaking this way: 
   Education policy-making has been appropriated by the central state in its 
determination to control, manage and transform society and, in particular, reform 
and ‘modernise’ education provision and ‘raise standards.’ To a great extent, in 
the UK and in England in particular, the role of the individual school, and indeed 
the local education authority, has been subordinated to and by these national 
policy imperatives. . . . (p. 547). 





Participants engage immediately with the text, and when I stop us at the end of the 
introduction, they ask to continue. Sam interrupts the reading to ask how I understand the 
idea of policymaking being “appropriated by the central state” in the U.S. and I 
summarize Henig’s (2013) research that education policymaking is both centralizing at 
the state and federal levels and also widening to greater influence from outside the 
education sector. I will write in my notes later that, perhaps because I am also a member 
of the staff, there is an easiness and curiosity expressed in the space that is apparent from 
the start: 
   I step into Sam’s room and there is an easiness to it. Participants arrive with a 
sense of excitement. There is joking about the consent form. There are questions 
and curiosity about the research and what that entails. . . . There is a personal 
give-and-take, and I feel invested in, and trusted—people are curious about the set 
up. 
 
 We do not begin by photographing policies. I suggest a few activities (including a 
photography tour) after the opening reading, and participants decide our first steps should 
be to define policy. Because of the size of the group, we break up into three teams to 
develop initial ideas. “What does policy include and not include?” I ask. There is no 
hesitation in entering this task: we do so immediately and after fifteen minutes when I 
suggest we all share out as a large group many express reluctance to stop their 
conversations. Marie and Irene, in fact, continue arguing vigorously while we wait about 
whether the process of implementing a policy constitutes policymaking, and when they 
finally turn their attention to the group, the ensuing conversation is no less animated. 
 Ana shares a first definition, created with Nina: “Policy is a mandate created by a 
certain authority, which is almost always reactive and regulated through consequence.” 
She shares as an example the “cell phone policy” at our school: students are not permitted 




to have cell phones out or on, and will have them taken away if they ring out. Sam shares 
next that he and I also suggested “the idea of authority or perceived authority and 
consequence or perceived consequence.” He adds that we spent considerable time 
discussing “whether routines are policies. We talked about how, if a routine is perceived 
to be the kind of thing that you will, as a teacher, be consequenced for not following, then 
it starts to take the weight of policy.” This leads to the following exchange across the 
group: 
IRENE: So, do I hear you defining the difference between routine and policy as, 
“Routines are things that people who participate within them believe in, and 
policies are things that the people who participate in them do not believe in?” 
 
SAM: A routine or a common practice can start to feel like a policy if you don’t 
believe in or aren’t invested in the thing, but feel like you need to do it for reasons 
that aren't intrinsic. 
 
IRENE: Like it’s your policy to brush your teeth at night, and it is a routine when 
you’re an adult because you believe in it. . . . 
 
GLORIA: It was your parent’s or your guardian’s policy that you had to brush 
your teeth, now it’s routine. Because your parents were “forcing mechanical 
violence on the ones who did not know to seek their correction” [paraphrasing 
Harney and Moten’s definition, on the handout]. I didn’t know I needed to brush 
my teeth. So they had to put in this policy to fix me and my teeth. This idea that 
it’s someone “who knows better.” Air quotes. 
 
It is clear that as a group, we are generally critical of the way policy feels. The analogy to 
brushing teeth reflects a tension: while brushing your teeth may be good for you, there is 
a violence and power imbalance inherent in it as policy. In naming it violent, Gloria is 
citing Harney and Moten’s definition from our handout—which contains the same four 
definitions that were provided to Connectors (see Figure 5.3)—and connects it to Ana 
and Nina’s articulation of being “consequenced.” 




 The majority of our conversation in the first meeting wrestles with the 
implications of this as a characteristic of policy. Nina wonders, for example, if this means 
that policies are subjective depending on whether or not they are perceived as 
consequenced. 
NINA: There’s a routine in my classroom that is you come in and write your 
learning target. If you don’t do that, there’s no detention or office visit . . . you 
haven’t broken policy. You have not met my expectations. Those are different. 
 
ANA: I’m going to push back a little bit. . . . Now I am you, and that’s my 
classroom. The students are not following my expectations because that’s just a 
set routine. The consequence won’t be for the student, the consequence will be for 
me if [the principal] comes in to observe me that period. . . . That would be a 
consequence, you know? So for me, our routines here at [The Weather School]—I 
know they’re routines, but they very much feel like policy. 
 
NINA: That’s a policy for you. 
 
MARIE: . . . If your students aren’t being punished, it’s not your policy for 
them—it’s then the administration’s policy for teachers. . . . 
 
In this exchange, Nina introduces the idea of “expectations” as something which, like 
routines, are not quite policy for her. There is also a subtle substitution of the teacher for 
the student as the target of policy—something that is an “expectation” for students 
becomes a “policy” for teachers, despite the fact that the nominal policy (recording of 
learning targets) is directed at students, and arguably has a consequence (incomplete 
work, different perception from the teacher). I suggest the contemporary policy landscape 
makes it easy to default to teachers as the victims of a policymaking apparatus; we see 
our own status as targets, and it is harder to see our students as targets of our own actions.  
 Sam does, however, remind the group in direct response to Marie’s comment that 
there are many ways to respond to such an administration policy about instructional 
design or classroom management, and that teachers largely create their own such 




responses. Though they are expected to do so, there is flexibility in how such responses 
are created and used in the classroom. Pointing to Ball’s (1993) definition of policies as 
posing problems (p. 12), he suggests that we as teachers exhibit agency—we “choose to 
negotiate in some way” administrative policies. Sam’s point moves us from a kind of 
view of policy as hard—consequenced, violent—to something that gives space to 
resistance and negotiation.  
 A few observations from this first meeting: for most of us, our understandings of 
policy are largely unsettled—my overall impression is that we are trying out different 
ideas, in search of something that seems to feel enabling. At its conclusion, we are far 
from having arrived at a clear definition. At the same time, there is a critical, even 
negative, perception of policy in general that we will continue to wrestle with throughout 
our work together. 
 
Exploring Alternatives: “Is Policy a Symbiotic Parasite?” 
 Our second meeting begins with a review of the transcript from our first meeting, 
and Gloria opens by commenting on the “negative view” of policy that seemed to have 
emerged in the previous meeting, musing: 
I wonder if our relationship to that policy has to do with the relationship to the 
authority who’s designing the policy. You know, am I the authority doing the 
policy? Am I happy with it? Or when someone else is the authority, do I challenge 
the idea? Do I have a negative view of the policy? 
 
Judith, joining us for the first time, points to a slipperiness in the way policy has been 
discussed: “I think that idea of consequence is really interesting—if a policy has to have 
consequences, and maybe some folks are moving toward that being an inherent part of 
the definition, then it can be a policy for some people and not others.” This, she notes, 




doesn’t seem to fit with common understandings of policy. I suggest, in relation to 
discussions of policy and routine: 
ERIC: A successful policy may not feel like a “policy” in terms of the 
consequence. . . . a successful policy just may get ingested as routine or as culture 
. . . you’ve somehow drilled that policy so down deep in a person that they’re like, 
“Of course I have to brush my teeth two times a day.” 
 
GLORIA: And well-designed policy responds to needs in a way that serve the 
person it’s serving. In this case the child, who then has healthy teeth. That policy 
met the needs. It was not oppressive, and it was then internalized. And that’s the 
most successful policy, I would say. Because it does what it’s supposed to do and 
the people who are doing that policy find value in it, benefit from it. 
 
Gloria moves us to consider that there are policies that give value, and that we may do 
better to speak of policies we agree and disagree with than to call only the latter “policy.”  
A choice to move in this direction becomes apparent in our subsequent 
conversation, where we seek together to make the list of the policies central to The 
Weather School, shared in Table 4.2 in the previous chapter. While several of the policies 
might be described as top-down and accompanied by consequences (e.g. teacher 
evaluation, lateness policy), others cannot be described in terms of consequence (e.g. 
schools funding structure, departmentalization of special education teachers); some are 
designed by teachers (e.g. Sam’s make-up policy, eighth grade lateness policy) and many 
can be described with Gloria’s notion of being responsive to needs (e.g. advisory 
program, student-led conferences instead of parent-teacher conferences). Most, contrary 
to initial connotations of policy as negative, are held up as beneficial. Sam’s suggestion 
of his own classroom policy, in particular, pushes us to think about our own role in this 
work. 
While our list of policies resolves one definitional dilemma, it creates another: 
Ana and Sam briefly wrestle with the idea that many of the policies feel like “best 




practices,” but Ana notes their widespread implementation and stability—“they seem 
pretty fixed to me, that they won’t change.” When Irene wrestles out loud with her sense 
that naming just the “policies” feels inadequate and proposes we think of the “ethos of 
our educational beliefs” that underline decision-making in the school, she is searching for 
a way to speak to policymaking as a shared endeavor, based in communal belief: 
IRENE: People call things forced. . . . but we take these larger policies and then 
use them in a way, in order to support what we think best benefits kids. I don’t 
know if that makes them sub-policies, or— 
 
SAM: It’s an implementation of policy, right? . . . The DOE says you need to 
report grades at the end of the year. We say, all right, cool. This is how we’re 
going to do that, because this is how we approach things. 
 
NINA: I was just, I keep thinking of policy as something I can’t opt out of. If I 
can’t opt out of it, it’s a policy. . . . I agree with the beliefs in all that, but I can’t 
with my [advisory] decide, actually, I’m just going to hold parent teacher 
conferences [instead of student-led conferences]. I don’t have that option. To me 
there, it’s a policy. 
 
Nina reminds the group that she—and we—should not be give ground to an expansion of 
“policy” as something we as teachers have full agency with. I am reminded of Ball’s 
(2003) description of policies as “subjectivating” teacher subjects, which I described in 
Chapter 2. The idea that, in this context, we may be socialized into a certain ethos—and 
then choices we presumably share, like student-led conferences, may not actually be 
choices so much as accommodations. I say as much to the group in response to Nina’s 
comment: 
ERIC: This is me being slightly sinister . . . where do the beliefs come from? 
Sometimes, policies construct beliefs . . . we believe in SLCs [student-led 
conferences]. How much of it is because we like—how do I know that I truly 
believe in SLCs for myself versus . . .  the DOE allows it and encourages it in fact 
as a best practice; we get positive feedback for doing it. . . . People come to our 
school and look at them and go, “Oh wow, we should do this to.” So I think that 
there’s a cycle there—between policy and belief, that construct each other in good 
ways. 





SAM: I was just picturing policy as a parasite as you were saying that, Eric. It’s 
spreading from the host, and then you start to depend on it. 
 
JUDITH: Is it a symbiotic parasite? 
 
SAM: It sounds like it—at least good policy is, right? 
 
JUDITH: Yeah, it depends on the policy. . . . I know that at [The Weather School] 
I have a lot more buy in and trust of our policies than I did at my previous school, 
for example, or at previous jobs. I think I spend less time here questioning my 
own educational beliefs and the context of the policies that we have. I have this 
trust. I have a shared vision around education with the people that created or 
interpreted these policies for the school. 
 
The ideas of policy here are considerably more complex than what we began with, 
and as teachers we are recognizing the way we shape policy and are shaped by it. 
Notably, when Judith speaks to trust, she evokes Bryk and Schneider’s (2002) description 
of “relational trust” as a core resource for schools, particularly when schools seek to 
initiate reform or change. Relational trust speaks to a way of participating in that change 
that is not about consequence, but about social exchange and 
learning. By the end of our second meeting, we are searching 
for a ways to distinguish between favorable and unfavorable 
policies; we are avoiding conflating testing and 
accountability with our sense of “policy,” and reconciling 
violence we’ve felt from such policies with a kind of 
policymaking that feels like it works for us.  
One way to view the maps of policymaking exhibited 
in the previous chapter and which were drawn in preparation 
for our third meeting, is to see them as a way of sorting 




Figure 5.5. Marie’s map, 
close-up on right side 




in Figure 5.5) incorporates the idea of “Student needs” and “Teacher needs” as important 
pieces of policymaking—echoing Gloria’s comment about policy as responding to needs. 
Ana continues to pull apart the question of student-led conferences in her map (Figure 
4.15), noting how the school’s policy relates to 
an external policy negotiated by two other 
institutions—the DOE and union. And Nina’s 
map (close-up in Figure 5.6) gives 
policymaking weight to some teacher leaders 
and “founding teachers” but conspicuously—
compared to those of the rest of our group—
does not grant policymaking capacity to the 
majority of the staff. 
All our differences are not resolved as we discuss our maps. However, we come 
closer to recognizing and noting these differences. Irene concedes that “I don’t think all 
policy is based on the ethos. Maybe that part of what makes [Weather School] policy 
happen more frequently among more teachers it that the policy is more frequently aligned 
with the ethos.” Nina will reflect later, “I learned from looking at other people’s [maps] 
and then our discussion thereafter that [policy is] not, again, this outside entity that’s out 
of our reach. . . . I just changed my mind about how far off and not-within-my-scope or 
our scope, that policy is.” I ask the group whether we are getting anything from this 
constant fumbling over what constitutes policy—after three meetings, I am honestly not 
sure. Nina and Sam reply: 
NINA: I think the benefit comes becomes we are part of this group, and because 
of this conversation and where it would lead. I think it sets a great foundation for 
Figure 5.6. Nina’s map, close-up on 
bottom 




asking and answering whatever subsequent questions come later. Like you said, I 
don’t think we’ll have a set definition that we’ve all agreed on, but I do think that 
conversation and this idea of having defined policy is super valuable in this 
context. 
 
SAM: I think for me, specifically, it’s got me thinking about just basic mechanics, 
I guess, of power, and authority, and governance in and within and around schools 
and education. . . . And I think going back to some of those quotes from that first 
meeting about where it comes from, the idea of “textual intervention”—and then 
people trying to problem-solve that and for me the idea of “mechanical violence” 
are both concepts that I'm holding onto a little bit. So, for me that’s been useful. 
 
Open Doors Elementary 
 
Participant Introductions 
The inquiry group at Open Doors Elementary is made up of four participants, 
including myself. Gemma and Riley are both fifth grade teachers. Gemma is a certified 
special education teacher and also a member of the school’s Instructional Leadership 
Team, while Riley specializes in English and is a general education teacher. They co-
teach English together for part of each day in an integrated co-teaching (ICT) setting. 
Gabrielle is a second-grade teacher in a general education setting though she also holds a 
special education license. Similar to my introduction at Connectors Charter School, I 
introduce myself as a classroom music teacher at The Weather School, a doctoral 
candidate, and a former policy strategist for the NYCDOE. In contrast to the other 
schools in this study, and particularly Connectors, all the teachers in this group have 
considerable teaching experience, with Gemma at nine years in the classroom, Gabrielle 
and Riley at thirteen, and myself at sixteen during the 2018-2019 school year. All of us 
have worked in multiple schools. 




 Gabrielle. Gabrielle introduces herself as having taught every grade from 
kindergarten through seventh grade in her thirteen years of teaching. She shares that she 
taught initially in the charter sector and “didn’t like it”; she currently teaches second 
grade at Open Doors. Her undergraduate degree was in science, and she also holds 
degrees in both special education and general elementary education. She describes herself 
as having a personal investment in teaching “the whole child.”  
Gabrielle identifies as Black, and was born and grew up in Jamaica where her 
father lived. She mentions him periodically in our conversations—and particularly his 
dedication to exercise—along with her two college-aged sons, one of whom is 
considering entering the teaching profession. She also tells me she is taking classes at a 
local university, and demonstrates a constant curiosity and interest in learning throughout 
our inquiry. One of the first things Gabrielle tells me when I meet her in an early visit to 
Open Doors is she feels like the school—more than anywhere else she has worked—is 
“community of people working together” to care for kids.  
 Gemma. This year marks Gemma’s ninth year of teaching and her second at 
Open Doors Elementary, having taught previously at a secondary school in the Bronx. 
She serves on Open Doors’s Instructional Leadership Team and holds a school 
administrator license. In our group, Gemma often demonstrates a big-picture view of the 
school and challenges us to take the perspective of both administrators and teachers. It 
becomes clear early on that her familiarity with analyzing quantitative data will prove 
valuable to the group as we begin to investigate specific policy concerns. In addition to 
her many roles at Open Doors, Gemma is a marathon runner, identifies as White, and 




ensures that at the start of every meeting the desks are sanitized for us: “You never know 
what the kids bring in!” 
 Riley. Riley has taught for thirteen years, and is her fifth year at Open Doors. She 
used to teach at another elementary school which she describes as “miserable” and a 
place where she would “close the door” and focus on her classroom. When I first meet 
her, she talks about how comparatively this school feels like a place where there are both 
more resources and where “anyone can participate in something,” whether it’s 
coordinating a holiday celebration for students or an instructional initiative for teachers.  
It’s actually hard to imagine Riley at any school where she would “close the 
door”: in our discussions she is forthright, eager to make connections, and often the first 
to engage with an observation or question. Riley also identifies as White, has a son in 
elementary school, and a husband who is a principal at another school. Her close 
relationship with several schools in the city will become an important reference point for 
our discussions, enabling us to contrast Open Doors with the experiences of several other 
schools in policymaking. 
 Table 5.4, on the next page, summarizes our roles at Open Doors Elementary 
along with some of the additional experiences we bring to the policy group. 
 
The Hidden Bathroom and Other Policy Discontents 
 As with The Weather School, I open our first meeting with the reading from 
Braun et al. (2010) regarding policymaking trends that have “led to the role and work of 
schools and teachers having become heavily prescribed by the central government.” 
Unlike The Weather School, we do not launch into a full discussion of “policy” in the 
abstract, and instead begin by offering a few responses to the reading that lead us into a 




Table 5.4. Participants in Open Doors Elementary policy inquiry group 
Name Position in School Self-Description Summary 
Gabrielle 2nd grade classroom 
teacher 
13th year teaching; has taught every grade K-7; taught 
previously in a charter school; holds a special education 
license 
Gemma 5th grade special education 
teacher; instructional 
leadership team 
9th year teaching; second year at Open Doors; has school 
administrator and special education licenses 
Riley 5th grade classroom teacher 
and English specialist 
13th year teaching; fifth year at Open Doors; teaching 
experience and close family ties to other schools in city 
Eric (author) Visiting inquiry group 
convener 
Fifteenth-year music teacher and founding teacher of a 
school in NYC; interdisciplinary policy studies doctoral 
student; former policy strategist for NYC Department of 
Education 
 
discussion of specific policies. Gemma summarizes the quote this way: as teachers, 
“we’re being told what to do.” Gabrielle agrees that “the central government is in 
charge—the business world too.” And Riley adds, “Things are being done to say they’re 
being done,” pointing to the LGBTQ safe space posters that have been placed in the 
school without explanation. 
 And so within the first few minutes of our first meeting, we find ourselves talking 
about the LGBTQ posters: where did they come from? How should the school have 
handled them? We agree: if the school is putting these posters up, there should be 
information for teachers and a lesson for students—though admittedly no one is sure who 
should be writing the lesson. “We don’t know if it’s our spot to address it,” says Riley, a 
statement that will reverberate many times over the year. This immediately leads to a 
discussion of another school policy: “It’s the same with the gender-neutral bathroom,” 
says Gabrielle, pointing to the fact it’s something that’s happening, but without much 
clarity. Gemma, who knows a bit more about the policy, describes that the bathroom is 




“hidden.” She turns to me: “It shouldn’t be hidden?” At which point Riley asks, “What is 
the policy supposed to be, anyway?” 
 Let me be clear about the tone of this initial conversation: we are laughing out 
loud. Because Gabrielle is telling us about a second-grade student who wants to know 
about the posters and Gabrielle isn’t sure what to say and how ridiculous it is that she 
keeps putting this off. And because we are talking about a hidden bathroom that no one 
besides Gemma seems to know about, much less the students it is allegedly for. Our 
laughter speaks partly to the jovial character of this inquiry group—one marked by the 
repeated digressions into variety of policies (later in this meeting we wonder whether the 
NYCDOE has a policy on bedbugs in the classroom and look it up—it does, and it’s ten 
pages long). But it also speaks to a quality of the absurd that participants feel the moment 
we begin talking about policy at Open Doors, as if we have found ourselves in a situation 
of the blind leading the blind. When Riley asks me what exactly the policy should be on 
gender neutral bathrooms, she gets an unsatisfactory answer: I describe the city rule, 
which leaves schools to decide what arrangements to provide and how, but I can say 
nothing about its workings at Open Doors Elementary. 
 Here is another aporia: from the very start, here, we are talking about policy—yet 
when I suggest an initial investigation later in our first meeting and ask us to name 
policies that are central to the school, we have difficulty doing so: “What do you mean by 
that?” asks Riley. I suggested in the previous chapter this difficulty may have to do with 
the lack of a prominent institutional narrative—there are no obvious policies that jump 
out to participants as constitutive to a distinctiveness in Open Doors. So instead, we begin 
with Braun et al.’s (2011) list of 177 policies, pointing out which ones seem particularly 




relevant to Open Doors, and move from there to name our own and create the list in 
Table 4.3. In a way, this activity is similar to the photography activity at Connectors 
Charter school: it serves as an entry into recognizing and naming the ways we live with 
and within policy. Tellingly, once we get started we find ourselves naming a variety of 
policies, including: class sizes, peer intervisitation, allocation of professional 
development minutes, a variety of special education policies—and bedbugs. 
  At several points in the ensuing conversation we make some observations about 
the nature of policy. For example, regarding a mentoring policy for new teachers at the 
school, Riley observes that the practice is required—“this is a legal thing.” At the same 
time, both Riley and Gabrielle note that this is no guarantee of its effectiveness. Riley 
describes how at her last school “no one had a mentor, but they just signed the form” and 
Gabrielle relays that at Open Doors, “sometimes you are randomly assigned. I was asked 
to mentor the dance teacher and I have no idea how to—I guess we can talk about 
classroom management.” I offer that at my school mentor teachers, called “coaches,” are 
trained and any teacher can request mentoring from them after their first year. It is clear 
this “legal thing,” like gender neutral bathrooms, gives way to considerable school-level 
differentiation—and depending on the school, frustration. 
 When discussing peer intervisitation, a practice the administration at Open Doors 
has pushed this year as a new initiative, Gemma suggests that it isn’t a policy because it 
is neither required nor is there a set protocol for it. She observes that if it were 
formalized, however, teachers would not like it because “it’d be like an evaluation.” In 
this conversation, our group begin to articulate a relationship to policy to which teachers 
at Open Doors find themselves both its targets, but also in a position of confusion—




guessing at its reasons and requirements. Nowhere is this more clear than in an extended 
conversation regarding the school’s literacy intervention policies, which we begin by 
trying to sort out: 
GABRIELLE: So [the administration] didn’t say what criteria they used to pull 
the kids? 
 
GEMMA: I think they looked at the test scores—state exam scores . . . 
 
RILEY: Yeah because when we got observed by our principal, she has a list and 
she’s going by this list of which kids scored a 1 and which kids scored a 2 and 
that’s who we should be tracking in regards to their participation in class and how 
they’re performing during independent class time. 
 
Having hypothesized what is happening, Gabrielle, Gemma, and Riley find themselves 
objecting to this as policy: they argue that the test scores do not necessarily reflect which 
students are struggling in class or will benefit the most from intervention. Riley also 
describes how “We thought whenever they were setting up these rules that we were going 
to give our feedback . . . but we didn’t get any feedback. It was just like, ‘Oh here’s a list 
of kids’ and we were looking at each other like ‘Why is this kid being pulled and not this 
kid?’” For her, teachers should have a say in which students are given additional literacy 
support (“pulled” from class), but this isn’t happening. 
 By the time we are done making our list of policies—with a number of similar 
frustrations expressed regarding other policies, it would not be too strong a statement to 
say that we are coming close to concluding it feels like teachers are literally left out of 
policies and policymaking. Which is not altogether a criticism of Open Doors: Gemma 
reminds us that despite the frustrations, “I feel like here there is transparency more so 
than what I had in my old school. But sometimes it’s like, why is this happening? You 




need to go and find out yourself.” And Riley also adds support that administrators are 
open to sharing: 
One of the things that [the fifth grade team] started doing recently is that we 
started inviting our principal to plan with us and we got a lot out of it and she was 
like, “Okay!” And she sits with us and we just write notes because she talks about 
a lot of different things . . . and we sit there and we decipher it and then we just 
ask her clarifying questions, but I feel like it’s been working. 
 
But Riley’s description is also notable 
for its description of what teachers are 
doing: “we just write notes . . . we sit 
there and we decipher it.” Policymaking 
feels linear and hierarchical. 
In the second meeting when we 
begin drawing our maps of 
policymaking, some of these themes are 
represented directly. Gabrielle’s map, 
enlarged here in Figure 5.7, expresses 
both that at the level of central 
government policies feel “cloudy” and 
that teachers are “not a part of the process” and “forced to comply.” The map is both a 
description of her context as well as of much of our discussion. When sharing her map, 
Gabrielle suggests, “I think the delivery [from administrators] could sometimes be a little 
bit more fitting so that we can be receptive.” Note that Gabrielle is concerned here with 
delivery that enables receptivity—she is not narrating a role for teachers in policy that 
might permit active participation. Yet at the same time, she observes this: “So not being 
Figure 5.7: Gabrielle’s map, enlarged from 
Figure 4.21 




part of the process when it comes to all of these things that are coming down—I feel a lot 
of the policies do fall by the wayside when you don’t have the educators who are in the 
trenches and know what’s going on.” She recognizes the need, if not for teacher 
participation, at least for greater teacher awareness. 
Our conversation during this second meeting also cements a distinction between 
teachers and policymakers, in a particularly sobering exchange I reproduce in full: 
GEMMA: And then just to add to that I think some of the policies are made by, 
I’m just saying this, non-educators. Not teachers. 
 
RILEY: That’s why—it’s people who have not really been in the classroom and 
dealt with kids that we’re dealing with and just creating a, “Oh yeah, do this.” 
And then— 
 
GEMMA: Right. And, then policies that are made for upper-middle-class White 
kids. Not anything else. Policies that help those kids. 
 
GABRIELLE: Right. Again not to the population of kids— 
 
RILEY: Non-English speakers, parents are illiterate, go to work all day, or never 
with their child. They don’t have the support at home. 
 
GABRIELLE: Homeless children who are dealing with other personal things. 
 
RILEY: Kids who are in shelters. 
 
GEMMA: We had a student who has not been in school the past two weeks 
because they are now in a shelter and they don’t have busing. A simple thing like 
busing is—I don’t know what the policy is, but this child cannot get—they have 
to get the bus, I know busing is an issue because I used to deal with it with an 
IEP. If the student hasn’t been here in two weeks so they’re missing school 
because they’re now in a shelter, which is not their fault, or whatever it is. And 
they’re missing school. 
 
ERIC: Yeah and missing school makes it even worse. 
 
RILEY: And we called her and she was so upset when we started getting upset. It 
was really sad. It was heartbreaking. 
 
GEMMA: So you’re missing school now? There has to be a better way. 
 




GABRIELLE: A better system. . . . 
 
Recall the student demographics of Open Doors Elementary: roughly a quarter of 
students are homeless, including children who live in temporary housing. The gap 
between policy and student needs is acutely felt. And for Gabrielle, Gemma, and Riley, 
the difficulties they face in responding to student needs seem to lack appropriate response 
from policy. “Where’s the policy for that?” becomes a repeated mantra that dominates the 
end of this conversation. Where is the policy for ensuring students who transition into 
temporary housing have a way to get to school? Where is the policy for ensuring teachers 
know what is going on with student families? Where is the policy that enables students 
who enter behind grade level to receive adequate literacy support? 
 I’ll admit that I am waiting, and perhaps fishing for us to say something to the 
effect of, the policy is mine, or at least, we should do something about this. I prod, 
“Where is that policy? If there is not one in this school, maybe, who can set that?” No 
one takes the bait in this meeting, but our conversation suggests that perhaps if we can 
investigate further—if we have an idea of how to solve some of these problems we might 
be able to take action. We agree that this will be our next step. 
 
Discussion: On Locating and Dislocating Ourselves in Policymaking 
 
 How did this initial phase of inquiry affect our understandings of policy and 
policymaking? What does it reveal about the ways we “tune in” to policy and “sort out” 
our relationship to it in the contexts of our schools? I wish to make several provisional 
observations regarding these questions—provisional because both these questions, while 
specific to this phase of inquiry, also lie at the heart of this project as a whole. As with 




the discussion at the end of the previous chapter, my intent here is to suggest some 
emerging concepts that will continue to be useful in making sense of the narratives in 
subsequent chapters. 
The bulk of my discussion below centers around questions of teacher identity, and 
I suggest that at this entry into inquiry much of the participants’ investigations here might 
be viewed as an investigation into our own identities, as shaped by the contexts we are in. 
Many of the tensions we discern in our relationship with policy, as well as our learnings, 
can be understood directly in relation to the ways we locate and—as I will suggest 
below—perhaps even dislocate ourselves in policymaking. 
 
A “Negative” Perception of Policy: Acceptance vs. Critique 
 A negative perception of policy has been noted previously by researchers, 
particularly directed at specific policies related to testing and accountability reforms in 
the U.S. (Shaver et al., 2007; Abrams et al., 2003). To the degree that such policies have 
come to represent education policymaking as a whole for many teachers—an elision seen 
in Gabrielle’s map (Figure 5.7), a tension between teachers and policy can be expected. 
Additionally, the narration of teachers out of policymaking, reviewed at length in Chapter 
1, has not gone unawares. Many public figures, from union leaders (Weingarten, 2019) to 
recent presidential candidates (Kroll, 2019), have spoken about the issue. Here is 
education activist and scholar Lois Weiner on the subject: 
Parents, citizens, teachers, and students—education’s most important 
stakeholders—have little to say about what is taught, while corporate chiefs, 
politicians in their thrall, and foundations that receive funding from billionaires 
who profit from pro-business education policies determine who teaches and how. 
(Weiner, 2012, p. 3) 
 




Criticism of policy and policymaking can be both empowering and 
disempowering. For Weiner and many other education activists, it is clear that through 
critique they hope to spur greater awareness of education policies and greater demand for 
teacher voice and participation. Policy implementation researchers, however, have 
suggested that negative responses to policy can also result in disinvestment and dismissal, 
leading at times to acceptance or preservation of the status quo (e.g. Wilcox & Lawson, 
2018; Datnow, 2000; Hubbard et al., 2006; Evans, 1996). In this regard, Cuban (2013) 
calls the “corporate reform” narrative a dangerous over-simplification (pp. 171-174). The 
investigations in this chapter add complexity to the picture of how teachers perceive and 
think about policy as a whole, noting the ways both negative and more positive 
perceptions are embodied, elaborated, and transformed over inquiry, to differing effects. 
In some ways, participants at Open Doors Elementary offer the most 
representative example of an oppositional view of policy and policymaking. Riley echoes 
Weiner’s statement above when she describes policymakers as largely “non-educators,” 
and in our initial conversations, we struggle to find any space in which policy feels 
effective—to say little of empowering: not in hidden bathrooms, not in providing 
students adequate literacy support, and certainly not in responding to a child that has been 
moved to a homeless shelter. There are fleeting moments in our work that represent 
policy differently, most notably our conversation around peer intervisitation and Riley’s 
depiction of it on her map with the words “So helpful” (Figure 4.24). But if there is 
anything that might represent a takeaway in these first meetings at Open Doors, it is a 
sustained recognition that policy as we understand it is inadequate and at times absurd, 




largely owing to the lack of teachers making it or contributing to it. In our initial 
meetings, we do not locate ourselves within the work of policy. 
Contrast this with The Weather School, where participants in the group actively 
struggle with policy as a concept and contest our roles within it. At the outset, several 
members of the group name policy as “consequenced,” and our initial discussion pushes 
us to recognize that its consequences often fall onto the bodies of teachers in the form of 
accountability policies. We also discuss, with a negative connotation, the presence of 
authority in policies—even when holding up shared values and routines. Yet without 
dismissing these qualities, members of the group push us to recognize that policies can 
also be responsive to material needs and teacher-led, with Irene and Gloria both 
cautioning us not to simply call things policy that we don’t “believe in.” We make an 
explicit attempt to separate the dominance of accountability and testing policies from our 
understanding of policies in general. The embrace of varied lenses into policy moves us 
as a group to a place that feels both critical and open—that carries an awareness of 
policy’s constraints and violences while also recognizing a teacher role in creating and 
shaping it. 
Connectors Charter School departs from both these schools insofar that there is 
limited critique of policy or policymaking as a whole. Notably, many of the policies we 
photograph from the start are viewed as positive, or at least neutral or necessary. And as 
with the example of the scientific process as best practice, policies are understood to 
involve some degree of teacher participation. While Jamie initially suggests an 
understanding of policy that limits teacher voice—where policy’s purpose is that 
“everybody is saying the same thing,” she considers such messaging may be necessary 




for an organization. There is some friction that comes with the discussion of charter 
reauthorization, and the emphasis on test scores, but accountability policies do not come 
up anywhere near as much as they do at The Weather School or Open Doors. Indeed, a 
statement by Alicia about test preparation in a subsequent meeting will largely celebrate 
how it is handled in the school. The only other criticisms of policy’s limitations may be 
Clara’s stated desire that policy should feel more “communal” and Alicia’s and Jamie’s 
struggle to create maps of policymaking that are less top-down and more true to their 
feelings of the school. 
These descriptions point to varied ways teachers relate to policy—or perhaps 
more closely, locate themselves with respect to it. In attempting to define or name policy, 
I would argue we are less trying to describe its qualities as to position ourselves: against 
it, within it, outside of it. We are naming how we, as teachers, wish to be with policy, and 
constructing definitions from that attempt. 
These locations are, unsurprisingly, expressive of our descriptions of our school 
contexts, and in particular the professional cultures discussed in the previous chapter. 
Criticisms of a lack of administrative transparency at Open Doors and a hierarchical 
culture relate directly to a space where teachers do not feel like they are a part of policy 
and perhaps even deliberately locate themselves outside of its perceived dysfunction. The 
ease with which teachers at The Weather School speak of work in policymaking, and blur 
the lines between routine and culture and policy, can be linked to the culture of teacher 
participation and distributed leadership in the school. The concept of relational trust 
(Bryk & Schneider, 2002) noted earlier adds a further dimension to the professional 
culture of The Weather School, a reason to be in its policy community. There are similar 




dynamics among participants at Connectors, who also locate themselves within policy 
work, though perhaps less fully—both in terms of critique or ownership. 
Admittedly, a limited “negativity” directed towards policy can both suggest 
ownership as well as constraint: Ramberg (2014) proposes an absence of policy critique 
among teachers may be in part due to the normalization of certain policy discourses and 
as such represent a restriction of agency, mirroring a line of discussion at The Weather 
School. One explanation of limited critique among teachers at Connectors could be that 
charter schools have, by their espoused design of greater autonomy for greater 
accountability, embraced particular kinds of accountability while also asserting a 
privilege to excuse themselves from others. The alignment between some charter schools 
and contemporary education reforms demands particular kinds of subject positions with 
respect to policy. While it is not a charter school, a similar skepticism might be expressed 
of the relational trust described by participants at The Weather School. My sense in both 
of these schools is that feelings of shared vision are more shared, and less compelled, 
though certainly there are elements of both. The capacity of teachers at the Weather 
School to engage, at least collectively, in skepticism and ownership with respect to policy 
communicates to me a greater sense of agency. 
Such speculations around school influences, nonetheless, offer only a partial 
explanation, and downplay the role individuals in each of these groups play in shaping 
the trajectory of the inquiry groups. The presence of two relatively new teachers at 
Connectors compared to the teachers at Open Doors certainly has an impact: Jamie and 
Alicia at Connectors are entering the education profession at a very different juncture in 
relation to education policymaking compared to Gabrielle, Riley, and Gemma at Open 




Doors. In our debrief conversation, Gemma describes a frankness and willing to be 
critical in the inquiry group there as resulting from the group’s teaching experience: “I 
think some of it comes with like our background and experience and what we’ve seen in 
other schools.” The inverse may apply to Jamie and Alicia at Connectors: the diminished 
policy critique may be the result of relative inexperience. 
Additionally, in each group, teacher-leaders played pivotal roles. Clara, Irene, and 
Gemma, for example, pushed their groups away from negative conceptions of policy at 
various points, and each reminded the group of mechanisms for teacher participation in 
the school. In this phase of inquiry, I did not observe marked positions or roles in the 
inquiry groups that seemed to stem from different social identities, though social identity 
is inescapable in defining positionality (see Bridwell-Mitchell & Sherer, 2018)—a fact 
that will become clearer in the next chapter. 
 
Learning Policy as an Act of Recognition and Dislocation 
 Thus far, I have treated our work as descriptive of how we locate ourselves with 
respect to policy, but in reality our conversations evinced shifting locations throughout as 
we clarified, disagreed, and expanded on notions of policy and policymaking. One of the 
more memorable moments for me in these early inquiry meetings was the naming of 
individuals into policy roles at Connectors. Recall that Jamie was called by others into a 
role of policy “entrepreneur,” in an activity that participants described as particularly 
impactful. I suggest there is something about the naming of individual roles, and the 
refusing of policy “receiver,” that made policymaking personal and forced us to reflect on 
our own identities as teachers. 




 This act of naming, and in particular naming each other, is powerfully held in the 
work of several postcolonial thinkers: Freire’s (1970) idea of dialogue aiming “to name 
the world” (p. 88) and Fanon’s (1963) originating question “Who am I in reality?” (p. 
182), to give two examples. The moment where Jamie invites Clara to name her, and 
Clara names her otherwise than expected, is suggestive of Spivak’s act of teleiopoiesis: 
   We must investigate and imaginatively constitute our ‘own’ unclaimed history 
with the same teleiopoietic delicacy that we strive for in the apparently distant. 
The most proximate is the most distant, as you will see if you try to grab it 
exactly, in words, or, better yet, to make someone else grab it. (2012, p. 406) 
 
Clara has “grabbed” an unclaimed possibility with Jamie, with all of us, instigating a kind 
of crossing between teaching and policymaking—what it is Jamie does in the school. 
Perhaps the act of naming here can be considered a dislocation, a misrecognition of the 
self as otherwise. While I stop short of suggesting that some important transformation 
happened here in this single act of naming, for Jamie or any of us, I will suggest that this 
framing of what happened—a dislocation, a loosening, is an apt one. At the end of the 
year Clara would share, in the quote that opens this chapter: 
I feel like there’s so much to accomplish in the education sphere that it can be 
difficult to get to know people—especially who aren’t in your siloed area. We had 
a specialist music teacher, and a third grade teacher, my primary work is done 
with administration and the fifth grade team. We just didn’t really have specific 
purposes this year to sit down together, although we are working at the same 
organization. . . . We’re so often categorized by the tasks and roles that we have at 
work that it was nice that this was something that we all opted into out of interest 
rather than the necessity of our specific roles. 
 
Her observation is suggestive that the nature of the policy inquiry group itself, as a place 
outside of “specific purposes” and the “necessity of our specific roles,” permitted both a 
kind of reflection upon and a construction of new identities, new roles. It would be a 




place where Jamie-as-entrepreneur would explore and find support for this identity in 
pursuing a meeting with the school’s leadership to talk about her music classroom policy. 
 There are parallel, though perhaps less powerful moments, of such engagements 
in our work at the other schools. The increasing awareness at Open Doors that we are 
subject to policies that are not working for us is a collective recognition of a problem, not 
to mention our own lack of power (or in some cases, lack of engagement) in addressing 
it. For Freire (1970), the project of naming the world is a first move that must be 
followed by action in the face of such recognitions. 
At The Weather School, much of our learning might be understood as elaborating 
tensions within policy, of sitting with complexities regarding how we are framed by 
policy, and finding ways to represent ourselves in it. These actions do not occur through 
abstract conversations: our language is marked by embodied propositions and trials. 
When Nina suggests her classroom as an example and Ana responds by saying “Now I 
am you, and that’s my classroom . . .” in order to change the interpretive frame, both are 
locating themselves in the architecture of policymaking. Likewise Gloria, in a key 
moment at the start of our second meeting when she asks, “Am I the authority doing the 
policy? Am I happy with it? Or when someone else is the authority, do I challenge the 
idea?” Somewhere in these propositions—these attempts call ourselves into something 
that might resemble recognition, we move from naming ourselves initially as victims of 
policy towards illustrating maps that evince considerable, if constrained, participation. 
 These small moments—what I would caution are no more than seeds in a larger 
inquiry process—are suggestive that teacher inquiry into policy here finds purchase as 
inquiry into identity, into the roles we play. While I would call the work thus far at The 




Weather School and Open Doors a process of recognition, Connectors gives a glimpse of 
what misrecognition, or a kind of dislocation—what Spivak calls the bringing of self into 
exile—might bring to inquiry. The moments participants enact such recognitions and 
dislocations in our continued investigations will become important moments to attend to 
in this study’s pursuit of policy learning and change. 
 







A Note on Strange Conversations 
 
The conversations reported in the previous chapter shared one purpose of bringing 
teachers into a recognition of the policies and policymaking that surround our work in 
schools. I’ll admit: there were few revelations in this section of inquiry and considerable 
doubt as to what, in fact, we were achieving. I think about Jamie’s comment regarding 
how she wasn’t sure of where we were “going” in these early meetings, or my own 
feelings of fumbling at The Weather School as we circled around definitions of policy. If 
Clara observed, “we just didn’t have any specific purposes this year to sit down together” 
related to our formal school roles, this was a double-edged sword. These groups opened 
new possibilities, but those possibilities were largely undefined—driven solely by a 
shared investigation of policy and policymaking, a call to name our (policy) world. To 
take time in schools for something whose purposes are unfixed—and particularly with 
teachers for whom time is a prized commodity—is to invite doubt. What are we doing? 
What is this even for? 
 The following chapter will mark a turn, at least explicitly, away from the 
strangeness of asking ourselves what policy is and who we are in it, and toward specific 
policy problems. In the meetings that follow, participants in each group will be able to 
say with quite a bit of certainty what we doing: we are investigating racial inequities in 
policy, we are looking at the context of school choice in our neighborhood, we are 
learning about literacy intervention policies that support struggling learners. At the time, I 




remember feeling relieved for this turn—an exhale. We’ve made it through this trace of 
naming, pressed as far as we could into its ambiguity without having had any participants 
quit in frustration at the lack of talk about “real” policies. Later, however, I would miss it, 
a trading of the strange for something more certain, or at least familiar. 
 I’m reminded of Thomas Hatch’s (2009) observation regarding school change 
processes, and the need for school leaders and staff members to “concisely” answer the 
following questions: “What’s the focus, and what’s the work?”, “Who will do it, and why 
will they do it?”, and “What support will those people need, and where will it come 
from?” (p. 154). These are good questions, and questions I am used to asking in my 
career as a teacher. I have learned to be impatient, at times, when presented with tasks 
whose purposes and outcomes are not entirely clear. But I also wonder what gets lost if 
this is our exclusive, or even primary, approach to change. At the end of the year, when 
reflecting on our early meetings, Gloria would say, “I really liked the openness and 
messiness of it. I like not having we’re-trying-to-get-to-this-outcome and the exploratory 
nature of it. It gave me a lot of freedom to just explore and think.” The acts of locating 
and dislocating I discussed at the end of the last chapter are personal undertakings, which 
is to say they are defined by a kind of entry that does not know its outcome. 
 I use the word strange here to describe this kind of movement and fumble, 
borrowing the term from Spivak (2003) when she describes, building on Freud’s use 
“unheimlich”—uncanny, a feeling where the foreign is made to feel like home, or the 
home foreign (pp. 57-58). It’s an idea of strangeness, I propose, that rests in a tension 
between familiarity and unfamiliarity—when what a person thought was known suddenly 
becomes unknown, or the invisible is made visible. This may be another way of 




describing some of the moments of recognition or misrecognition of the previous chapter, 
of suddenly feeling like a stranger to policy understood as symbiotic parasite, or a 
stranger to a school where a gender-neutral bathroom is hidden somewhere from view. 
 There were few revelations in these early conversations, but there was a sustained 
push into something all participants knew to be important. In their book where they 
describe a kind of policymaking of the underneath, Harney and Moten (2013) give this 
description of revelation: “the strangely known moment, the gathering content, of a 
cadence, and the uncanny that one can sense in cooperation, the secret once called 
solidarity” (p. 42). They are speaking of fumbling towards a new sense of possibility1 in 
between and through compromised locations, a fumbling that Spivak might call a 
crossing. However it is named, it is a strangeness that gathers in recognition, in collective 
testimony, that is rare in the work of teachers—and certainly the kinds of teaching today 
that are straitjacketed by purpose. In retrospect, at some of its best moments, this inquiry 
found itself there. 
 
1 Or, in their specific case, abolition: “Not so much the abolition of prisons but the abolition of a society 
that could have prisons, that could have slavery, that could have the wage, and therefore not abolition as the 
elimination of anything but abolition as the founding of a new society” (Harney and Moten, 2013, p. 42). 







INVESTIGATING POLICY INTERESTS 
 
 In this chapter, I turn to the bulk of our inquiry work: identifying specific policy 
interests, researching them broadly and in the local context of our schools, and drawing 
conclusions or connections from that work. In the inquiry arc shared with participants 
(reprinted below as Figure 6.1), the narratives of this chapter are best aligned with “3. 
Going Further” and “4. Synthesizing, Making Conclusions,” with their emphasis on 
pursuing more in-depth and interest-specific learning around policy using a variety of 
research tools. 
Another way to view these investigations would be to consider each its own 
nested inquiry, containing all parts of the inquiry arc but also located within a broader 
inquiry around policy and policymaking in general. For example, at Connectors Charter 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Inquiry arc excerpted from handout given to participants at The Weather 
School, meeting 1 
 




School we chose to investigate policy issues related to school segregation, and our work 
began with sharing perspectives and asking questions, led to analysis of our own school 
and district contexts, and concluded with thinking around applications. At Open Doors, 
initial research into literacy support policies leads us to pursue additional inquiry into 
school funding, and might be represented as a series of nested inquiry arcs, as in Figure 
6.2, below. These inquiries each carry their own questions, within and different from 
larger research questions in the study. 
 
 
Figure 6.2. Representation of inquiry process at Open Doors Elementary as nested inquiry 
arcs  




 While these different inquiries into specific policy issues are interesting in their 
own right, the focus of this study is on questions related to perceiving and learning 
policy. Thus, in this chapter I attend less to what we learn specifically and the details of 
our investigations, and more to how we go about our learning and the kinds of capacities 
we build in the process. In Chapter 2, I observed that there is only limited research on 
what it might mean to conceive of policy pedagogically, with Schmidt (2013) proposing 
it might mean, in part, to “foster a platform of diverse action and research and easily 
available resources and materials” (p. 102). That recommendation is vividly depicted in 
this chapter, situated in the larger processes of decolonization and reinhabitation that 
animate the inquiry as a whole.  
 Like the previous two chapters, this chapter is also divided into sections 
describing separately the experiences of each school group in investigating specific 
policies and the capacities we build while doing so. I conclude with a discussion of what 
it might mean for teachers to engage in policy learning, both in terms of individual 
processes and institutional influences. Throughout I also observe a number of choices I 
made as a facilitator-participant in the course of our investigations, and offer some 
thoughts on this work in the interlude which follows. 
 
Connectors Charter School and Investigating School Desegregation 
 
 This is how we decide to focus on school choice and school segregation at 
Connectors Charter School: we slowly build a list of possible policy interests from 
individual suggestions, but when Clara launches into a commentary about how “we’re in 
a hugely segregated and inequitable society in a school system that’s just being 




replicated”—we’re sold. She argues a core part of the work of Connectors, leveraging 
school choice policies, is to break a segregated system and suggests that we focus on 
segregation and school choice. 
 Our list of policy interests speaks to a number of contemporary policy problems, 
like standardized testing and teacher certification, but the suggestions that really connect 
with us are those that feel more expansive and tap into larger social concerns. Other such 
proposals include how we are preparing students for life (Clara) or the relationship 
between students and our increasingly digital world (Alicia). In my mind, such interests 
express a desire to investigate policy in a way that pushes back—that researches back 
(Smith, 1999, p. 7)—against prevailing discourses. It is a trend that will be seen in 
suggestions at all three schools. 
We gravitate to investigating segregation and school choice, I believe, because it 
combines something felt in relation to the school’s demographics and charter status with 
something aspirational in our work as teachers. Three of us identify as persons of color, 
and Alicia offers a biographical reason for her interest: 
ALICIA: I’m product of New York City schools as well so I remember, not the 
middle school process . . . but for high school, I remember that being stressful for 
my mom . . . she was like, “No, I don’t want you going to that school.” And I still 
ended up going to the school she didn’t want me to go because out of all the 
schools I put on the list—and I put on all these nice schools in Manhattan, I’m 
like, “Oh, yeah, I get to ride the train I’m so excited”—because I thought if you 
put it down, you’re going to go. And they still ended up sending me to my zoned 
school. So it’s like, what was the point of doing all of that and doing all the 
research and looking through the [High School Directory] book and I remember 
getting the post-its and getting so excited and bookmarking like, “Oh yeah, ooh—
this school.” 
 
 JAMIE: What was missing that you didn’t go to those other schools? 
 
 ALICIA: I don’t know. I have no idea. . . . I was just so devastated. 
 




From Alicia’s statement of “I don’t know,” we begin to accumulate some answers and 
ask some questions, such as: “What are the disadvantages of school choice, or the 
unexpected consequences?” (Clara); “Do some of these schools have a certain number of 
kids they have to serve that’s not the makeup of the district?” (Alicia); “Is there an 
equitable system that everybody can navigate naturally?” (Clara); “What can teachers 
do?” (Eric). The conversation is charged, and doesn’t end when we conclude this 
meeting: a few days afterwards Clara follows up with some websites we should look at. 
 We will spend a large part of our remaining meetings investigating these 
questions and pursuing others related to segregation and school choice. The feeling is one 
of excitement; “we feel like we are finally doing something,” I write in my notes. We 
exchange e-mails between meetings about websites and resources. At different points, 
Jamie sits down with the school’s operations director to learn about logistics of school 
admissions, Alicia volunteers several times for “homework” assignments to collect 
school data, and I attend a district Community Education Council meeting on proposed 
changes to the middle school admissions process to gather information.1 In April, Clara 
gives birth to a baby boy, and we check in about whether we should continue meeting 
without her. Alicia responds: “We need more because this—like, wow—and I have 
homework, so we have to meet because now I have to figure this out!” And Clara insists 
via e-mail, “Never fear, I am following this from afar and thinking, what is our 
responsibility to speak and how?” 
 
1 While schools in New York City are overseen by the New York City Department of Education, the city is 
also divided into 32 geographical school districts, each with its own Community Education Council that 
shapes policy around elementary and middle schools within the district. 




An overview of our investigation and its forms, in rough chronological order, is 
charted in Figure 6.3. The shape of the investigation was not determined ahead of time, 
but emerged meeting by meeting as the group decided its next steps. As noted earlier, I 
do not attempt to give a full account of this investigation, which lasted many months and 
is highly granular with respect to Connectors and its district. Rather, focusing on the 
question of how we, as teachers, learn policy in the context of inquiry, I choose to 
highlight three processes that stood out in our work: (1) a pursuit of connections between 
 
 
Sharing perspectives and asking questions
• Sharing experiences with and knowledge about school choice 
and segregation
• Asking initial questions
Researching school choice broadly and in our district
• Reading articles and editorials about school choice
• Reading research reports about citywide and district context
• Attending a district forum on desegregation plans
• Reviewing policies and proposals related to diversity and 
desegregation in NYC and district
Collecting and analyzing data about Connectors 
Charter School and its district, including:
• District schools demographics and middle school admissions criteria
• Alumni placement history in district middle schools
• Long-term alumni experiences in high school and post-secondary 
pursuits
Making conclusions and applying findings
• Developing possible actions for teachers
• Developing possible actions for school
• Reflecting on systemic policy issues
Figure 6.3. Summary of investigation around school segregation and school choice at 
Connectors Charter  
School 
 




policies, (2) data collection and analysis, and (3) turns in our conversations toward 
imagining alternatives. 
 
Connecting Policies and Conversational Sprawl 
It is clear from the outset of this investigation that school choice and segregation 
are big topics, the subject of federal-level policy, extensive debate, and ongoing research. 
“What are the disadvantages of school choice, or the unexpected consequences?” Clara 
asks, expressing a desire to understand that larger context. At the same time, Alicia, 
Clara, Jamie, and I recognize these issues are also very local, connected to Connectors as 
a charter school which enrolls students from across a large geographical area of New 
York City. “What can teachers do?” I ask, and there is no question that we have a role to 
play in this as well.  
How we might find a way to draw connections between our classrooms and the 
wider context is not clear from the start, and arguably throughout our work. A 
characteristic of our investigation is its sprawl across a range of policy topics. While 
Figure 6.3 might suggest something of an orderly progression from big-picture research 
to local-level analysis and application, in the day-to-day we find ourselves weaving 
through a large constellation of policies and experiences, each of which feels important to 
our understanding of these issues. Figure 6.4 offers an alternate depiction of our work, as 
a map of the topics we discuss or research, with arrows suggesting how they are 
connected in conversation. We find, for example, that we cannot talk about school 
segregation without also talking about roots of school inequality, which leads us to 
conversations about school quality and how it is measured and perceived. 






Figure 6.4. Topics discussed in investigation of school segregation and school choice at 
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At times it feels like our conversations depart considerably from the stated topic. 
In one moment, Alicia speaks to how Teach For America teachers are placed. In another, 
Jamie asks about Title I funding, and I answer some questions about the difference 
between federal, state, and city funding. While taken individually these questions might 
be viewed as tangents, taken together they express both a persistent curiosity and also an 
increasingly detailed understanding of the various interconnections between policies. In 
between the constant search for answers, there are realizations and arrivals as well—the 
moment, for example, we find the exact regulatory mechanism that allows Connectors to 
funnel students from one district to another in the New York City Department of 
Education’s lengthy “Middle Schools” enrollment webpage: 
ERIC: It’s hidden under the “Get Your Middle School Results” section. It says, 
“Most students are matched to one of the programs ranked on the middle school 
application, but it’s not guaranteed. Students who do not match with one of these 
programs will be matched with another program from which they’re eligible in 
either the district where they’re zoned for middle school or when different, the 




ERIC: So, like it’s not an obvious fact, though I— 
 
ALICIA: It’s not. 
 
ERIC: I don’t know how many parents know that, but if you somehow got your 
kids into an elementary school that’s out of your district, then you’re eligible for 






JAMIE: You really have to think about that statement. 
 
ALICIA: And my sister, I’m going to ask because we used like a different address 
for her or did so that she could go to a school that wasn’t in her district. 
 




The feeling is electric when we discover the exact language that authorizes a fundamental 
fact of Connectors’s operations, and potentially of Alicia’s biography. Something has 
become clearer and we are energized about exploiting it. 
What appears in Figure 6.4 as perhaps an ill-planned game of connect-the-dots 
also becomes a way of, if not systematically, at least pointedly filling in gaps in our 
knowledge, sometimes in powerful ways. The jumps in our conversations also allow us to 
begin tracing between the large-scale and the local in ways that hold both. I need not 
worry that we will lose the local: as teachers, we have a tendency to bring the 
conversations to actual students, families, and classrooms. Early on, for example, I offer 
to bring in some research around school choice in New York City, including The 
Research Alliance for New York City Schools’s report on school choice and the 
placements of low-achieving students (Nathanson et al., 2013), and Roda & Wells (2012) 
and Sattin-Bajaj’s (2015) findings around how families choose schools. These studies 
immediately prompt us to seek how Connectors families choose, and whether they are 
paying attention to graduation and college entrance rates:2 
JAMIE: Are [parents] taking the time to think about those things? You were just 
with Marcus’s mom. Is she thinking in those terms about like how to get Marcus 




ERIC: Should she be? Probably, right?  
 
ALICIA: Should she? Yeah. I mean . . . some of these schools they’re looking at 
third grade scores, which is crazy, but also the reality, right? These are 
conversations that we need to start having earlier. 
 
 
2 Student names in the following quote and subsequent quotes are substituted with pseudonyms. 




Clara chimes in that in her conversations with fifth-grade parents, many express concerns 
about their young children taking buses and subways long-distance, emphasizing—“and 
it’s important.” This is one of many times in which specific students and their 
experiences are brought into the conversation. Shortly after Clara’s comment, we then 
also move back to the big picture, asking why there are not high-quality schools that are 
close to where students live: 
ERIC: I think one half the equation is how do we get our kids into better schools. 
The other half of the equation is why aren’t there better schools here and why 
aren’t there better schools in [students’ neighborhoods]. This can’t be, to me, the 
system-wide solution.  
 
ALICIA: It can’t because— 
 
ERIC: [Connectors Charter] isn’t— 
 
ALICIA: There’s not [Connectors Charter] everywhere. You know? And there are 
schools. I feel like we’re just fortunate because of the way [our principals] or the 
DOE said, “Okay. This is where your building is going to be.” But that’s not the 
case for everyone and everyone doesn’t have a person like Clara that— 
 
JAMIE: What can we do to— 
 
ALICIA: —has a job that’s dedicated solely to that.  
 
JAMIE: What can we do to turn this around and make it more mixed? And really 
make sure that soup to nuts, all the way through, that there’s good faculty placed 
so that it shouldn’t matter what school you send your kid to or that every smaller 
neighborhood has options? 
 
ERIC: Yeah and I think those that we’re talking about, like what can [Connectors] 
do to spread kind of practices and identify other schools that can do similar 
things? What does [Connectors] learn that’s worth sharing with other schools and 
then, what can classroom teachers do? . . .  
 
JAMIE: But I don’t know that there’s any reason why it needs to be more 
successful here than it is in [another neighborhood]. Or is it just a bandaid for 
right now because there are systematic things that need to be fixed in [the 
neighborhood] before we can fix something or that there are systematic things in 
[the neighborhood] that will never be fixed, like transportation or whatever. So 




like we have to constantly sit on this bandaid or reapply the bandaid. Does that 
makes sense? 
 
These are not easy questions, and they rapidly traverse from one child’s situation to a 
question of inequal access to quality schools to what “we can do.” There is also a tenacity 
to this inquiry, as we continue to connect the dots and probe—a tenacity that is grounded 
in the fact this is about actual students, an actual school. This is about the role the school 
plays, or might play, and who we are in this school. And importantly, we are starting to 
locate where solutions might be found through our school, connected to that larger 
system. 
 
Collecting and Analyzing Data: “I’m Just Shocked” 
 Another feature of our work at Connectors Charter was the collection and analysis 
of data related to the school. There were three separate occasions for this kind of work, 
where we examined (1) statistics and criteria related to middle school demographics and 
admissions in Connectors’s district, (2) statistics around Connectors’s post-elementary 
school placement in different middle schools, and (3) data related to long-term the 
success of Connectors’ alumni in high school and post-secondary pursuits. These 
examinations resulted from questions that emerged over the course of inquiry and marked 
some of our most memorable work together, offering in each instance answers to several 
questions and new understandings. Additionally, they provided—though we didn’t intend 
it—opportunities to build skills around accessing and analyzing data. 
 The first such occasion, an investigation into middle school demographics and 
admissions criteria, lends an early feeling of efficacy to the group accompanying the 
discovery of something new. We get the data from a website Clara has found, where 




various demographics for the district’s approximately twenty middle schools are placed 
comparatively on a city map. As we observe the overlapping patterns of geography, racial 
segregation, and disservice to students with special needs, our examination is punctuated 
by multiple expressions of “Oh wow” and even: 




JAMIE: Sorry—you cross a [street] boundary and all of a sudden, that’s what 
you— 
  
ERIC: Are you looking at the— 
  
ALICIA: The free and reduced lunch? 
  
ERIC: The White and Asian population? 
  
JAMIE: Well—a lot of things. 
 
Along with looking at the demographic data, we also spend the better part of a meeting 
scouring each school’s website and creating a table of admissions criteria for every 
middle school in the district. As we overlay our findings with school demographics, I too 
am shocked by what we find: almost all middle schools in this district have some sort of 
screening process for students, and the requirements are as extensive as they are 
capricious. The requirements consist of a hodgepodge of points and percentage systems 
based on everything from third-grade test scores to attendance at open houses or in-
person interviews. 
ERIC: I am actually shocked. Maybe I shouldn’t be shocked, but I’ve never really 
looked into— 
 
ALICIA: I’ve never delved into it, yeah.  
 




ERIC: I’m just shocked how many screened schools there are. In my head, it’s 
like mostly neighborhood schools with some screened schools. I don’t know if 
that’s in your head, too. I don’t know where— 
 
ALICIA: I never gave it thought until now.  
 
ERIC: I just assumed that most schools take whoever . . . if I’m cynical, which I 
am sometimes, I’m saying they’re trying to make sure that certain kids, or a 
majority of certain kids— 
 
ALICIA: Come through their doors.  
 
JAMIE: So, they’re creating policy to get the population that— 
 
ALICIA: That they want.  
 
ERIC: And this isn’t going to adjust them—the [new DOE diversity plan] is not 
going to tell them not to do it unless they opt-in. The only thing that may change 
is the blind rankings thing. 
 
This is surprising to all of us. As the interruptions in the above dialogue point out, our 
exclamations and observations come rapid-fire. It’s new, tangible information about the 
year-by-year resegregation of schools in our district, and information that directly 
impacts our school and students. We cannot help but muse what Connectors students 
need to do if they are to have any chance of getting into schools with strong academic 
profiles, schools where they could be considered demographically unwelcome. There is a 
feeling of power in our ability to find this data and read it. Alicia volunteers at the end of 
this meeting to collect data around the middle school placement of Connectors graduates 
from the Connectors’s administration, and later Clara supplies us with data she has 
compiled with respect to alumni post-secondary experiences. 
Clara’s packet of data, which includes twenty pages of tables and graphs, presents 
a new challenge for this group. As we look through it for things that stand out, Jamie 
states, “I don’t know why, but graphs make my brain go a little dizzy” and Alicia agrees 




this particular set feels inscrutable: “Does Clara really just flash these across the screen 
during a parent meeting?” At all three schools, there will be similar moments in which 
some participants balk at data—an observation I return to later. 
 In this case, I point out some of my own observations. I direct us to attend to 
outliers. At times in this inquiry I am wary of intruding, of my voice being too strong—
and this is one of them. We do end this particular examination of data prematurely, and I 
will ask myself in my notes whether it is my role to “teach” data analysis—something I 
feel unequipped to do. Let me suggest this, in hindsight: first, I am reminded of Linda 
Tuhiwai Smith’s (1999) list of questions from the perspective of research subjects: “Are 
[researchers] useful to us? Can they fix our generator? Can they actually do anything?” 
Perhaps I should count myself lucky to be called on to share my skills—and have them be 
useful! Second, Alicia, Clara, Jamie and I have been building, from the start of this 
inquiry, our capacities to collect, analyze, and apply data—to say little of our capacity to 
make sense of wide-ranging research. The work is ongoing, and we are learning it by 
doing it. 
 
Imagining Alternatives: “How Far are These Principals and Our Teachers Willing 
to Go?” 
 I mentioned earlier that there is a tenacity to our inquiry at Connectors, rooted in a 
belief that we will find information relevant to students in our care, or Connectors as a 
school. This tenacity also manifests in a tendency toward seeking solutions and 
imagining alternatives. From the start, we are asking what might work and what might 
work for us, in our schools—for I, too, have my own school in mind even when we 
discuss Connectors. 




 For example, one conversation turns to what teachers at Connectors should know 
about the school choice process, and how it might affect curricular choices or interactions 
with families. Alicia, grounding her thinking in a particular student, observes, 
I think knowing this information would definitely influence me to make different 
decisions in the classroom, especially in terms of—you just have students that you 
know you can really push. I would imagine myself, knowing this information, 
somebody like Anthony, if he was in my 5th grade class, I would take time outside 
of school with him to make sure that everything that he had was on point, so that 
he can get into a school like a [name of high performing school in district] or 
something like that.  
 
We discuss what this might look like. Clara cautions that there is already a lot on the 
plate of fifth grade teachers, and part of her role as she sees it has been to “take 
responsibility off of teachers.” Jamie suggests that perhaps there could be “a PL 
[Professional Learning] day or PD [Professional Development] day that at least upper-
grade teachers and the specials teachers get this information so that we have an 
understanding of how our grades impact our kids, but also how we can better support our 
kids in what’s happening and what they’re doing.” 
 Some of our thinking also takes us to the big-picture level, as when Jamie 
wonders what it would mean to “flood the market with more [Connectors Charter 
Schools],” specifically around school choice. “Then the system becomes a different 
system just by virtue of having five of them.” After Clara describes how part of her job is 
to build relationships with administrators in the different screened schools so that they 
will accept students from Connectors, I wonder whether “every school should have 
someone focused on next steps and dedicated to that” and what this would entail. 
Part of our solutions-seeking and imaginative work is also bolstered by two 
desegregation plans that come out during the year of our inquiry, both from the city and 




the district Community Education Council. As we talk about solutions, we look at both 
plans, and I volunteer to attend a Council meeting to get more information on the district 
plan. Our perspectives on these plans are decidedly critical, and reveal the kinds of 
commitments as educators that led us to investigate this topic in the first place: 
JAMIE: It’s not enough. . . . In all of the cultural movements that we’ve had thus 
far, like #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter, people are coming out and saying, 
“This is not enough” We’re looking at such a small piece of the pie instead of 
really trying to equalize and have equity. But what does that look like? . . .  
 
ALICIA: Yeah, I mean, what is it that we as educators can fight for? How far are 
these principals and our teachers willing to go? Could we create a system in 
which the schools that are really struggling here are getting tons of resources 
versus—and that’s even also the wrong question because . . . how much are you 
pouring money into kind of just making segregation stay and walking away from 
it? Because if the bottom issue is segregation, then something more radical needs 
to happen. 
 
Later, expressing frustration on an opt-in diversity program in the city’s “Equity and 
Excellence for All: Diversity in New York City Public Schools” (2017) document, Alicia 
will also declare: 
ALICIA: This is crazy, that we’ve got to spend money to figure out how to be 
diverse. This is like a real, legit initiative, and there are meetings, and money 
being spent into tracking these and—just all this stuff. I feel like this could be 
such a natural thing. You know? 
 
ERIC: Do you think desegregation is a natural thing? 
 
ALICIA: No, no! Not the desegregation. But because of the fact that we have to—
I'm thinking really abstract, just who we’re intended to be just as people, that all 
just came here to New York, and we’re here. . . . We made such a huge problem 
that now there’s policies and documents and pilots. And it’s for something that’s 
so, in my eyes, simple. 
 
Both Alicia and Jamie tap powerfully into a recognition these policies do not seem to be 
making us better people. In fact, they may make us worse, because we feel some 
satisfaction with piecemeal accommodations. I’ll admit, I do defend the district 




desegregation plan: “These are big steps,” I argue, despite the plan’s modest scope. But I 
am not even convincing myself, and wonder if as a policy researcher I have lost some of 
the capacity to imagine alternatives to policy in the ambitious way that Alicia 
demonstrates here. 
Do our musings at this scale, or our policy critiques take us somewhere? Not in 
any immediate, action-oriented way—but they do perhaps serve as important reminders. 
For in Alicia’s haunting statement about “who we’re intended to be just as people” is 
something that, I argue, leverages imagination against policy in a powerful way. “How 
far are these principals and teachers willing to go?” There is a feeling that the fight is 
ours. 
 
The Weather School and Investigating Policy and Race 
 
 It’s hard not to notice the similarities when participants at The Weather School 
choose to investigate the broad topic of “policy and race.” When at The Weather School 
we take turns sharing possible policy topics for investigation, race as a focus is suggested 
separately by both Nina and Marie, with Marie elaborating, “How does race affect how 
policy is written? How does the race of the writers of policy impact the policy, how does 
the race of the interpreter affect how the policy is interpreted?” We, like the group at 
Connectors, are attracted by the drive of a question around racial inequity: a majority of 
participants select it in a vote and in my notes on the meeting I describe a sense of 
“force” around the topic. I also note a sense of regret: participants are genuinely invested 
in the topics they each suggest, and are sad we must pick one. There is a real desire to 
learn more about many different kinds of policy. 




 Our list of suggestions for investigation at The Weather School includes a mix of 
policy problems, such as school choice or teacher retention, as well as an interest in 
processes of policymaking. Nina, for example, suggests we investigate “what sparks a 
new policy” and Irene asks, “who are active lobbyists in ed policy . . . how does that 
impact policy on a national level?” Marie observes many of our interests are tied to “how 
much of a role teachers have” in policy, pointing to suggestions from Sam and Judith 
regarding how teachers interpret curriculum standards and “what does it look like when 
an individual teacher creates some sort of policy that then becomes larger than that 
teacher doing the thing.” Our eventual topic of policy and race, perhaps, similarly 
foregrounds the process of policymaking in its framing around the people making 
policies. 
 Once we select “policy and race,” we immediately start asking questions and 
discussing a lens through which to begin our investigation. Judith suggests we “use the 
lens of race and look at a specific policy,” and we brainstorm intersections of race and 
teacher retention, race and testing, race and school choice policies in our district. We 
agree at the end of this meeting that we will each bring in an artifact related to the topic 
(e.g. policy document, news article, research article, etc.) as a way of determining some 
starting points. This entry point reflects a way in which, at The Weather School, 
processes of examining research and policy documents will play a central role in our 
investigation. Below, I discuss this aspect of our work, as well as a later decision to 
engage with student achievement data. Figure 6.5 on the following page summarizes the 
activities at The Weather School around our investigation of policy and race. 
 







Figure 6.5. Summary of investigation around policy and race at The Weather School 
 
Discussing Policy Research: “I Don’t Want To Be Helpless” 
 Much of our initial investigation takes place through a process of sharing policy 
artifacts and discussing research in an attempt to grasp the scope of our topic. Although 
our review of research at The Weather School is both more extensive (more research) and 
in-depth (more sustained conversations directly related to research) than at Connectors 
Charter, we have more difficulty locating our work and school in our initial readings and 
discussions. There are no “wows” or “oh gods” in this part of the process. 
Unpacking "Policy and race"
• Finding and sharing artifacts/articles related to "Policy and 
Race"
• Choosing and discussing two research texts as a group
Analyzing policies
• Discussing NYC Department of Education's Equity and Excellence
plan (2017) and related documents
• Generating aspirations related to the Equity and Excellence plan
Collecting and analyzing data about The Weather 
School
• Compiling achievement data across grades 6-12 in the school
• Learning about testing and data collection in NYC Department of 
Education
• Analyzing data and asking questions
Making conclusions and applying findings
• Determining implications for teachers
• Determining implications for school




 Two meetings are dedicated to probing research for insight into our topic. In a 
first meeting, we share a variety of artifacts, ranging from the text of the Calandra-Hecht 
Act that established “special” high schools for gifted students in 1972 (Irene’s 
contribution) to a current news article on the stance of the Trump administration on 
school discipline (Gloria’s contribution)—but have a hard time deciding where any of 
these take us. Sam attempts to connect the various artifacts: 
I feel like there’s clearly, like, these two seem closely related to me—around 
school discipline, school-to-prison pipeline, things like that. There are a few items 
that seem pretty directly relevant to the New York City public school teacher 
experience, and there’s some other things. This is maybe also directly relevant, 
but from a slightly different angle, the ESSA [Every Student Succeeds Act] 
implementation question. And then, there’s this [book chapter], which is in some 
ways outlier around historical struggles—so just an observation in terms of, 
maybe, focusing how we talk about these things. 
 
In this case, the dots don’t yet connect us to our work as teachers, and Nina calls on us to 
find some way to do so: “I’m interested in whatever we study—being able to trickle it 
down into [The Weather School].” 
We decide to choose two of these artifacts to serve as a common lens for 
investigation: a chapter by Brian Jones, an NYC teacher, entitled “The Struggle for Black 
Education” (2012) and a research review by Hochschild & Shen entitled “Race, 
Ethnicity, and Education Policy” (2014). Gloria volunteers to lead a protocol the 
following meeting in which each person selects a passage and the rest of the group 
responds to it. At the next meeting she frames our discussion: 
I think we should keep it in line with our work, in terms of our policy work. And I 
think perhaps I’m thinking about maybe our lens, we’re keeping this in—we’ve 
talked a lot about wanting to do our work at [The Weather School], and somehow 
perhaps connect it to informing our work with this group and our work at [The 
Weather School].  
 




In Sam’s push for us to focus, in Nina’s reminder that we connect to our work, in 
Gloria’s framing, what is clear is a shared search for relevance—for things that we can 
grasp and locate ourselves in. 
Here is how it evades us. Much of the Jones (2012) chapter pushes us to consider 
the interrelationships in how “there can be no genuine long-term solutions for Black 
education without addressing Black unemployment, the prison-industrial complex, 
environmental racism, and the housing crisis” (p. 68)—a passage Marie selects. Gloria 
picks a passage from Hotchschild & Shen (2014) in which the authors review a series of 
policies around student achievement and suggest “The whole system may be mistaken in 
its fundamental design.” (p. 6). We struggle for purchase. Here is Nina responding to the 
Jones passage: 
This quote really stimulates the cynicism in me and—it’s a pretty small part of me 
because I find myself to be quite optimistic. But just knowing that to be true and 
agreeing with that, I feel a little helpless within my—the people I can affect. . . . I 
really have no power—whatever that is to fix this stuff, everything’s broken. And 
yeah, I don’t know. I agree with the sentence. I find it to be factual. That those 
two things or those several things are intertwined and interlocked and it is 
impossible to fix one without the other. But I find that we have a lot of hands on 
deck on the education front because I think, in general, that career path attracts a 
certain type of person, who has a certain hope for the youth. And so, I think there 
are a lot of hands on deck there. But I think the other side, all these other pieces 
which are more governmental, I think that attracts a very different type of person. 
And so, I picture these two entities not working together at all. 
 
And Gloria: 
No matter what kind of program you choose, it’s about good teaching. But that 
doesn’t live in isolation from these things—but can good teaching mitigate some 
of these things? And maybe only to a certain extent what The Coleman Report 
says. . . . I don’t want to be helpless, there’s nothing we—I’d like to think that 
teaching will have an impact. 
 
These are not quite statements of distance—or helplessness! Both Nina and Gloria do, in 
fact, tap into assertions about the value of “good teaching” and the commitment of 




educators—but this is in some ways despite our readings. Hotchschild & Shen’s 
statement of a flawed “fundamental design” leads Sam to jest, “It sounds like a pretty 
effective call for international socialist revolution. So, let’s put that on for next week.” 
Because really, what are we as teachers supposed to do? Nina even admits, “Maybe you 
want to become a senator.” We struggle to locate agency and optimism in research. There 
is a not-so-subtle critique in our discussion of this research and how teachers are 
positioned in it. 
 Nonetheless, though major moments of discovery elude us, our conversation is 
not without increased clarity about the relationships between race and policy, issues 
facing our school, or some consideration of our work as teachers. Sam and Nina speak 
about a need to address staffing and hiring at The Weather School, Gloria talks about 
antiracist policy as something that involves “how we run our classrooms, and how we 
discipline students, and manage behavior,” and Marie suggests the Jones reading “makes 
me think about how to teach systems”: 
There is a place for empowerment around naming experiences that students are 
having really explicitly, giving the tools to wind and unwind these two and 
multiple systems, and then providing students with tools on all of the ends 
possible to allow them to feel validated and to take power in making the change 
that we haven’t been able to make. 
 
I am also struck by a particular moment in which Sam approaches making a commitment 
regarding the work in his classroom, and enacts a kind of vulnerability that shifts the tone 
of our conversation. It is in response to a passage I select from Jones about “a difference 
between color-blind policy and antiracist policy” (p. 65) and after Irene offers that the 
school’s lateness policy might be considered a concrete example of antiracist policy. Sam 
admits, 




It strikes me that the majority of the policies that I have created in my classroom 
have been completely color-blind. There’s been little, if any, consideration for the 
role of race in my kids’ experience in my room when it comes to things like being 
late to class, or turning in assignments, or retaking assessments, or just whatever. 
And in my mind, I was playing with the question of what it would look like to go 
from that to something that considers and makes room for difference, and then a 
set of policies that becomes explicitly anti-racist, in terms of the functioning of 
my own classroom, and I wonder what that would look like. 
 
Sam’s admission here is striking, both for its vulnerability and for how it moves our 
thinking of the research forward into a direct reflection on his teaching. In this move, 
Sam recognizes such changes impact both practice and policy, echoing the way he spoke 
earlier in the year about his assignments make-up policy as central to the school. 
 Let me walk back—in part—my earlier assessment of the impact of this research 
on us as teachers. While in my notes from these meetings I lamented we didn’t seem to 
be connecting ourselves to the work, Gloria would recall at the end of the year: “I think 
the stuff I was most excited about happened when we started doing the readings. I 
thought that was really interesting.” My feelings was related to the abstractness of our 
topic, “policy and race,” and the broad scope of the texts we picked for our entry into it. 
In retrospect it may be worth lifting up the small ways we were able to bring some of this 
research to questions regarding our school and classrooms. 
 
Collecting and Analyzing Data: “What’s Wrong With Me and My Teaching?” 
 Our decision to collect and examine data begins when Sam says, “I’d like to 
actually know some of this stuff about our school,” referring to figures cited in research 
and documents we later look at regarding the city’s diversity initiatives. “I don’t know 
anything factual about kids’ experiences with temporary housing and things like that.” 
We all agree that we would like to look at some data, and particularly data that speaks to 




students’ longitudinal experiences from sixth to twelfth grade at The Weather School. 
Irene suggests student achievement as one lens—with the caveat we would likely be 
looking at standardized test scores, suggesting for example “looking at a White kid who 
comes at a level three and a Black kid who comes at a level three. What does our data say 
about their academic achievement when they leave [The Weather School] after seven 
years?” Irene, who works closely with achievement data as a member of the school’s 
Instructional Leadership Team, tells us the testing data has never been aggregated this 
way before—longitudinally, by race—which builds excitement for this work. 
 Irene volunteers to combine and share several databases containing student 
demographic information, test scores, and credit accumulation across grades 6-12 with 
the group. I volunteer to go through the data with a colleague in the policy program at 
Teachers College who has expertise with student achievement data to suggest ways we 
might approach data analysis. Nina volunteers to frame our work. 
 What we don’t anticipate is that it will take us quite a bit of time to get to a place 
where we can even understand the data. We have to learn, for example, that the NYC 
Department of Education has two separate ways of coding ethnicity (by number and by 
letter), that these are self-reported, and that they are not particularly inclusive (the labels 
are themselves subject to some discussion, and we observe that some students 
“misidentify”). We learn about the different performance calculations for the different 
statewide Regents high school graduation exams and how they change each year. We 
learn a bit of the politics of test scores that are vividly represented in the data. For 
example, we learn why the student scores drop dramatically between 2012 and 2013 (the 
cut-off scores for proficiency are radically altered to support Common Core standards 




implementation), or why proficiency is measured so differently on high school Regents 
tests versus middle school tests (to boost the graduation rate). We even identify a 
noticeable dip in scores that coincides with the early-year departure of a math teacher in a 
Regents test subject, when he was replaced by a long-term substitute. 
 In fact, it would not be too far a stretch to describe our entire conversation as 
constant learning, often from each other. For example, we make observations, double-
check them, and correct each other. “Let’s see what you’re seeing” is a constant refrain as 
we pour over the spreadsheets and graphs and ask each other to explain. Here is Irene and 
Gloria smugly (with a smile!) waiting for me to catch up on their observation: 
IRENE: But they’re all kids that came in as threes and fours. 
 








GLORIA: No. They came in at threes and fours.  
 
ERIC: Oh, then they dropped down to one for 7th grade . . . [Class of] 2018—that 




What is also clear over the course of two meetings is that we learn together how to work 
our way through an intimidating set of data—230 students with demographic 
information, thirteen tests across seven years, and credit accumulation patterns across 
five. It takes us a while to figure out what questions to ask, and how to pursue them in 
ways that are fruitful, useful, and justifiable. Early on, Irene admits to struggling to make 
sense of the data: “I just kept latching onto different things and then I was like ‘I don’t 




know where I am.’” She proposes after a first meeting with the data that instead of 
making open-ended observations we ask targeted questions. We decide to focus first on 
Black student achievement, and over the course of describing it learn to pay attention to 
outliers: who are Black students who “break out” of certain patterns, for example, and 
what do we know about them?  
To answer this last question, we use each other to gain qualitative information, 
and the presence of teachers from almost all grades in the inquiry group aids us 
tremendously. When we recognize that the number of students taking an advanced math 
test is disproportionate based on race, Nina and Gloria ask the high school teachers to 
explain how students choose to take the test. We trace an issue to proportions of students 
electing to take certain courses, with Irene hypothesizing, “I think that we have less Black 
students taking Algebra II Regents Exam says something about student success in math 
class.” Sam adds: “And how they feel about their success.” We ask how students choose 
their courses, and Nina suggests we need to look at patterns of advising, sharing her own 
experiences as a Black student: 
This is coming up because of my success as a student and I have this knowledge 
of schooling. . . . I just know in my high school experience, that I did what I was 
told, I had a guidance counselor, and he was like, check this box and take this 
class, you have these, it was a one on one [appointment]—it was not a class. . . . 
Otherwise I would not have—and I’m speaking for me and my peers—would not 
have done any of the things. 
 
In a memorable moment, Sam creates a measure to use to represent the 
probability of accumulating missed mathematics credits, which we call the “Sam index,” 
or “[S]index.” Gloria asks him to apply it to English credits, and Irene probes “I’d be 
really interested to know—to dig deeper into your [S]index—is . . . comparing the 
number of kids who are new to [The Weather School] in ninth grade, versus kids who 




have been in [The Weather School] for middle school.” At which point we rattle off the 
students that are missing credits and—using the collective knowledge of the group—are 
able to identify when they entered the school. 
We are testing the data against various hypotheses, around advising and guidance 
and course offerings, around emergent bilingual students, issues of self-contained 
students, and students with IEPs. The various connections, not simply to such variables 
and their attendant policies, but also our classrooms are numerous. At times, they are 
taken up with considerably vulnerability. Here is one notable exchange with Irene: 
ERIC: On just a very superficial level, I think math seems to be a particularly 
rough spot. For many students, but I think for our Black students in particular in 
some ways. I think if I were a math teacher, I would want to take special note at 
the start of the year of my Black students and start tracking how I’m—well, I’m 
not a math teacher.  
 
IRENE: So I have zero responsibility here.  
 
ERIC: I have every responsibility to teach—no, you’re right. None of us are math 
teachers but we all sit on grade teams with math teachers, and we do know this 
information. . . . 
 
IRENE: I teach math essentially. Right? I teach physics but I teach math. I teach 
math application and the students who have the most significant challenge in 
physics are my Black students. Are my Black male students. And the only 
students that are no longer enrolled in my course second semester, who were first 
semester, are my Black male students . . . and maybe it’s something for me to 
think about in the fall.  
 
GLORIA: I tagged the observation from last week that we made that variability 
increases in credit accumulation in senior year—for Black and Hispanic students 
it increase particularly for math and science. So as a 12th grade science teacher 
you’re looking at that moment where we’re seeing a lot of Black and Hispanic 
students not accumulating credits in the same way that other students are. 
 
This exchange begins with me excusing myself from a problem—“I’m not a math 
teacher,” but Irene calls me out on this (her comment regarding “zero responsibility” is 
expressed ironically). I feel ashamed when Irene refuses that refusal, naming that she has 




both responsibility and power here to make a change. This action, Gloria agrees, is 
directly supported by some of the data we have been looking at.  
Later, in her reflection on her experience with the inquiry group, Gloria will 
mention,  
Looking at the data and seeing it, that was a hard part for me. It was really 
complicated. I don’t know how to look at data like that, so I often waited for you 
and [Irene] to say something. . . . For me, it was just a new way of looking. . . . So 
I think when we picked at targeted data, that was a little bit easier for me. And 
like okay, let’s zoom in that second data day. . . . I got really caught up in the 
ELA again, I was like really digging into the testing thing. It was hard not to be 
like, “What’s wrong with me and my teaching? What did I do?” 
 
I would argue that our work, from initial struggles in making sense of the data to asking 
questions to finding ways to locate our work and our school policies, was ultimately 
empowering. Certainly it was illuminating, and something all participants would speak 
about at the end of the year. Ana would later reflect, “I really liked looking at the data. I 
think that it was just—it contradicted my perceptions of how our students were doing.” 
Nina would express, “I really love where we went—I think by going through that data—I 
wish we had 17 more meetings.” The last four meetings at The Weather School all ran 
over time, often from fifteen to twenty minutes—a testament to an investment in this 
pursuit, and a belief in its possibilities. 
 
Open Doors Elementary and Investigating Literacy Support 
 
 In contrast to Connectors Charter School and The Weather School, The selection 
of a literacy support focus at Open Doors Elementary School takes only a few minutes. I 
begin by naming a few topics that have emerged as areas of interest from our early 
conversations—literacy support, class size, co-teaching, testing—and Gemma 




immediately says, “I would like to look at literacy support,” followed by Riley, “Me too.” 
Gabrielle agrees, and within a few minutes we have a topic. I suggest we begin by 
looking at research and policies related literacy education and support for struggling 
students, and we quickly start our investigation. 
The ease with which we agree on a topic mirrors a general openness throughout at 
Open Doors: we are up for anything. The openness, at times, also reveals itself in a lack 
of a sense of strong direction for the group: there are fewer times in which Riley, 
Gabrielle, or Gemma express a preference or propose to move the group in a particular 
direction. As a result, I play a bit more of a role in leading our process at Open Doors 
than I do at the other two schools, mostly through suggesting options for next steps based 
on our conversations.  
 Our investigation, summarized in Figure 6.6 on the following page and 
alternatively represented in Figure 6.2, can be described as one that begins with policy 
around literacy support, enlarges in pursuit of questions around school funding, and 
ultimately returns to questions of how we might support struggling students in general. 
Like the investigations at Connectors and The Weather School, the work at Open Doors 
primarily included discussions of research, collection and analysis of data, and 
consideration of policy alternatives—though the forms these processes took were distinct 
in many ways. I describe our experiences with respect to these three processes below. 
 
Connecting to Research: “That’s What We Were Talking About!” 
 Initially, we decide as a group to bring in any policy documents or research 
related to literacy intervention. While in later meetings Gabrielle, Gemma, and Riley will 
all share some school documents, at the start we look primarily at materials I find from a 






Figure 6.6. Summary of investigation beginning with literacy support at Open Doors 
Elementary 
 
review of literature and the city Department of Education’s website, alongside an article 
that Gabrielle brings in from a professional development earlier in the year. Echoing the 
specificity of our policy investigation, the research is quite targeted. We examine, for 
example, the city’s Universal Literacy Policy and its practices as documented at the city’s 
“showcase” literacy school, research reports on a range of literacy policies (e.g. Rose & 
Schimke, 2012), and a research review on Response to Intervention (RTI), an approach to 
learning and behavior support used at Open Doors (Denton, 2012). Review and 
discussion of a variety of research and policy texts turns out to be an extremely fruitful 
Researching literacy support
• Reading and discussing research, practices, and policy around 
literacy support
• Imagining an ideal policy for the school
Researching school funding
• Building background knowledge through a mini-workshop
• Analyzing Open Doors' budget and comparing it to other schools'
• Brainstorming improvements to school funding for supporting 
struggling students
Examining policy proposals
• Reading and discussing federal education policy proposals from 
President Trump and Democratic candidates
Making conclusions and applying findings
• Determining implications for teachers
• Determining implications for school




pursuit for this group, and serves as a major component of our investigation: later, 
regarding school funding, we also look at spending plans from New York State and New 
York City, along with numerous reports (e.g. The Education Trust, 2018; Alliance for 
Quality Education, 2019) and editorials on school finance (e.g. Ross, 2015; Shieh, 
2012a).  
Our explorations of all these documents, over the course of several months, is 
punctuated by repeated exclamations and recognitions—indeed, we find them so 
illuminating our first meeting looking at the literacy-related texts runs 20 minutes over 
because we have so much to say. Notably, upon reading the Universal Literacy Policy, 
Gemma realizes it explains the hiring of a literacy specialist in the school whose purpose 
had been unclear. As they read more about the role and practices associated with it at the 
city’s showcase school, Riley jokes out loud, “I think we need to put this in the person’s 
mailbox so they know what this is they’re supposed to be doing.” It is a joke, but it is also 
clear that Riley, Gemma, and Gabrielle are quite critical when they observe a difference 
in how the policy is expressed (“I have to admit I like this initiative”) and how it has been 
enacted by its nominal representative in the school. Particularly when Riley proclaims, 
“See, in my son’s school that’s happening, but not here.” 
Many of our conversations also have to do with policies and practices that do not 
exist at Open Doors—with things the school might try. Upon reading a research review 
around the RTI (Response to Intervention) approach which Open Doors uses to support 
struggling students, Gemma describes new clarity around what needs to happen: 
   [The article] spoke about training if classroom teachers are to provide effective 
Tier II intervention. . . . We’re not getting that, and so the teachers who are doing 
RTI are not necessarily specialized in RTI—it’s just kind of like, let’s look at 




your schedule, see when you’re available and it’s being done but I don’t think it’s 
being done effectively. . . . There needs to be a whole new process. 
 
It also becomes clear that we do not know what the process is for getting students 
support: 
ERIC: I mean is it wrong of me to assume that you should know what the literacy 






ERIC: But you don’t. 
 
GABRIELLE: I have no idea. 
 
This exchange, in particular, leads Riley to volunteer to speak with an assistant principal 
and find out—which she reports back on in the following meeting. 
In examining research, we not only gain clarity around specific policies and 
practices, but also a wider landscape of policy. Similar to the investigation at Connectors, 
our pursuit of specific questions regarding one policy connects us to other policies, with 
literacy support joining up with classroom intervisitation and professional development 
and school funding. School funding, which becomes the subject of its own investigation, 
leads us to inquire about a range of additional concerns, from staffing to special 
education policies. When Gemma’s learning around state-by-state differences in funding 
formulas leads her to consider the policymaking processes, she muses, “It makes you 
realize that there’s so much that we don’t know—there’s so much that we are not aware 
of and it’s like you really have to go out and do the research because you’re not just 
going to learn it.”  




Another important moment in our inquiry happens while researching school 
funding when I mention that Open Doors Elementary is discussed in some of the fact-
finding work of the New Yorkers for Student Educational Rights v. State of New York 
funding adequacy lawsuit. Not only does this information explain a mystery about what a 
researcher was doing in the school last year (“Wow—that’s why she was here”), Riley, 
Gabrielle, and Gemma react strongly to a recognition that the same issues we have been 
discussing in the group are explicitly named in this report as evidence of inadequate 
funding. At the top of its list, the report discusses overcrowding, lack of resources for 
student support and RTI, and more. 
 GABRIELLE: Did we talk about this? 
 RILEY: The same thing we talked about. That’s what we were talking about! 
GEMMA: Yeah, yeah. Keep going! Keep going! 
I’ll admit, the moment feels surreal to me because, as an outsider, I am reading to 
teachers a document about their school they know nothing about. What else has been 
hidden from us as teachers? For us, this report validates a number of the discussions we 
have been having all year. When I read what the report has to say about Open Doors’s 
playground and the lack of adequate play space, Gabrielle says, “Oh, my god,” 
expressing not simply recognition but the fact that someone else acknowledges this is not 
okay. Briefly, the absurdities of a situation become something people are actually fighting 
against. “Are you going to share this with us?” she asks. 
While in general, the work of our inquiry group at Open Doors Elementary 
focuses on policy at the school level, driven by questions related to access to resources or 
staffing or student support, it is interesting to note that some of the most powerful 




moments come when we connect this to larger policy work outside of the school. There is 
a kind of validation that we seem to be seeking, as teachers, from policy. As if our own 
perspectives are not enough. 
 
Analyzing School Budgets: “That Doesn’t Seem Like a Lot of Money” 
 Our interest in school funding naturally leads us to Open Doors’s budget. Online, 
as a matter of public record, we find both the school’s funding allocations and 
expenditures. We also find ourselves looking at the expenditures of other schools for 
comparison, specifically Riley’s son’s school and my school (i.e. The Weather School). 
In many ways, our examination of budgeting records is analogous to work in the other 
schools of collecting and analyzing data about our respective schools. 
 As at The Weather School, there is a fair amount of learning that takes place here 
as we attempt to make sense of the records. Because I have some familiarity with school 
finance and budgets, I offer a mini-workshop on how school funding works at the federal, 
state, and city levels—a decision I will discuss further in the “Note on Facilitation” that 
follows this chapter. We learn, then, about the different “weights” for student funding and 
puzzle through why the document seems to suggest there are zero students at the school 
“well below standards” (Gemma: “The data’s a liar!”) and only a handful of “bilingual” 
students (in both cases, it has to do with how students are labelled). We look up the 
different funding allocation categories and in the process identify some direct impacts on 
the school—the funding line “TL [Tax Levy] Physical Education Initiative,” Gabrielle 
realizes, is the reason the school has more than one P.E. teacher this year. We ogle at how 
much a copy machine costs, and how much is allocated for absence coverages. 




 There are many such small discoveries. However, if our intent is to determine 
how and whether funds might be better spent to support literacy—to understand and act 
on our school context, we struggle to make progress. We observe that at Riley’s son’s 
school there are faculty positions on the budget for literacy coaches that do not exist at 
Open Doors—positions that would help the school. We notice that Open Doors spends, 
comparatively, twice as much money as a percentage of the total budget on OTPS—
Other Than Personnel Salary—than any of the other schools we look at. “Wow, it’s a big 
difference,” exclaims Gabrielle when comparing Open Doors to The Weather School. 
But at the same time, we are reluctant to name areas where we might shift funds. 
GEMMA: I don’t know—[OTPS] doesn’t seem like a lot of money. 
 
ERIC: $22,000 for Education Software. What’s that? . . . 
 
GABRIELLE: Furniture, $21,000 
 
GEMMA: Supplies in general— 
 
ERIC: $240,000 . . . I have my school’s budget here too. . . . 
 
GABRIELLE: What do you have for supplies? 
 
ERIC: For education supplies, general? Ours is $90,000. 
 
GABRIELLE: Oh wow! 
 
RILEY: That’s it? . . . 
 
GEMMA: So we’re running, by the way, we’re low on cartridges, they’re telling 
us not to use our ink. . . . 
 
RILEY: They told us not to use our printer that much. 
 
We are able to identify key differences between Open Doors’s spending and those of 
other schools that enable particular programs in those schools. We are able to identify 
what we want to see at Open Doors, but we balk at making trade-offs. How can we argue 




that we spend too much on supplies when there is no ink in printers? And of course 
Gemma is right when she says the spending on OTPS “doesn’t seem like a lot of money,” 
particularly when it encompasses everything from library books to telephone bills. There 
simply isn’t a lot of money—period. At some level, why on earth are we trying to see if 
we can trade printer ink and $20,000 worth of furniture for a teacher that can help support 
kids with literacy? 
 By the end of this particular meeting, we are exhausted and spent, in part because 
the act of making sense of so many spreadsheets with so many acronyms and figures is so 
taxing. But also because solutions are not readily available. “Oh, my head,” says 
Gabrielle when we pull up yet another spreadsheet at one point. And Gemma declares, 
“I’m taking a year off—my mental health!” Having spent time with budgets before, I’d 
forgotten how mystifying they can be and we have come a very long way in 80 minutes. 
This, perhaps, is our conclusion: 
 GEMMA: Principals don’t make enough for what they do. 
 GABRIELLE: We don’t make enough for what we do either. 
GEMMA: I know. 
 GABRIELLE: But damn. 
 
Creating Plans and Naming Obstacles: “Where’s the Time?” 
A reading from an op-ed I wrote many years ago about teacher organizing and 
school funding (Shieh, 2012a) leads Gemma to exclaim, “Imagine if we walked out—
imagine what would have happened? If we all just walked out?” For a moment, we 
pursue this line of thinking: 
RILEY: If I would have been in my other school I definitely would walk out. 





GEMMA: But imagine what will happen. 
 
RILEY: If we all walked out? Nothing happened [at previous school]. That’s true. 
It was very—they just didn’t even know what’s happening. 
 
GABRIELLE: Under the radar. 
 
RILEY: Yeah. I think my school was saying we don’t have an art teacher. I was 
like, “What happened to art?” I was like— [shakes her head] 
 
Our readings of research and policy at Open Doors dovetail into critique and ideation. 
What if things were otherwise? What if school observations were non-evaluative, 
between peers (Gemma: “Can someone come in and see something and be like, this is, I 
really like this, it’s working really well”)? What if teachers shared what they learned 
when they left the school for professional development (Gabrielle: “I would present it in 
a way—listen, this is just an additional tool to help, not for you to be stressed out 
about”)? What if every classroom had two teachers (Riley: “Everything was getting done 
because you had an extra body in the room to help you”)? Or what if every teacher at the 
school were a part of policy inquiry (Riley: “Now we have this little group here. It should 
be a huge group per school and say, ‘We’re going to go together’”)? 
In contrast to the analysis that saturated our work at Connectors and The Weather 
School, there are two meetings at Open Doors where we dedicate considerable time 
towards constructing our own policy plans. The first happens after Riley asks an assistant 
principal about the school’s policies around literacy support and gets an unsatisfactory 
answer: “I don’t know if I threw her off guard . . . she was like, ‘What?’” Riley 
concludes, “I think the big problem is that we do need a literacy policy—something that’s 
clear cut,” and so we attempt to make one. We create a detailed, four-part plan addressing 
communication about services, a process for selecting students for intervention, the use of 




and training of teacher specialists, and professional development for the staff. It is based 
on our experiences and our research, and designed to address several of the frustrations 
we have discussed. 
Then what? Admittedly, I am hoping someone will propose how to move us 
towards action on the plan. But the group immediately begins listing reasons why this 
cannot happen, particularly around a lack of staffing. Gabrielle declares regretfully that 
we are “back to square one” and the following exchange occurs: 
RILEY: I think we should address it. 
 
GABRIELLE: We’re helpless. 
 
RILEY: I think we have to address it. I think maybe [administrator] doesn't know. 
Maybe she doesn’t know that we’re not clear as to what her—maybe she thinks 
that we know how our kids are getting picked to get support. Maybe she thinks 
the literacy person is actually doing what she was hired to do and she doesn’t 
realize she’s only a kindergarten specialist and she has no idea what the other kids 
need. Is she not aware of this? Maybe she’s not aware. She wasn’t aware that we 
were getting confused over the 10,000 emails. 
 
GABRIELLE: True. Because she has a million other things that she’s worrying 
about I guess. . . . 
 
RILEY: I feel like we should address it with her and see what her—maybe during 
SLT [School Leadership Team] we could just bring it up. 
 
Here again is the word “helpless,” which came up at The Weather School as well. And as 
with The Weather School—at least in this case—the rest of the group pushes back, 
looking for ways to bring the conversation into a space that feels enabling. Notably, there 
is very little blame, but rather a recognition of how busy and complex the work is. While 
our literacy plan does not get brought up with administration during this year, a seed is 
planted. 




 It is, however, a pattern that many of our next steps are seen as resting with 
administration, and not us as teachers. Speaking generally about problems that plague 
education, Gemma even suggests at one point “The principals need retraining. Maybe 
they need some more training.” She also suggests that, even as we discuss things to bring 
up to the administration, there is little motivation for it: 
We all know what the issues are. Or, we’ve tried to say the issues and based on 
feedback we get, it’s like you either, all right, whatever. You give up. You know 
what I mean? I think that’s what happens. You say certain things or you suggest 
certain things and then if you see that nothing happens, there’s only so much 
you’re like, “Okay, how much am I going to keep pushing?” 
 
We struggle even more to identify solutions related to school funding. As noted 
earlier, we have difficulty creating concrete proposals in this regard, though we do 
imagine broad possibilities—namely, “equal funding,” redistributing funds to struggling 
schools, and finding ways for “teachers or educators to be in policy-making.” The last is 
a particularly energizing proposal to us, particularly when Gemma argues, 
I’m thinking about it like, now who’s making these abortion laws, right? It’s like 
going to the people who are finalizing these decisions are not female, like they 
have more or whatever. It’s the same thing when it comes to [education funding]. 
They’re White men that just doesn’t affect. . . . Definitely not teachers. 
 
Unfortunately, the idea of teachers participating more in policy, even without entering 
statehouses, is bogged down by a discussion of how teachers “get so caught up in just 
trying to make it from day to day. Where’s the time [to do policy]?” We spend as much 
time naming obstacles as we do naming possibilities. 
 
Discussion: Building Capacities for Policy Learning 
 
 The work of the inquiry groups described in this chapter adds further insight into 
the second research question of this study, “How does collaborative policy inquiry and 




research in our school change us and our work?” The structure of the inquiry itself, 
despite the different school contexts and topics, was largely shared across schools, shaped 
through aims of decolonization and reinhabitation. In all groups, for example, we 
articulated interests, familiarized ourselves with existing policy and research, collected 
and analyzed data in our own local contexts, and imagined alternatives. In and of 
themselves, these processes in our investigations may be less revealing than the specific 
paths participants took through them. There are ways each of these engagements—for 
example, our initial readings of research on policy and race at The Weather School or 
exploration of funding data at Open Doors Elementary—led as much to expressions of 
helplessness or difficulty as much as discovery. Certainly the descriptions in this chapter 
reiterate of the distance between teachers and policy, the contradictions this work 
inhabits, and the challenge of crossing them. 
Thus, in this section, I emphasize the how of the research question—as in: how 
might this investigation work—in ways that feel enabling and attentive to different school 
contexts? Naming the contradictions at play, I ask how teachers confront and negotiate 
the distance between policymaking in this work, aiding ourselves and our colleagues in 
finding ownership of policy and locating ourselves in these investigations. 
 In the discussion below, I focus on these moves, which I call “policy capacities” 
in a nod to previous research on policy engagement, first described in Chapter 2. In 
considering the capacities that enabled us as teachers to move through such difficulties, I 
aim to build with more specificity on what has largely been articulated generally or 
aspirationally in this literature: “welcome complex frameworks” (Schmidt, 2012, p. 107), 
“cause and effect thought,” or “imaginative thinking” (Zaal & Ayala, 2013, pp. 163-167; 




Merelman, 1973). With the exception of Schmidt’s work, this literature does not consider 
teachers specifically, and the bulk of it explores a description of what a kind of policy 
thinking might look like once achieved. I argue such appeals to “cause and effect 
thought,” though important descriptively, are insufficient when confronting the kinds of 
challenges teachers face in learning policymaking. 
 Instead, I offer the following elaborations, named as ongoing processes rather 
than as achievements: the movement between thinking systems and a perspective 
grounded in our classrooms, an approach to data analysis focused on building our 
connections to policy, and imagining alternatives in relation to personal vulnerabilities 
and collective values. Subsequently, in continued pursuit to the first research question 
around teacher perceptions of policy, I explore how the different school contexts 
influenced the work inquiry groups in this phase of inquiry. In doing so, I argue there are 
some institutional capacities that may also work to foster policy engagement in teachers. 
 
Individual Capacities 
Moving between thinking systems and a grounded perspective. In her work 
describing the complexities of policy implementation, Honig (2006) calls for a focus on 
“systems learning” (p. 226) and the need for researchers to recognize the 
interconnectedness of various policies, persons, and places that lead to a variety of policy 
outcomes and experiences. Such learning, however, is not without its pitfalls: our 
experiences at Connectors Charter School, The Weather School, and Open Doors 
Elementary with examining wider policy interrelationships illustrates some challenges, 
most noticeably in the problem of “helplessness” in the face of complex systems. What 
we needed was a way in and through systems thinking. 




 Last chapter I suggested the concept of location, and I have used the word 
throughout this chapter’s narratives to describe when participants were able to name or 
position themselves into a policy system. If there is a need to learn the broader policy 
context, there is simultaneously a need to reassert our place as teachers in it and reinhabit 
the possibility of working and speaking from on the ground. Indeed, many of the most 
enabling realizations in our investigations were those that involved some kind of self-
locating or school-locating. 
Early in this work at Connectors Charter, we located the school within a system of 
school choice, and furthermore named the way the school was working, purposefully, 
through specific policies. It was a powerful moment (our first “wow”), and much of our 
subsequent work concerned how we, as teachers, might further that purpose. Our 
experiences at Connectors Charter are suggestive of how systems thinking might be 
elaborated—namely, in how we connected together a broad constellation of policies, in 
how we asked and answered questions, in how we toggled back and forth from the 
classroom level to the larger system in search of ways in. We asked how to support 
particular students, just as we imagined what would happen if we “flood the market” with 
more schools like Connectors. There was a real sense of working back, of speaking back 
in policy when Clara declared, “We’re going to take advantage of all the loopholes that 
we can while trying to fight for some change, but it feels big.” 
At Open Doors, there were similar realizations—the discoveries of the Universal 
Literacy Policy or the Physical Education Initiatives, for example, which suddenly 
located certain aspects of our lived experiences in a web of policymaking. There was also 
a recognition that many of the issues that Open Doors faces, particularly around 




underfunding, were not isolated. At their best moments, these discoveries opened to new 
possibilities, as with understandings of what the newly-hired literacy specialist should or 
might do, and spurred outrage, as with recognition of the slow and under-the-radar 
elimination of arts teachers from schools. Such realizations drew a line from policy to the 
lives of our students and our teaching conditions. 
The narratives of this chapter are also full of moments in which we as teachers 
failed to locate ourselves in policymaking in our investigations. The initial exploration of 
“policy and race” at The Weather School, for example, struggled to find purchase despite 
great curiosity and persistence from participants. The research we read pointed to a 
limited role for students and teachers in addressing racial inequities: it connected together 
a range of social policies, like housing segregation and the prison-industrial complex, but 
didn’t illuminate a way in for us. In contrast, while reading research on how parents 
select schools, teachers at Connectors were able to connect the findings to specific 
students and parents. Near the end of our initial foray into research on policy and race at 
The Weather School, Sam’s admission that “I don’t know anything factual about kids’ 
experiences with temporary housing and things like that” would help us identify where 
we needed to go in order to locate our work in the larger system. 
 At The Weather School, a particular combination of topic, research, and our 
interests prevented us from locating ourselves in the system. When we finally did manage 
to do so, it was because we both researched our school context so that we could connect 
out, and also focused our research topic so that it could connect in—underscoring the 
importance of tenacity in this work, of constantly asking and refining questions. Nina 
would identify this at the end of the year as a characteristic of our work: 




I think a theme was “all right, let’s bring this conversation back to [The Weather 
School].” Like, someone will say a thing, and then the next comment—if not the 
very next comment, then the one after that—was like “All right, what about my 
classroom? Or about these hallways?” 
 
As this phase at The Weather School demonstrates, alongside the struggle at Open Doors 
to name anything we might do with school funding, it is improbable that all policy 
investigations will connect to teachers in a way that enables us to position ourselves in 
the wider system. 
Our work also highlights a similar difficulty of moving from the school level 
outwards to the system. Nina continued in her reflection on how our tendency to return to 
our classrooms was its own “curse” at times: 
I think [it] is a gift and a curse. I think it’s wonderful because it really speaks to 
our dedication to our students, and then the curse, for lack of better words, just 
really reminds me about why race is in the state that it is—because people really 
do have this tunnel vision of “I and we and us. My bubble, we’re good.” . . . 
That’s not where every conversation on race should stay. 
 
Reinhabitation, as Gruenewald (2003) defines it, has as much to do with focusing on the 
local as with constituting spaces of action that can point outwards to other schools and a 
wider system. Not a static lens, but a movement back and forth. The ongoing pursuit of 
that crossing, I offer, and the willingness to revisit the questions we ask, are key. 
Data analysis as a way of building our connections to policy. The relationship 
between teachers and data—particularly quantitative data—is difficult at best, 
exacerbated by the accountability-driven ascent of data-driven decision making and 
performance metrics during the No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top eras (Coburn 
& Turner, 2012). Indeed, in this study teachers at Open Doors express frustration 
regarding the use of test scores over teacher observations for decision-making—“The kid 
got a two doesn’t mean the kid is a two!” exclaims Riley. Riley’s sentiment is not 




atypical, and reverberates through much of the research around teachers in data-driven 
decision making that recognizes this work as alternatively empowering and 
disempowering for teachers (Datnow et al., 2012; Ralston, 2013). Yet in this study it is 
clear that our examinations of data, both qualitative and quantitative, are crucial spaces 
for discovery in all three schools. 
I think it is important to lift up some contrasts between our use of data here as 
teachers and the use of data in performance measures: our data analysis here was 
voluntary, it lacked top-down accountability, and it didn’t position us as objects of 
instructional reform or evaluation. Instead, our use of data connected us with the bigger 
picture of our schools—it hinted at ways we might increase our impact and vision, rather 
than telescope it or (at worst) constrain our judgment. Importantly, at each of the points 
we decided to gather and analyze data above as part of our inquiry, the impetus to do so 
came from authentic questions we defined: what does segregation look like in the 
district? What is happening with student achievement in our school based on race? Why 
don’t we have more staff to support struggling students? For the most part, our work 
collecting data was suffused with interest, if not excitement—as when Alicia volunteered 
to source the information for “homework,” declaring “I have to figure this out!”  
It is telling, I believe, that when confronted with the achievement of Black 
students in math at The Weather School, Irene—nominally a physics teacher—found 
herself taking responsibility, reaching outwards and challenging us all to do so. Rather 
than expressing defensiveness, Gloria finds herself asking “What’s wrong with me and 
my teaching?”—she was “caught up,” as she put it, with seeing what the data might tell 
her. At Connectors Charter School, Jamie and Alicia wanted to plan a meeting to share 




the information they had learned about school admissions. These, I would argue, are not 
stories of uniquely data-oriented teachers, but rather narratives of how data analysis in the 
context of policy learning—in the context of opening the purview of teachers and 
granting greater agency in our work, led us to consider implications for our practice we 
would not otherwise have. Perhaps this might be described in terms of reinhabiting data, 
of researching back and putting it to our own uses as teachers, much as we are seeking to 
reinhabit policymaking. 
At the end of the year, several participants at both The Weather School and Open 
Doors Elementary would name data analysis directly as a capacity important to policy 
inquiry in their debrief conversations with me, as when Marie said: 
I think that looking at school data is so important, I don’t think it’s something that 
we as a school do in the broader sense. I think there’s a small group of people 
who are doing that work and I think it would be interesting to expand that a little 
bit. . . . I think that you can’t make decisions about what should be happening in 
your school without knowing what’s already happening in your school. 
 
Echoing this idea of knowing what is happening, Gabrielle and Riley would name our 
investigation into school budgets as particularly impactful: “We never really had a clarity 
of why or how the money is divvied up and how things function and worked,” Gabrielle 
recalled. These observations regarding our work with data can be placed in exchange 
with the burgeoning research on how to support teachers’ data use in classroom 
situations. Huguet et al. (2013), for example, describe the need for data coaches to 
“assess teacher needs,” “share expertise” and facilitate “dialogue and questioning.” But 
there is a key difference, I would argue, between such strategies that are designed to help 
teachers use (or, in many cases, accommodate) data in their classroom practice, and our 
work with data that seeks to expand our political power. Both existing studies and this 




one, however, point to the differential experiences teachers have working with data, and 
the importance of developing skills and knowledge related to formulating questions, 
finding data, and interpreting results (Ikemoto & Marsh, 2007; Cosner, 2012; Oláh et al., 
2010).  
Imagining alternatives in relation to personal vulnerabilities and collective 
values. In early research on how adolescents go about solving policy problems, Richard 
Merelman (1971) suggests that “imaginative thinking,” both in terms of hypothesizing 
effects and perspective-taking, are important components to policy thinking. In the 
descriptions above, I described similar—though not quite the same—acts of imagining 
alternatives as a repeated part of our process in all three groups. Such activity was a 
natural extension of reading research or critiquing policy. Few meetings went by without 
some kind of alternative being suggested. At the same time, certain acts of imagination 
felt more substantive than others, or more enabling than others. 
The most sustained such engagement took place at Open Doors, when we devised 
our own policy plan for providing literacy support because the school didn’t have one. 
We were driven by the belief that such a plan should be devised at the school level: at one 
point I asked whether the city or state should come up with a more detailed literacy plan 
and Riley replied, “I think the school has to come up with one, because all schools and all 
students are different.” Sustained work developing plans for things like school funding, 
or school choice—not immediately seen as part of the purview of teachers or schools, 
proved much more difficult. 
In this study, imaging alternatives at its best also had to do with vulnerability and 
risk-taking. By creating a literacy policy at Open Doors, teachers took a chance knowing 




that this might require them to act. “We should address it,” Riley had to say three times to 
the group. I mentioned several instances, particularly at The Weather School, where 
participants did more than identify problems they were feeling and also named 
themselves as part of the problem: Irene speaking about Black male students in her 
physics class, Sam asking about the impact of color-blind policies are in his classroom. 
At The Weather School, “Be honest and vulnerable” was a norm suggested by a 
participant in the very first meeting, and one repeated several times throughout the year. I 
identified fewer such instances of vulnerability at Connectors, and wonder what might 
have happened if, for example, participants at Connectors also looked critically at their 
membership in the charter sector with respect to school choice. Certainly such a view 
would only aid in the work of systems thinking and change. 
Despite the importance of imagining alternatives at the levels of our classrooms 
and schools, some other powerful moments were considerably more broad-minded, if less 
detailed or actionable. Recall Alicia’s vision of something that might be built from “who 
we’re intended to be just as people, that all just came here to New York” rather than 
piecemeal policies: “How far are these principals and our teachers willing to go?” Or 
Gemma’s charge that we need more teachers and educators in policymaking, memorably 
comparing their absence to the way male lawmakers create the laws that regulate female 
bodies. Even Sam’s jest around “international socialist revolution” resonated, and 
reminded participants at The Weather School that there are big-picture policy proposals 
that might be capable of tackling the kinds of issues we are interested in. 
Rather than feeling disempowering, when combined with observations on our 
own work these assertions felt like bold reminders of who we wished to be as educators, 




connecting us to the collective values which drive, and must hold a place, in 
policymaking (Stone, 2011). They, too, are part of the movement between thinking the 
larger system and considering our local perspectives—Gruenewald’s (2003) decolonizing 
“narrative of local and regional politics that is attuned to the particularities of where 
people actually live, and that is connected to global development trends that impact local 
places” (p. 3). 
How, I wonder, might we name and harness more powerfully our own values in 
this work? Might this help us bridge a gap between our capacity to detail local 
alternatives and envision something larger that might speak outwards, to enact the kinds 
of crossings between teaching and policymaking I have been documenting throughout 
this study? Despite our best imaginations, there was difficulty, to quote Schmidt (2013), 
in finding a way “to interpret the concept of autonomy in more significant and impactful 
ways” (p. 107). Nonetheless, I would argue some of the moves participants made here 
illustrate ways into this important work. 
 
Institutional Capacities 
 The role of institutional narratives. In addition to these individual or inquiry 
group “capacities” that aided us in the process of investigating specific policy problems, 
there were also ways our school contexts were felt as a part of the process. In the 
previous two chapters, I discussed how the policy contexts and professional cultures of 
these different schools played key roles in determining how teachers located themselves 
in policymaking. Unsurprisingly, they continued to play a role in the work of this chapter 
as well, both in defining starting points in inquiry and also framing ongoing policy 
learning. 




 One of the reasons participants at Connectors Charter were able to easily locate 
themselves in policy work around school choice, I suggest, is because of the visibility of 
such policies to teachers as part of the school’s institutional narratives. “I knew even 
from day one coming here,” recalled Alicia, “that was one of the main things. . . . [The 
founders] specifically chose this area so that they can feed into better middle schools for 
the population of kids that they’re intending to serve.” Whether or not they had much 
awareness for how the system around choice or segregation worked, it was clear to Clara, 
Jamie, and Alicia that this was something they were a part of. And, as evinced by our 
questions and the range of policies we began connecting together, it became clear there 
was indeed quite a bit of awareness of the policy environment—at least as it related to 
this specific topic. 
 In Chapter 4, I discussed the importance of institutional narratives in building 
awareness of a wider policy and policymaking environment. At The Weather School, the 
other school in this study with prominent institutional narratives, this was evinced in 
participants’ lengthy list of policy interests, from curricular standards to the influence of 
lobbyists. The group went well beyond naming policies that had a direct influence on the 
school, trusting that such policies would eventually connect up. Admittedly, in the case of 
The Weather School, the school’s central narratives around progressive education did not 
provide us with an easily available way to enter “race and policy” at the local level. 
Instead, participants were quick to make connections between a variety of policies at city, 
state, and federal levels. It is commendable, perhaps, that we were eventually able to 
bring “policy and race” to ourselves and our school—though I do not ignore the 
difficulties we faced and eventual limitations of our arrival at the end of the year. Which 




is not to argue that teachers should stick with policies they “know,” but rather that the 
visibility of both policy narratives and policy in general at the school level facilitates an 
easier path in working through policy. 
In contrast, participants at Open Doors had a more difficult time making 
connections between policies, and making headway in problem-solving. When the group 
gave up at finding funds for additional literacy support, it was in part because we were 
unprepared to discuss the complexities around school funding that confronted us. If 
teachers must learn to “welcome complex frameworks” as part of developing policy 
thinking (Schmidt, 2012, p. 102), such frameworks are themselves aided by the visibility 
of policy and policymaking in our schools. 
Administrator support and authorization through teacher leadership. At 
Open Doors, I believe we also stopped short of making a plan related to funding or 
committing to actions around our literacy plan because we felt a lack of authorization. 
While principals in all three schools explicitly lent their support to this research, it is 
notable that at Connectors Charter the school principal made a point of stopping by one 
of our meetings to express his feeling that our work was important and to thank us for 
engaging in it. When Jamie spoke to the school’s operations director, Alicia asked the 
administration for information on the middle school placement of current fifth graders, 
and Clara shared the data she had gathered around alumni—it was with a knowledge that 
this was explicitly supported work. There is considerable research on the key role school 
leaders play in enabling or disabling the work of teacher learning communities (Dufour & 
Fullan, 2012; Goddard et al., 2015; Huguet et al., 2013), whether it is through placing 
trust in teachers’ efficacy, building capacities around collaboration, or connecting the 




work to larger school aims. The alignment and authorization of our work at Connectors, I 
believe, allowed for greater risk-taking. 
 But can policy research happen that does not align with the larger work of the 
school? Are there ways teachers might authorize ourselves to do this work? The answer 
to these questions is assuredly yes, and their elaboration is key to this work as a whole 
and its exploration of teacher policymaking in the face of institutional and narrative 
obstacles. In this study, notably none of the inquiry groups pursued policy investigations 
that might be considered contrary to the larger work of the school or wishes of 
administrators. However, some of our work at Open Doors might be perceived as critical 
towards work in the school, even if participants largely understood them as problem-
solving rather than as critique. These included envisioning a new literacy policy or asking 
questions regarding the budget. In some ways, the obstacles we perceived at Open 
Doors—the particular helplessness expressed there—may be traced to the hierarchy of 
administrative and teacher roles at the school. When the policy role of teachers is 
understood as one of response, the possibilities of policy learning—and risk-taking in that 
pursuit, are significantly constrained. The professional culture of a school, and in 
particular the relational trust and prevalence of teacher-leadership, seems to permit 
teachers to take such risks. 
There is, after all, a political aspect to this work—and one that is unmistakable in 
my own reasons for convening this study. When we were discussing definitions of policy 
at The Weather School, Irene expressed a caution that this work “could get really 
negative.” Caution—in the form of thoughtful consideration, and recognition of our own 
limitations, is certainly not unwarranted. To quote Irene in that same moment, however: 




“Discomfort is how we grow.” Alongside such thoughtful consideration, risk-taking is 
also necessary, and its authorization, whether by participants for themselves (like Irene in 
this moment) or by school leaders, is welcome. 
 In the end, the alignment to institutional narratives or school goals might have 
more to do with the starting points of learning, how we find our way in, rather than the 
long-term possibilities for policy learning itself. All three groups had rich experiences, 
and all three groups struggled at times to pursue questions and actions—the latter of 
which is described in more detail in the next chapter. The authorization of work through 
administrator support and a professional culture that encourages teacher policy leadership 
seems to have a stronger influence throughout in enabling or constraining inquiry. 







A Note on Facilitation 
  
In the previous chapters, there are several instances where I mention my role as a 
facilitator and decisions I made in relation to an inquiry group. While for the most part it 
would be accurate to describe my role as that of a participant, I was often aware of a 
tension between my roles of participant and facilitator. It is undeniable that my 
suggestions carried a particular weight, or that I was viewed as having a particular 
expertise. It was also clear that at Connectors Charter School and Open Doors 
Elementary I was an outsider, and was seen as having considerably less contextual 
knowledge. 
I took care throughout to ensure participants led decision-making around what we 
would be investigating, and what we would do each meeting. Yet at the same time the 
similarities across groups exhibit a general adherence to the inquiry outline I shared at the 
outset. Though the differences in our work, including differences in where we spent our 
time are considerable, I wonder: did I over-step at times? Or under-step, perhaps? A 
sizeable part of my fieldnotes involved reflection on whether I was facilitating rightly, 
and to what ends, and I wish to address these concerns here. 
 The worry of over-stepping is a worry that I might somehow supplant the 
development of policy capacities or policymaking agency in others. Or that I might 
unduly pressure a group to engage in activities that are of less relevance. I felt the latter 
acutely during the first few meetings in each group, documented in Chapter 5, where we 




fumbled at times in activities naming policies or creating maps of policymaking, largely 
at my suggestion. I also felt the former when I largely took over half of a meeting at 
Open Doors Elementary to give a mini-workshop on school funding, asserting in a very 
visible way my own expertise. In both cases, I approached the decision carefully, 
recalling models of participatory action research conducted by Michelle Fine and the 
Public Science Project where such expert-led workshops—called “research camps”—
were intended as capacity-building for participants (e.g. Fine, 2016, 2005). I ultimately 
felt affirmed by participants who named these engagements and meetings as productive, 
but I am also glad that these instances of heavy-handed facilitation were in the end 
limited.  
Much more common were the smaller moments where other participants asked 
me to answer certain questions about policies, or times where I volunteered to locate 
research or access certain kinds of data. In these instances, I felt much less conflicted: 
much of this work was not qualitatively different than what I, or several of my colleagues 
at The Weather School, do when facilitating teacher teams. Many such teacher-leaders 
source research, offer expertise, and call upon their personal networks to assist them. For 
me, it seldom made sense not to answer a question, or not to offer to do work that might 
save participants time—that precious resource for teachers that was explicitly spoken 
about at Open Doors! To do so would have felt to me paternalistic, rather than 
participatory. 
At the same time, it was important for me to consider all the ways participants 
might find ownership of this work—where and how I might enable this, as much by 
under-stepping as by recognizing my own limitations. In my reflections, I wrote often 




about what I did not know, and what that meant for my role in the group. After one early 
meeting at Connectors, for example, I wrote, “I was working through my own sense that I 
understand less than I think about [Connectors] and charters. And that felt right.” After a 
meeting at Open Doors where we discussed city and state politics, I wrote that the 
participants “like to sort through this. I need to work with them and not feel like I need to 
instruct.” My outsider status at Connectors and Open Doors were important in 
positioning me as a learner, and I often stated as much or found myself asking questions 
of the group. And certainly much of our research was new to me. I described in Chapter 6 
my shock at the context of admissions requirements in Connectors’s district. While 
compiling and discussing research with teachers at Open Doors, I learned about policies 
and practices around literacy support from Gabrielle, Gemma, and Riley and stated that I 
was learning with them.  
In one moment at The Weather School, my lack of expertise was also explicitly 
pointed to by a colleague: “I’m not trying to be disrespectful to you Eric,” Irene stated 
when we decided we would look at achievement data, “but I would be interested in 
consulting with somebody who looks at data professionally as part of their job.” For me, 
it was important that Irene both questioned my abilities and felt comfortable stating it: not 
only did it push me to recognize my own limitations in data analysis (I would later enroll 
in courses on statistical analysis), it also pushed me to find that expertise outside of our 
inquiry group from a researcher colleague. In the end, I do not believe my expertise was a 
defining feature of our work together in any of the groups. Our willingness to tap into our 
own expertise, as when Alicia discusses her biographical relationship with school choice, 




or when Irene explains Department of Education race and ethnicity codes, and yes—
when I speak at length about school funding, is a defining feature. 
Irene’s acknowledgment of my limitations—a result of the fact that as a close 
colleague she knows my background as a qualitative researcher, does suggest one of 
many ways my facilitation differed from school to school. At The Weather School, I was 
viewed more as a teacher colleague and less as a policy researcher. Thus, despite the fact 
I knew far more about this school than I did either of the others, there was less reliance 
overall on my expertise or leadership in the group. This can also be attributed to the 
culture of inquiry and collaborative team meetings at the school: it felt natural when 
Gloria or Nina volunteered to facilitate inquiry meetings at The Weather School (“I am 
working at getting better at facilitating inquiry,” Gloria contemplated out loud during our 
debrief), something that did not happen at Connectors or Open Doors. At Open Doors, I 
found myself taking a more pronounced role in suggesting different activities, 
particularly at the start when participants balked at questions around policy and 
policymaking. But at the same time, once we settled on a particular activity, the inquiry 
benefited from the easy engagement of its participants. “It’s hard for me to get a word 
in!” I wrote once in my notes on a meeting at Open Doors.  
 Let me end with this observation, connected to my early note on strange 
conversations in this work. While in some ways I was seen as a policy expert, particularly 
at Connectors and Open Doors, at the same time I also inhabited a role as a stranger to 
these schools. From the very first meeting at Connectors where, camera in hand, Clara 
and Jamie took me on a policy tour of the school, I served as someone who catalyzed a 
space for teachers in these schools to explain themselves to me—and themselves. I noted 




in the previous chapter my “surreal” feeling of sharing with Gemma, Riley, and Gabrielle 
the report on what an outside researcher had said about their school. A sense of solidarity 
emerged when we recognized that something was wrong not simply for us, but for others.  
I am reminded of how philosopher Maxine Greene (1973) describes the 
importance of teachers as metaphorical strangers, noticing and reexamining their work in 
new ways, coming into their work as if from a distant land. Perhaps, as with the 
conversations detailed in Chapter 5, there is a way even these concrete investigations into 
policy become a way of rendering ourselves strange, of dislocating ourselves from 
teaching if only to reclaim it in ways that are fuller. 
 







REFLECTING ON INQUIRY 
 
I have conceptualized this policy inquiry as rooted in a strategy of decolonization 
and reinhabitation, with the aim that through such inquiry teachers might find ways to 
reconsider and reinhabit the work of policy, in schools. David Gruenewald (2003), who 
originally uses “reinhabitation” as part of a pedagogy that responds to place, describes 
the act as pursuing “the kind of social action that improves the social and ecological life 
of places, near and far, now and in the future” (p. 7). This is a tall order, one that seeks 
both action and sustainable change in relation to a wider social and ecological effort. 
Nonetheless, it is a vision of change, encompassing both changes in thinking and in 
acting, that is embedded in this study’s investment in postcolonial theories and its 
conception of validity. This work is valid, I suggested in Chapter 3, partly as a result of 
its capacity to make change or build energy towards it—“the degree to which the research 
process re-orients, focuses, and energizes participants in what Freire (1970) terms 
‘conscientization’ . . . knowing reality in order to better transform it” (Lather, 1986, p. 
67). The critique participatory action research makes on more traditional forms is that, as 
ethically-oriented research, it has a responsibility to do something good. How can 
research be “valid,” in the conventional sense of the term, if it does not make the world a 
better place? 
In this chapter I take a closer look at the question of “What changed?”, with an 
accompanying discussion of what changes might mark something that can be 




conceptualized as a kind of decolonization or reinhabitation. Some changes have been 
mentioned in previous chapters, and I recall several of those moments below. Others 
were explicitly named in the final session of each inquiry group, when we brought the 
investigations described in the previous chapter to a close and asked ourselves what 
might come next. Much of this chapter also focuses on the debrief conversations held 
with each of the participants after the inquiry formally concluded, which included critical 
reflections on what we did and did not accomplish.  
Let me foreshadow this: what follows is not exactly a story of heroic triumph, of 
educators engaged in extensive policy efforts beyond the doors of their classrooms. It is 
not the story where a committed group of educators rally to change the landscape around 
testing or funding in their state, though I am thankful such stories exist (e.g. Grossman, 
2010; Russakoff, 2018). It is not a story of teacher organizing and protest, though I’ll 
admit I had wondered at the outset whether it might be. This work is deliberately situated 
in schools, in contrast with the bulk of research and discourse around teacher activism 
with unions and other organizations (see Chapter 2). In hindsight, it is interesting to hear 
in the debriefs what several participants were expecting might happen versus what 
actually happened. From four separate conversations: 
JAMIE: I projected when I engaged in this group . . . that we would be talking 
about advocacy at the regional or the national level. 
 
GABRIELLE: I was just curious to find out the authenticity of our school and 
what made us different when it came to school policy. 
 
IRENE: I think I expected to do more of an evaluation of policy. Like, what 
policies are in place and how do those policies impact school or impact teachers. 
 
GLORIA: I was interested to have some conversations without necessarily having 
to take action or do a thing. It felt like a good space for learning and exploration 
without an outcome. 





There were, it turns out, a diversity of entry points, reflecting a diversity of 
understandings of policy and why teachers might engage with it. By design, our work 
was not ends-driven, nor did it represent itself to be anything other than open-ended 
policy inquiry, with space for different interests and ownership and actions.  
These characteristics of our work suggest limitations when it comes to taking 
action, particularly alongside a literature on school change that asks for clarity and 
alignment and a great deal of institutional support (Hatch, 2009; DuFour & Fullan, 2012). 
I do not share this as an excuse, but rather to point out a difference—and one which is 
worth keeping in mind as I consider in this chapter the question of outcomes, including 
an absence of advocacy and of larger systemic action. That difference draws me to attend 
to smaller actions and assertions of change. I am curious about what might be described 
as seeds for future growth or action, a place where mindsets or commitments may have 
shifted. I am interested too in the proliferation of what Deleuze and Guattari (1987) call 
rhizomes—the ways the work of this study may have moved outwards to disparate spaces 
or unexpected contexts. 
The narratives of this chapter begin where our policy inquiry groups end. In a first 
section, I narrate these endings separately for each school. In the sections that follow, 
which focus on participants’ reflections and the accomplishments we identify, I combine 
our voices across schools. In doing so, I wish to highlight convergences in observations 
across inquiry groups. I also wish to place our reflections in proximity, if not dialogue, 
with each other in order to build a sense of this study as a whole. Participants were aware 
of their part in a wider network of teachers engaged in similar work and several read and 
commented on drafts of these chapters and the questions that connected our schools. As I 




consider the outcomes of this work, I find it appropriate to represent it as a whole—a 
story of accumulated opportunities, changes, and challenges across schools and 




Connectors Charter School 
 Our final meeting at Connectors Charter School is marked by its tentativeness. 
This is, in the larger inquiry arc, the meeting where we try to take what we have learned 
and apply it, or abstract it—to make it into something that feels like a conclusion or a 
next step. We meander around questions of the larger role Connectors plays, wonder 
what kind of a solution Connectors’s approach to school choice offers for segregation. 
We even ask about the viability of charter schools as a large-scale approach, noting some 
of the criticism charters faced in the last district Community Education Council meeting. 
Here is our final arrival, and it is a backing away: 
ALICIA: I think the reason why [Connectors] exists is, yes, to serve the kids we 
have here, but also thinking about the future. Knowing about how the admissions 
process works, that’s why [Connectors] established roots here because it feeds 
into that district. Whereas, the students in [other neighborhood] don’t have that 
option. 
 
ERIC: I want to see [Connectors] come up with a plan for what it wants. . . . I am 
not the kind of person that insists on everyone being big-minded about it, but I 
would be curious. 
 
ALICIA: It’s a good question for [principal]. 
 
JAMIE: Yeah, I was going to say—[founders] would be the ones to answer that 
question. 
 
Alicia’s and Jamie’s comments suggest bluntly we have reached the limits of what we as 
teachers are capable of, what is in our locus of control. At this big-picture level, the next 




move is from administrators. Of course, we are also in the last fifteen minutes of our final 
meeting, at the end of the school year in June. Absent any other kind of closure, perhaps 
it feels right to try to pass on what we have been doing to someone who seems more 
authorized to do it than us. 
 
Open Doors Elementary School 
 There is a striking similarity in the concluding meeting at Open Doors. As I 
described in Chapter 6, when we wrap up our investigation into supports for struggling 
students, we find ourselves hitting what feels like a dead end. We see much of the next 
move as being outside from ourselves, belonging to administrators or the literacy coach. 
Our next step, noted last chapter, is for Riley to bring our thoughts to an administrator. 
And so perhaps it is not surprising that when we return to larger questions around 
teachers and policymaking in the final meeting, participants again articulate feelings of 
helplessness. Finally, in jest, I conclude: 





 ERIC: We learned that teachers really— 
  
GABRIELLE: We have no power— 
  
GEMMA: But we should be getting paid more! 
 
ERIC: Ok, no power. Maybe we should be getting paid more. And there’s no 
point in doing policy. Okay, I do wonder if part of the problem is ending here, in 
the abstract. 
 
GABRIELLE: This is so sad. 
 
RILEY: It’s very depressing. 
  




As I mention out loud here, I am wondering about whether ending at a system-wide level, 
“in the abstract,” is the wrong move. In some way, it feels like a natural place to 
conclude, but it is not a particularly empowering one.  
Thankfully, this isn’t the last word at Open Doors, though it perhaps expresses 
some of the sentiment of our final meeting. I do, in fact, accuse the group: “We have 
some ideas . . . you just don’t want to be the one who has to do the idea.” “Exactly!” 
responds Riley. And lest this be read as a statement of apathy—it is not. Each of the 
members of this group goes well above and beyond in their work as teachers. Gabrielle 
pushes back on my accusation, arguing that this is a matter of numbers and power. What 
we need, she suggests, is: 
GABRIELLE: On a regular basis, more people involved—and then when there’s 
more people there will be more action. And then there will be a consensus like, 
this is what we want to do. . . . there’s power in numbers. It can’t just be one or 
two. 
 
GEMMA: That’s the problem. 
 
GABRIELLE: You know? 
 




This feels like a more adequate conclusion, albeit one without any kind of strong 
commitment. Rather, it is a mournful note about what is lacking in terms of our ability to 
address the kinds of problems we have identified. 
 
The Weather School 
At The Weather School we careen into an abrupt end. The majority of our final 
meeting in June is spent continuing our analysis of student achievement data because 




there is so much there and so much more we wish to learn. Instead of moving again to the 
big picture, we work with the data almost until the end of our meeting. Nina and Irene are 
positing some ways the process of choosing classes among students might be made more 
thoughtful, when I note that we have run well past our official concluding time and 
suggest we end. “Really bizarre ending,” Gloria comments, and the rest of the group 
laughs before we volunteer to each share final thoughts on the inquiry work. Here are 
four excerpts: 
NINA: I found the process empowering in the sense that it makes me know that I 
have much more and we have much more influence on what happens on the 
ground level. . . . That was a nice eye opener. 
 
ERIC: I think for me a lot of this was wrestling with things I didn’t normally 
wrestle with, from conversations for the first time . . . about how we transition 
kids to things we’re thinking about in terms of guidance. . . . it felt expansive, or 
expanding to me. 
 
SAM: In an interesting way, where my brain turned at the end of this was back to 
my own classroom and it got me thinking about what it would like to aggregate 
data sets that are similar . . . to see how that plays out in my classroom. 
 
IRENE: I can impact policy as somebody who is talking about policy on a larger 
scale, but I can also have a role in impacting policy based on what I do as a 
teacher and how that impacts individuals which I wasn’t thinking about before, so 
I appreciate that. 
 
There is a different feeling here at The Weather School than at the other two schools—
certainly a more markedly positive one, perhaps because we end in discussing something 
that we perceive to be in our locus of control. We end less by focusing on policymaking 
at a systems level, or actions taken. Instead, we share what we’ve learned. 
 




“Unfinished Business”: Actions and Obstacles 
 
Actions 
 What did we accomplish? The tangible actions of this study might be this: a lot of 
documents including new data sets and analyses, a handful of commitments, some new 
relationships, a few incidental actions contained within schools, and no collective acts 
that resulted directly from our work together. Putting to the side for now the fact that our 
inquiry was its own action and a non-negligible investment—there is little to “show” 
from our work together.  
 The explicit product of our investigations into specific policy issues, at all three 
schools, was largely a set of loose commitments. At Open Doors, there was Riley’s 
assertion that she was going to speak with one of the principals about our literacy support 
plan. At Connectors and The Weather School, several teachers spoke about actions they 
could take in their classrooms. Alicia, for example, pointed out ways our investigation 
would change how she related to students, and particular students like Anthony in 
Chapter 6. She also noted how things would change “when I’m meeting with my 
[students’] parents and talk to them.” Sam and Irene raised up issues around anti-racism 
that they wished to interrogate in their own practices. Nina made a commitment to pay 
more attention to patterns of guidance counseling at the school. 
 There are also some relationships that were built in these processes. Riley did, in 
fact, reach out to an assistant principal earlier in the process to ask about whether there is 
a literacy intervention policy—a question that throws the principal “off guard” but begins 
an exchange. Jamie found herself working with the operations director to find out about 
how school admissions work. And, of course, there are the relationships we built with 




each other, which several participants speak to and which I will discuss in the section on 
seeds and rhizomes.  
 There were also a host of smaller actions that might be considered incidental to 
the main work of the study, but are worthwhile nonetheless. For example, there was a 
moment in which Riley complained of a habit she’d noticed among some fifth graders 
(staring in front of blank piece of paper without asking any questions), and Gabrielle 
decided to address it as part of work she was planning to do around responsibility with 
her second graders. Or early at Connectors, when Jamie mentioned some recent 
scheduling issues for specials teachers, Clara responded by saying, “It’s totally 
unacceptable” and contacted the Instructional Leadership Team on the spot about it. At 
The Weather School, one takeaway may well be that no one in the group will ever 
sanction a voting process similar to the one we used to pick a topic again; it became the 
matter of extended controversy and a running joke! 
 In our debrief conversation about outcomes at The Weather School, Nina calls 
much of this “unfinished business”—things that we should do as a result of this work, 
that feel like natural steps, but that we do not yet do. Participants, it turns out, have plenty 




In conversations, then, many participants speak about timing, about the design 
and limitations of inquiry, about our abilities or even motivation to take action. One of 
the most common refrains across all schools was the feeling that the inquiry ended before 




giving time to consider some sort of action. Gloria describes the ending of our work 
together at The Weather School this way: 
I was like, “Oh, we’re done? It doesn’t feel like we should be done.” I felt like we 
needed to then go back and link back to the big picture policy. Let’s start asking 
ourselves, “What’s the next inquiry question? What’s the research we now need 
to do?” I felt like we had gotten into an interesting phase of inquiry, that I was 
like “Now we’ve got this other question.” So now let’s look back at the big 
picture, let’s make those connections, and I was even—what are the policies that 
we have that might be impacting these? . . . And I think it speaks to me about 
inquiry takes time and you’re going to muck around for a while and then you are 
going to get to something interesting and cool and then you are going to deep-dive 
deeper. 
 
Sam also suggests, separately: 
That dive into our data could have turned into a more longitudinal investigation of 
the impact of race on kids’ outcomes at our own school, which could then turn 
into either some kind of push or initiative within our own school to rethink how 
we spend money that’s already allocated for certain groups of kids, or whatever 
else, to increase our outcomes. Or it could have turned into us trying to press our 
state senators, or whatever . . . to maybe reevaluate funding formulas or 
disciplinary programs. 
 
Irene, too, wonders what would have happened had we had time to return to the larger 
questions of the study. She states bluntly, “Where we ended up, I feel like was in the 
halfway point of a much larger arc.” She suggests, “If we talked about, like, what are the 
policies that are impacting this and what shifts in policy could we make . . . it would be 
interesting in terms of our own learning about how we perceived policies at [The Weather 
School].” There is a way in which our inquiry, particularly at The Weather School, felt 
cut off. Not simply because we did not set actions based on our observations from data, 
but also because we did not return as a group to the larger questions of the study—which 
were foregrounded in these debrief conversations. I have described our work at all three 
schools as an inquiry arc, though this type of inquiry is just as often depicted as an 
ongoing inquiry cycle, which Gloria seems to be describing above—one where learnings 




are used to put forth new questions, new research. It is apparent that in some respects we 
did not complete the arc, to say little of a cycle. 
At Connectors and Open Doors, the feeling of having cut off the inquiry 
prematurely was less pronounced. In both groups, we were able to speak more explicitly 
about taking action and to return to the overarching questions regarding teachers and 
policy; there was a greater sense of closure. But as noted earlier, the actions we spoke 
about during our investigations were not taken during the year of inquiry, nor did we 
reserve time for them. At Connectors, Jamie—who describes that she joined the group 
thinking that we would be focused on advocacy, reflects that: 
I thought that the conversation would start kind of where we ended and that it 
would progress to a more advocacy active role. I think I was intrigued about the 
process of being inquisitive about getting to the point of advocacy. I think that a 
natural next step would have been to do the advocacy thing. Then, as a 
professional I would have been like, “Time for me to get off the train because I 
am too early in this to do anything.” 
 
While Jamie follows this statement by saying she wasn’t unsatisfied with what we did in 
the first half and thought it provided a good “scaffold” (quoted in Chapter 5), she does 
suggest that given our time constraints our approach to inquiry did not lend itself to 
advocacy or action. Several participants at Connectors and The Weather School suggest 
in their debriefs that we should have combined some of the early activities to make more 
room for the policy investigations. A few, however—and notably Sam, Gloria, and Clara, 
speak specifically to the early work as engaging and important. 
 Jamie also points to another obstacle in her reflection above: her feeling that even 
after a year of work together she does not feel it is her place as an early-career teacher to 
enter into advocacy. This suggests another possible reason for the lack of overt action: 
reluctance. In Jamie’s case, this feeling has to do with perceptions about her positioning 




as a first-year teacher. Other statements made during and after inquiry work by others 
indicate it may have to do with being a teacher in general. Taking action in the broader 
school or education system, around policy, feels hard. At times it feels fruitless. Recall 
Gemma’s statement, “Okay, how much am I going to keep pushing?” It requires 
commitment. It requires more certainty, perhaps, than we have. It certainly requires time, 
and calls to mind this exchange, also a part of our final meeting at Open Doors about the 
need for teachers to take time to consider policy: 
GABRIELLE: We get so caught up in just trying to make it from day to day. 
 
RILEY: Yeah. We never take the time to look at this. 
 
GABRIELLE: Where’s the time? 
 
RILEY: There is no time, like for example, in my head I was like, “Okay, the 
music teacher [has left]—that we’re going to have a new music teacher.” Then 
some of the kids were like, “We don’t have music.” I’m like, “Yeah, you don't 
have music.” I was like, “What happened?” 
 
There’s no question that Riley wants to do something about the disappearance of music 
classes from the school, and other comments she has made about the arts suggest this is 
something that matters to her. But how would she go about intervening? At what risk? 
Paired with Gabrielle’s statement ending this meeting that “it can’t just be one or two” 
teachers, it is clear that we perceive significant barriers to policy action. 
 This sentiment about a lack of time is also echoed at Connectors. Describing how 
after each meeting she would feel excited about reading some of the articles shared, or 
researching more, Jamie admits, “but I think that as a teacher I get bogged down. Even 
though I want to read those articles and I want to do something about it, two weeks later 
it feels very disconnected from me even though it’s something I care about but it feels 
like it’s way over there.” It feels way over there. And for a teacher, caught up in 




thousands of in-the-moment tasks, and dozens—if not hundreds—of children 
immediately in our care, policy continues to elude. Perhaps it’s worth stating this way: as 
teachers, we are not only narrated out of policymaking discursively—we are also placed 
at its margins by a job that is all-consuming, short on time, and large on demands. Those 
demands, ironically, are often the product of the very policies that interpellate us as their 
object, constraining us from acting in a system of high-needs, resource-strapped, over-
crowded, overtly segregated schools. “Maybe you want to become a senator,” says Nina. 
I write in my fieldnotes in May, after our second-to-last meeting at Open Doors, “I just 
don’t know how to get us out. We’ve inquired. We’re interested. But what can we do?”  
 It’s tempting to hope that, at least at The Weather School where such obstacles 
were not explicitly named in debrief conversations and there is a professional culture 
around teacher-leadership, given time we may have developed some kind of larger 
response. But this assessment is a big “if,” and the reluctance others name is still here. 
Consider Gloria’s stated reasons for joining the group: “I was interested to have some 
conversations without necessarily having to take action or do a thing.” Many of those 
same obstacles named explicitly at Connectors and Open Doors, I suggest, are also 
present at The Weather School. The composition of the group and the school’s 
professional culture may diminish these wider institutional constraints on teacher identity 
and the context of teaching, but they do not erase them. 
 As a final obstacle, let me observe that there was little interest in continuing the 
work of our inquiry groups into the fall of the next year, though I do offer. There are 
many reasons for this, chief among them I suspect feelings of our work’s ultimate value, 
both in terms of growth and also material gain (e.g. money or professional advancement) 




in comparison to its time commitment. Offering the massively understated caveat that it 
may be “the stage of life that I am currently in with a baby,” Clara sums up a general 
feeling: “I think we really enjoyed it, but we all have stuff on our plates. The idea of 
saying, ‘Hey I would love—these conversations were so valuable and I want to set up the 
group to do this again and continue exploring,’ seems not realistic.” And so a vicious 
loop emerges: we are reluctant to move beyond conversation, and conversations in and of 
themselves are not enough to keep us going. 
 Here is a sobering thought: perhaps, with all the stuff on our plates, we end 
exactly where we mean to. 
 
Debriefing Inquiry: Seeds and Rhizomes 
 
This focus on a lack of tangible action and the obstacles we faced in taking such 
action tells only one part of the story. We also gained new knowledge and skills, 
developed new relationships, and redrew lines between ourselves and policymaking—
much of which is described at length in previous chapters. For the most part, participants 
dwell in our debrief conversations on what we accomplished and what changed in their 
thinking—not on what we did not do. 
Most debrief conversations lasted between 20-30 minutes, with some interviews 
lasting close to an hour, depending on the participant. Participants were given a list of six 
prompts to use as starting points (Figure 7.1, next page), as well as an summary of our 
inquiry for use as an aid in recollection (similar to Figures 6.3, 6.5, and 6.6). Most 
participants answered most questions, usually going into depth in certain answers and not 
others. My preferred approach was conversation, meaning both participants and I shared  






perspectives, and participants led the conversation by addressing the different prompts. In 
some cases where there was limited time, the debriefs might be better described as  
interviews. Notably, the debrief conversations with Gabrielle, Gemma, and Riley at Open 
Doors took place at the start of the following school year, and speak to some changes in 
the school. 
In this section I focus on what participants feel they gained from their 
participation in the inquiry groups, divided into sections highlighting (1) changes in 
policy understandings or awareness, (2) development of new relationships among 
colleagues, and (3) thoughts on where the work may continue. I treat these debriefs as 
both a reflection on what we accomplished and also a part of the larger work of inquiry. It 
Figure 7.1. Debrief conversation prompts excerpted from handout at Connectors 
Charter School 




is one more space to claim a change, to reflect on who we are as teachers and 
policymakers, to solidify for ourselves who we are and what we might do with this work. 
Particularly for teachers at The Weather School, it was a way to return again to the larger 
questions of the study that we were not able to return to as a group. Which is to 
recapitulate my assertion in Chapter 4 that our descriptions here of the work, while 
subjective and contextual, are constitutive and therefore no less valid. 
 
Changes in Policy Understandings or Awareness 
 In debrief reflections, participants name many individual moments of inquiry that 
stood out to them—often pieces of information that have stayed with them, or activities 
that were useful. In Chapters 5 and 6, I cited several specifics: Clara’s comment on the 
powerful process of naming each other as policymakers, for example, or Gloria’s 
recollections about how provocative our research readings were to her. Additionally, 
Alicia names the mapping activity, saying “I just became a little bit more aware of the 
different roles that people play here at [Connectors]. Beyond surface level—beyond this 
is the principal, this is the dean. What are more specific things they’re doing?” Riley 
highlights her new understanding of what literacy coaches should do under the 
Department of Education policy as something that will shape her work. Riley perhaps 
sums many such comments when she says, simply: “I have learned a lot. I never knew all 
these things.” 
 A common refrain across debrief conversations is an increased awareness of 
policy, or a restructuring of a participant’s perception of her or his role in policymaking. 
At a very concrete level, Alicia describes how “now I’m starting to see these articles and 
things. I don’t think I would have been more apt to read these or share with my network 




or just think of it further than this is just a little article popping up on my feed. It’s 
making me a lot more aware.” Ana muses that, “I don’t think I ever discussed policy in 
college for my teacher’s degree,” and suggests “it was really helpful to put it down on 
paper and see where all my actions come from in the different levels that that is streamed 
down to me. So I really liked that.” Gemma memorably compares her new awareness of 
policy to purchasing a new car: 
The thing I can compare the most is like when you get a new car and you start 
seeing that car in the road all the time. And it’s not that like all of a sudden that 
car is not in the road more is that you notice it more. Right? So now I’m like, Oh, 
people have Subarus where like not all of a sudden everyone got a Subaru, they 
were on the road before. So it’s like the same thing where it’s like now when you 
are aware of things you see like, “Oh okay, I can see through,” where before I 
might’ve just walked away or turned my head or like not even paid attention. . . . I 
may approach things that I may not have before, but not necessarily with policies 
so to speak, but just questioning where and why things happen and the changes 
that happen.  
 
 The theme of locating ourselves in policy also came up repeatedly. Irene 
highlights how Sam and she brought our investigation on race and policy to their 
classroom level and says, 
I like that this process for me took all those pieces into consideration: the big 
picture piece of what’s happening within our school and the small piece of, what 
is my role in this? And not separating those—not being like, well people make 
policy, but I’m a teacher, but merges those two pieces. . . . I can impact policy as 
somebody who is talking about policy on a larger scale, but I also have a role in 
impacting policy based on what I do as a teacher and how that impacts 
individuals, which I wasn’t thinking about before so I appreciate that. 
 
Nina reflects on how her initial map of policymaking was different from those of many of 
her colleagues, showing only an “itty bitty” connection between The Weather School and 
systemwide policies—and how that changed as she looked and listened to the ways her 
colleagues viewed it. “[Policy is] certainly something, as an educator, that I once thought 
was out of my realm. I now know much better than that, but at the time of the onset of 




this group, that was my line of sight. And I wanted it to be within my scope, and now it 
kind of is.” This echoes her statement at the conclusion of our final meeting describing a 
feeling of empowerment, which also includes the observation: 
I tend to consider policy this thing that I don’t deal with, and it’s this place, the 
card you’re dealt. I think of it as the cards that you’re dealt, and this is just our 
thought of it as the cards that you’re dealt. And then you just, you work with what 
you got. But I found this process empowering in the sense that it makes me know 
that I have much more and we have much more influence on what happens on the 
ground level. 
 
There is something to be said of the act of returning to the idea of policy, again 
and again, over the course of a year, and how that act affects how we think about policy. 
All of us are able to articulate certain things we learned that have been useful. For some 
of us, there is a wider awareness and a greater familiarity with talking about policy that 
seems to have occurred. If the relationship between teachers and policymaking is marked 
by distance and abstraction, the path between has been made closer and clearer. 
 One way to look at these new awarenesses or understandings is as seeds, which 
may sprout or bloom in the right conditions, when such changes intersect with 
opportunities to make local decisions or take wider action. Gemma describes exactly this 
when she says, 
We’re more likely to inquire about why something’s happening or not happening 
and then what’s going to happen. . . . So for example, if we’re doing universal 
screening [assessment to identify student risk], what’s the next steps? Why is this 
happening? 
 
These are questions she literally asked administrators at the start of the new school year, 
when a new policy for identifying struggling students is rolled out. Riley, too, observes, 
“I feel like now—I don’t know—I can ask some questions now. I mean, I always ask ten 
thousand questions but now it’s like the back of my mind because now we are more 




aware of what’s out there—that nobody discusses with us.” Clara shares, “I’m excited 
to—in conversations with teachers and educators in the future—really help people to see 
that you are a part of the system.” These seeds may also continue to grow in our own 
thinking, as we notice more and choose to engage more with policy. 
 
The Importance of Relationships 
Another kind of seed planted in this project are the relationships built in the 
context of this inquiry. In my set of debrief questions, there isn’t a question about the act 
of doing this work collectively with others, but participants bring it up at various times in 
their reflections as something important. 
 After the meeting where we begin researching and discussing school choice, Clara 
texts me with the words “THANK YOU” in all-caps. She had been working for a long 
time in isolation on these policies, and in her debrief conversation she shares, “It felt 
good to bring that up and have other people—they’re like, ‘Whoa, what?! This is serious, 
impactful stuff!’ I’m just like, ‘Yeah I know, it is!’” In her case, there is a collectivity that 
feels productive—the sense that we are seeing something or sharing something together. 
It is important to her to feel like she is not the only one wrestling with these questions. 
Other participants describe learning things about their school from others, 
including becoming aware of different perspectives. Marie cites that one of the things that 
stood out to her was “just being in conversation with people and hearing from middle 
school teachers, since I’m in the high school world—hearing what their perspective is.” 
Referring to the proliferation of definitions and perspectives on policy from the very start 
of inquiry at The Weather School, Gloria describes how: 




I was really surprised at how people viewed [The Weather School] and the policy 
definitions. The way [Irene] viewed it versus the way newer teachers viewed [The 
Weather School]. . . . So that was very interesting to me because it’s definitely 
different than how I see things. . . . And also finding our way to speak with one 
another. How are we talking about these? People being thoughtful, careful. How 
do we engage with one another? So feeling that connection was interesting and 
navigating that. 
 
Irene identified similarly that the inquiry group was a place where she developed new 
connections, and new understandings of her colleagues. She notes, “It’s the first time I’ve 
been in a working group with [Judith, Nina, or Ana]. . . . It definitely shifts the way I 
think that I perceive them . . . I think it shifted ways in which I engage with different 
people—in positive ways.” This act of engaging across different perspectives, she muses, 
might be a considered a central aspect of our work together: 
IRENE: I think that there’s a lot of value in having people with different 
experiences and perception at the same table when looking at policy or else you 
don’t ever see those other pieces. . . . I was reading this article the other day about 
the difference between having teams of people that are composed of people with 
different ideas versus different values and what the impact of that is and how do 
we make sure that as a school we continue to have people with different ideas. 
That when we stop doing that, and we only have people in our school with the 
same ideas, we’re doing ourselves a huge disservice. And so, I think there is this 
theme about how do we create places where people feel comfortable sharing what 
they think is oppositional to the common belief because that perspective is so 
important in making sure that our school is strong. 
 
ERIC: And I think it raises up as we kind of think about this work: I think we 
could have done a better job of developing that—like, how do you inquire around 
policy that lifts those different areas and ideas, and I think recognize that 
sometimes people are not exactly aware of where they stand on or where they 
position themselves until the conversation starts. So how does this also become a 
place where you can try out those ideas? 
 
Irene suggests here that what we might have done, at our best, was come to a better of 
understanding of each other and of our school. Clara, describing difference less in terms 
of perspectives but rather roles, makes a similar observation: “When we don’t have those 
things in common it just allows the conversation I think to get bigger and outside of our 




roles and outside of ourselves, and sometimes even outside of the school. I think that’s 
allowed us to have some of the larger conversations that we did.” 
 If this was a project explicitly focused on opening outwards and finding 
connections to policymaking at a larger level, it was enabled by our opening to a broader 
professional context and finding connections across our individual schools. This was 
particularly evident at Connectors and The Weather School, where differences in roles or 
backgrounds were more pronounced. 
 
Rhizomes 
While, to use Clara’s term, it may be “unrealistic” to continue meeting as a policy 
inquiry group, this does not mean the work has come to an end. To use a metaphor from 
Deleuze and Guattari, it is possible to consider the ways parts of this inquiry served or 
might serve as rhizomes, moving outwards to disparate spaces. In a statement that has 
strong resonance to this study’s conception of policy as iterated and embodied (Chapter 
2), Deleuze and Guattari (1987) suggest “a rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always 
in the middle, between things, interbeing, intermezzo” (p. 25). There are pieces of this 
inquiry that were not explicit applications or actions, emerging from the end of inquiry, 
but rather lines in the middle that found their way to other contexts. 
 I am thinking of Alicia’s work with an education organizing group, whose work 
with educational equity paralleled our work. When we started researching school choice, 
Alicia asked for me to share electronically with her some of the documents we have 
gathered so she could pass them on: “This is going to be so helpful, even for like what 
we’re doing with our group.” This comes back in our final meeting, where Alicia says, 




It’s just so ironic to me how—I kind of mentioned this to [Jamie], but just being 
involved in so many other things. This is the conversation that’s happening a lot. 
Even the work you’re doing here, the work I’m doing at [education organization], 
ASID [NYC Alliance for School Integration and Desegregation] is doing, all of 
this possible integration is really a hot topic so to speak. 
 
There is a way that our investigations, rooted in some way at Connectors, emerged from 
and also prefigured racial segregation as a matter of primary concern across many areas 
of our city. Our work was itself in the middle, enabled by rhizomes from these various 
areas and continuing into it, unisolated: “in our independent charter schools world [it] can 
be particularly isolating,” Clara observes. Some of this work will also continue with 
Clara herself, in her role working with student transition to middle schools. 
 At The Weather School, several participants note towards the end of our work 
together that a good place for many of our thoughts to live will be the school’s Equity 
Team, which focuses explicitly on experiences related to race in the school. Marie 
expresses her hope that the data can “inform our decisions and hopefully some of the 
discussions we’re going to be having next year with the Equity Team—that feels like that 
could be really fruitful for those discussions.” She reminds me that the creation of this 
data is its own kind of action—a pulling together of many strands of information that 
have never been combined before in the school, that might be used in other spaces. Her 
hope that the data will be used in other ways is not empty: in the 2019-2020 school year, 
Nina and I will co-lead the Equity Team, and one of our first acts is to share with the 
team the data and work of this inquiry group. 
 In truth, our work in this study is not happening in isolation and we are not 
isolated as teachers. Gabrielle expressed excitement in one of our earlier meetings when 
she learned that there was a non-profit organization called Class Size Matters fighting to 




cut class sizes (recall from Chapter 6 that Gabrielle had expressed interest in 
investigating class sizes). Gemma, Riley, and Gabrielle were all heartened to learn of 
dozens of organizations participating in the education funding adequacy lawsuit in New 
York. There may be possibilities for new connections. In our debrief conversation, Riley 
talks about having joined the union consultation committee at her school at the start of 
the new year because “I think it has a more—you’re able to say things . . . because it’s 
part of an agenda.”  
Finally, as a participant, I am also an academic researcher—and one committed to 
sharing our work broadly. This writing, I intend, is a rhizome. 
 
Discussion: On Decolonization and Reinhabitation 
 
 This chapter focuses on outcomes, and in congruence with the study’s conceptual 
framework, seeks the extent to which some of these outcomes might be described as 
evidence of decolonization and reinhabitation, twin aims on which this inquiry is based. 
While the two should be conceptualized together—a praxis of reflection and action where 
each informs the other, I begin by discussing each separately in the sections below, given 
the lopsidedness of the work of inquiry groups that appears comparatively heavy on 
reflection and light on tangible action. 
 
Decolonization 
 If decolonization can be described as an act of learning and unlearning—learning 
the situation of teachers in education reform and unlearning what we as teachers have 
been led to believe about our role in policy—there are indications of both coming out of 
this inquiry work. 




In Chapter 5, I first used the term “seed” to describe fleeting moments at the start 
of our inquiry process where participants were enacting (mis)recognitions of our place in 
policy. Compared to those early observations, the kinds of seeds I describe in this 
chapter—assertions of empowerment or connectedness found in debriefs—are much 
more assured. There is a connectedness many describe between “what happens on the 
ground level,” to quote Nina’s assertion of empowerment, and a wider policymaking 
context. Irene talks about seeing the classroom as a place of policy “and not separating 
those—not being like, well people make policy, but I’m a teacher.” 
 Embedded in the talk of connection, a reshaping of who we are in policy, is still a 
sense of a distinction between teacher and policymaker. When Irene refuses the 
equivocation “but I’m a teacher,” she still acknowledges the existence of a particular, 
limited construction of teacher. At the end of our work together, teachers at Connectors 
and Open Doors point to administrators as a locus for future action, even as they also talk 
about seeing and understanding more. Gemma articulates holding to possible policy 
engagements as a “fine line” in her debrief:  
For me—this is so messed up—but teachers need to be the ones to make the 
changes. But then I’m also like, “I don’t want to do this work either”. . . . I would 
never go into politics because it’s just like the way it is—I wouldn’t do that. . . . 
So it’s like that fine line in between because you can’t do this work half ass. 
 
The contradictions in teacher and policymaker are not erased or transcended—and nor do 
I believe they should be. I do believe, however, that to differing extents these 
contradictions are elaborated and negotiated. They must be negotiated because teaching 
and policymaking requires that negotiation if they are to be anything but “half ass.” This 
is Spivak’s (2012) point of “learning to live with contradictory instructions,” her push 




that in identifying and working at those contradictions, we might access an “epistemic on 
the ground” from which to work (p. 3). 
This negotiation is an ongoing act of struggle. It is an act of finding time to 
engage, of returning to policy when—in Jamie’s words, “two weeks later it feels very 
disconnected.” The obstacles are not underestimated in our reflections; this inquiry does 
not feel like an arrival. Absent renewal and ongoing engagement with spaces of 
policymaking, I have no sure feeling the kinds of recognitions I am describing will 
continue. I sense perhaps that participants will connect more with policy spaces than they 
have before, and particularly the participants who serve as teacher-leaders or participate 
in out-of-school advocacy organizations. Nonetheless, to employ a cliché: we are 
different than before. Alicia’s observation, “I’m starting to see these articles and things” 
as a result of our work together, matters. So does knowledge of literacy support, of school 
funding, of segregation, of a hidden bathroom and everything it represents. We do not 
unsee these things, and they provide their own entry points into new ways of perceiving 
and participating in policy, in teaching. 
 In this regard, I see some of the expressions of helplessness and gestures to 
administrative power less as dead ends, but a useful identification of obstacles. When at 
Open Doors we exclaim “This is so sad” and “It’s very depressing,” we are naming 
something real—we are not mistaken that the current state of education reform, and the 
position of teachers in it, is sad and depressing. But our knowledge of this, named as 
helplessness, is different from helplessness itself; it is its own learning. Our willingness 
to laugh as we name it—and laugh we do—marks an ambivalence that parallels what 
postcolonial scholar Achille Mbembe (2001) teaches us to call mockery. There is 




powerlessness from the viewpoint of the dominating and a powerlessness named by the 
dominated, and they should not be mistaken for the same: the latter is “ambiguous, fluid, 
and modifiable” when it is taken up with understanding (p. 67). Where decolonization 
focuses on recognizing injury and its causes, the recognition of difficulty is a key part of 
this work—a thread that ties to the negative perception of policy discussed in Chapter 5. 




 Did this endeavor respond to that injury—did it enable us as teachers to reinhabit 
and live better in places where we have been constrained in our abilities to make policy? 
There are two ways I wish to answer this question. First, if I am focused on the material 
effects of this work—on what emerged from our groups and made its way into our wider 
work, my answer is “no.” I would be hard-pressed to describe much of our work as 
resulting in reinhabitation as I have defined it at the outset of the study, for myself or any 
of the participants in the study. 
I have no desire to minimize the things that have changed. Nor do I wish to ignore 
the small actions taken over the course of inquiry, or the fact there will likely be actions 
to come that are directly a result of this work together—I believe it is the nature of 
thoughtful and sustained work to persist. Nonetheless, the consequences of this lack of 
tangible action must be considered. My research here has been strongly influenced by the 
theorizing of Paulo Freire (1970), who defined a praxis in pursuit of greater humanization 
as requiring both reflection and action: 




   It is only when the oppressed find the oppressor out and become involved in the 
organized struggle for their liberation that they begin to believe in themselves. 
This discovery cannot be purely intellectual but must involve action; nor can it be 
limited to mere activism, but must include serious reflection: only then will it be a 
praxis.  
 
While I do not conceptualize an oppressed-oppressor dyad in the same way Freire does 
for the case of teachers and policymakers, his point here is an important one: perceptions 
of powerlessness are reinforced when there is no action. This is the helplessness, the 
reiteration of teacher constraint, expressed by several in this study. To conclude that our 
work here was beneficial by virtue of what we learned or any changes in perception 
would be to ignore that this, in and of itself, is incomplete.  
There is a way this study points to how action does not always follow reflection, 
that processes of decolonization and reinhabitation which in theory might seem to lead 
easily from one to the next, are in fact marred by obstacles. I also wonder whether the 
design of this study, rooted as it was in open-ended inquiry, may have favored the 
decolonization-oriented processes. The literature on school change, which I first 
referenced in the “Note on Strange Conversations,” is saturated with descriptions of how 
difficult change in our schools is and the need for concerted, targeted action. “Many 
schools and teachers appear to be caught in this double bind where they need the money 
and resources that come with new programs and initiatives, but cannot take advantage of 
them without adding to their workload,” writes Hatch (2009, p. 13). “It takes capacity to 
build capacity,” he argues (p. 13), in a statement that echoes perhaps Spivak’s depictions 
of crossings and their contradictions. The capacities I discussed in Chapter 7 for policy 
learning are not the same capacities for policy transformation. A feature of this study is a 




recognition of the difficulties in reinhabiting policymaking on the ground, and a better 
understanding of what it must entail. 
Yet here is my second answer, couched as an expression of surprise: but we did 
not leave feeling more powerless than where we started! Nina talks about feeling 
“empowered,” Clara talks about feeling encouraged in her work. Riley describes 
understanding more. While I will not deny that there was talk of powerlessness, I have 
also observed that this was not our primary characteristic or understanding. But how can 
that be, when we did so little? The truth is that, for participants, for a year, we did in fact 
take action. We gathered data. We read research. We met after school with others in the 
interest of reclaiming something that had been withheld from us. Our inquiry together 
was a significant investment of time and resources, and it was anything but little. 
Something was gained from it, and those gains were declared strongly in debrief 
conversations. 
My models for a policymaking on the ground, explored in Chapter 2, pointed 
toward the strategizing around policy implementation, toward networking, toward 
resistance, toward a kind of planning happening underneath. We most certainly created 
plans, imagined alternatives, and built relationships. This work was its own action, its 
own intervention, something each participant chose to do. Among participants from all 
three groups, suggestions were made in debrief conversations that it would be good to 
expand access to policy inquiry groups like the ones we had just participated in. Sam 
muses that “if this was just like a thing that a group of us did, regularly and forever, I 
think that it would build a lot of knowledge, and capacity, and probably action.” 




What is true here is that, like the processes of decolonization described above, 
those of reinhabitation are also continuous—requiring renewal. Five years after 
organizing with my colleagues against teacher evaluations based on standardized testing, 
the story I opened with in Chapter 1, I know well that there are few arrivals, that agency 
is not won without ongoing struggle. Perhaps what we did here, in this study, was enough 
for us not to feel powerless. Let me also be clear: as a teacher, as an activist, and as a 
researcher, it is not enough for me. 
 







A Note on Validity and Goodness 
 
It is probably unfair, and assuredly ungracious, to declare this study unsatisfying 
given how participants described their experiences and the value this endeavor had for us. 
Failure is not mine to declare, just as the research of this study is not mine alone. 
 Let me ask a different question, and in doing so perhaps suggest another way of 
considering the impact of this study. Namely: is this study valid? Or, to use Bradbury and 
Reason’s (2006) framing for participatory action research, “Am I doing good work?” and 
‘Are we doing good work?” The question of validity in the context of participatory 
research is less rooted in objectivity and construct but rather concern for engagement and 
pragmatic outcomes (Fine, 2006). The idea, which I led with at the start of the previous 
chapter, is this: if the work is constituted in a way that does right by its participants, with 
its participants, then the work stands as an engagement that is of value both to us and 
others who may come across it. Bradbury and Reason (2006) also point out in a diverse 
inquiry setting, 
   Different members are likely to hold different questions with different degrees 
of interest. Some will be most concerned with relationships, some with action, 
some with understanding, some with raising awareness. . . . Some action 
researchers (e.g. Heron, 1996) . . . suggest the “primacy of the practical.” We take 
the position that the issues are choice-points and that the action researcher is thus 
“partial” as a result of the material circumstances in which each finds her/himself. 
(p. 346) 
 
Action is not the only concern for participants, and participant statements of what they 
hoped to take from work in inquiry groups made it clear that for many it was not the main 




one. Bradbury and Reason, here, suggest that I must view my own aims as partial and 
that in diverse inquiry groups what may be more important is ensuring a kind of integrity 
that emerges from the quality of engagement. Bradbury and Reason name several 
conditions for such quality, summarized in Chapter 3, which include participation and 
planning from all participants, the use of theory in a practical manner, concern for 
practical outcomes, and investment in the long-term (pp. 346-349).  
The inclusion of all participants in planning and use of theory in a practical 
manner—here for the purpose of illuminating new ways of thinking and being, I believe, 
are exhibited strongly throughout our work together. Nowhere is this more clear than in 
the volume and range of questions asked by participants over the course of the study 
(Table 7.1), many of which shaped the course of an entire meeting or multiple meetings. 
 
Table 7.1. Selection of 21 questions asked by participants in the study 
 
1. Does the idea that good students, focused students within good schools are quiet and they’re sitting 
up and rubbing their hands together count as policy? (Clara) 
2. What is the difference between policy and best practice? (Sam) 
3. Are routines things that people who participate within them believe in, and policies are things that 
people who participate in them do not believe in? (Irene) 
4. Who has the authority to make policy? (Gloria) 
5. Is policy a symbiotic parasite? (Judith) 
6. Does the DOE have a bedbug policy? (Gabrielle) 
7. Is this a policy thing where students have to be taught X, Y, Z? (Gemma) 
8. What is the policy supposed to be on gender-neutral bathrooms? (Riley) 
9. How do we make policy not top-down but communal? (Clara) 
10. What do you think I do in relation to policy? (Jamie) 
11. What are the disadvantages of school choice, or the unexpected consequences? (Clara) 
12. Do some of these schools have a certain number of kids they have to serve that’s not the makeup of 
the district? (Alicia) 
13. Are parents taking the time to think about these things [regarding school choice]? (Jamie) 
14. How far are these principals and our teachers willing to go? (Alicia) 
15. How does race affect how policy is written? (Marie) 
16. Looking at a White kid who comes in at level three and a Black kid who comes at a level three—
what does our data say about their academic achievement when they leave The Weather School 
after seven years? (Irene) 
17. Can good teaching mitigate some of the racism in the design of educational systems? (Gloria) 
18. What’s wrong with me and my teaching? What did I do? (Gloria) 
19. What’s the criteria used to pull students for academic support? (Gabrielle) 
20. Where is the policy for helping students who face homelessness? (Gemma) 
21. Where’s the time to do policy? (Gabrielle) 




I also suggest here that the concern for practical outcomes is seen in the pull of 
conversations towards our classrooms and what we as teachers might do with the 
knowledge we find. The fact that few actions were taken does not necessarily mean the 
study is unhelpful to participants. In its execution, however, this study does lack for long-
term investment—the final condition for quality Bradbury & Reason suggest. The study’s 
continuation, while rhizomic and ongoing, feels limited. It is not as robust as I have 
sought, but neither is it insignificant. I do not regret the process of our research, or our 
participation in it. 
Bradbury and Reason’s question, “Are we doing good work?” also calls to mind 
several of the ethically-minded aims of this study, rooted in the fuller sense of the terms 
decolonization and reinhabitation as socio-political and ecological aims. I had hoped at 
the start our journey with policy might lead us to towards some kind of recovery of 
teaching in ethical terms, an experience that might speak back to certain neoliberal 
discourses in education reform. I am heartened that the choice of topics for investigation 
in each school evince a preoccupation with issues of equity: racial segregation, 
differential effects of policy across individuals based on race, a lack of adequate support 
for struggling students. These investigations may not connect directly to the widespread 
crises of colonization or ecological degradation that animate much of the postcolonial 
thought I have drawn from, but they do enter the space of social injustice, in ways 
marked by solidarity and care. 
Let me say this, then, about this study’s lack of school- or systems-level action, 
and the ways it falls short to mark a reinhabitation: it is not for lack of trying, or for lack 
of accomplishment in other ways that felt useful and good to participants. Perhaps, in the 




face of the kinds of obstacles described vividly in the previous chapter, I might suggest, 
quoting the poet Rebecca Wee (2000), 
we are after something miraculous 
 




we gather speed 
 
 “We are after something miraculous.” Is its pursuit good? Is it worth it? I have shared 
what we think. I leave the reader to decide. 
 







CONCLUSIONS: LEARNING POLICYMAKING IN SCHOOLS 
 
After our debrief conversation ended—after I turned off the voice recorder, Gloria 
asked me if there were any breakthroughs. I laughed. I answered no. I recall providing 
some offhand explanation about how “breakthroughs” weren’t expected in this kind of 
research—that it isn’t like scientists finding cures in a lab. But then I stopped myself. If 
breakthrough means discovery, moments of recognition, a turn, then there were 
breakthroughs. “Little ones,” I told Gloria. 
I am thinking about the turn when Gloria herself asked participants at The 
Weather School to consider whether we responded negatively to policy because 
“someone else is the authority”—and how she pushed us to give a better account of 
ourselves. Or when at Open Doors Elementary School we created a plan for supporting 
struggling readers and Riley repeated, several times, “I think we have to address it”: she 
was working to convince all of us, including herself. I am thinking about the weeks 
following our decision at Connectors Charter School to investigate school segregation, 
when issues of segregation in the district (and a viral video) exploded across the news. “It 
just happened,” Alicia said excitedly, “Like the universe—like this is something a lot of 
people are talking about now.” It was one of many moments of recognition, times where 
we called ourselves into the middle of something which, despite what we had been told of 
teachers and teaching, we had considerable stake in. 




We felt this at times as we fumbled, as we accumulated findings in our inquiry 
work that shifted (a little) awareness, as we suggested a change in positioning or practice, 
or chose to do something differently. If not policymaking, then at least a kind of speaking 
teacher practice to policy, taking the kinds of practices that we engage in as teachers and 
locating them, deliberately and strategically, in the work of policymaking. A change in 
math assessment to support the choices of students of color, a renewed attention to 
talking to parents about middle school applications in an effort to desegregate a district. 
My proposal from the start was that teachers and researchers would do well to consider a 
contradiction at the site of teachers and policymaking, one that might be named, 
elaborated, and crossed. Perhaps the idea of speaking practice to policy is one of those 
crossings, a way of doing policy through teacher practice. But I get ahead of myself. 
 In this chapter, I return to the two initiating research questions of the study, which 
probe at the relationship between teachers and policymaking, and how the latter might be 
learned or reinhabited: 
1. How do we as teachers perceive and participate in policymaking in relation to our 
school? 
2. How does collaborative policy inquiry and research in our schools change us and 
our work? 
Subsequently, I discuss the implications of these findings for teachers, schools, and 
researchers. An open aim throughout this research has been the development of teacher 
policymaking in the context of our schools, including how it might be understood, 
located, and used. The work of the fourteen teachers participating in this study, including 
myself, gives much to think about and offers several next steps in this effort. 




How We Perceive Policy: Complexity and Context (Again) 
 
 I opened Chapter 4 with three maps of policymaking and a declaration that 
teachers perceived policy in ways that were both complex and also context-dependent. 
Let me add to this the assertion that our perceptions are also open to contestation. One 
ongoing thread of this writing has been the exploration of how to conceptualize the ways 
these perceptions form and change, the kinds of structures and structuring at play—
including the engagements of this research. 
 Part of the complexity lies, I have argued, in contradiction: the fact that teachers 
are both in policymaking and have been narrated out of it. In Chapter 5, I described the 
prolonged grappling across all participants with how to define policy or locate ourselves 
in it. Our unsettled sense of it manifested in part as a recognition of being policy’s 
targets—when Gabrielle, for example, described teachers as being “accountable for being 
forced to comply.” It simultaneously appeared as a refusal, as when Sam and Gloria 
pushed back on the idea that policy should be understood narrowly as consequenced on 
the backs of teachers. “I did that,” said Sam about the make-up policy he created. When 
called upon to depict or describe our own roles in policy, we as teachers found ourselves 
in search of something more agency-granting—and we found it, however limited: Jamie 
named as “policy entrepreneur,” Irene connecting the politics of policy and race to her 
classroom. 
 These last two examples suggest that elaboration of policy’s complexity is in part 
a social endeavor. It is in conversation that we muddle, that we argue, that we confront in 
each other the ways policy has been held apart from us and feel an imperative to collapse 
the distance. When Alicia and Jamie shared their maps of policymaking at the start of 




inquiry, already detailed and pointing to policy as something widely distributed, they 
issued a caveat that still the representation was not right—that things were less linear or 
top-down than they’d outlined. It was in conversation that additional depictions emerged. 
 But more than that, we recognize that education policy itself is social: it happens 
in multiple spaces, through a myriad of influences. These spaces literally fill schools, and 
however that feels—robust or overwhelming at times—teachers know schools are far 
from empty containers into which policy is deposited. 
 Schools, then, are also places where policies and ways of participating in policy 
converge. In Chapter 4, I identified the role institutional narratives play in framing policy 
perceptions in each inquiry group. The findings here suggest that not only do such 
narratives define what policies are seen as central, they also play a critical role in defining 
the visibility of policies and policymaking processes in general. The narrative that 
Connectors Charter is a place where socio-emotional learning is central brings to the 
forefront policies that support it, and enables teacher entry into that work through the 
various practices—classroom curriculum and instruction included—that intersect with it. 
The narrative that The Weather School opposes standardized curriculum and testing calls 
teachers to recognize a variety of city, state, and federal actors that impact the viability of 
the school’s progressive practices and teachers’ capacities to sustain them. The absence 
of such narratives for teachers at Open Doors Elementary narrows, at least initially, both 
teachers’ understandings of how they are working with policy there, and seems to render 
invisible a variety of policy actors named in other schools. 
Institutional narratives are not isolated within the individual school, but are also 
related to a variety of school characteristics. In this study, formal characteristics such as 




charter status and the kinds of partnerships sustained by schools further shaped the 
narratives through which teachers saw or unsaw policies and policymakers. Additionally, 
the professional culture of each school played a strong role in shaping how these 
narratives were taken and shared. The collaboration, relational trust, and high prevalence 
of teacher-leadership among staff at The Weather School focused a way of seeing and 
participating in certain policies—in ways that were both enabling and constraining. There 
is reason to believe such focus and interaction foster greater capacities for action (Hatch, 
2009), even as they limit the range of action and blunt potential for opposition. On the 
flip side, the lack of transparency participants perceived at Open Doors made it more 
difficult for teachers there to locate themselves in policymaking, much less connect in 
any strategic way to policy in their daily work. 
 These findings lend support to several models of policymaking that emphasize the 
school’s role, reviewed in Chapter 2. The importance of institutional narratives described 
here echoes Supovitz’s (2008) model of policy iteration and refraction in schools, where 
shared “scripts” define potential interpretations. The literature on school reform also 
gives considerable attention to the professional culture of a school, highlighting the 
importance of collaboration and trust in enabling school-based coherence and learning 
(Moolenaar & Daly, 2012; Datnow, 2012; Bryk et al., 2010). I document here the ways 
such cultures lend teachers a sense of efficacy in their work with policy but also may 
constrain agency depending on the alignment between teachers and the “ethos” such 
cultures sustain. 
In describing contexts in which policy is made visible and invisible to teachers, I 
also align with Ball et al.’s (2011) important observation that some teachers have 




difficulty naming policies that impact them. Interestingly, where for Ball et al. in their 
ethnography of four “ordinary schools” this seems to be a characteristic of individual 
teachers, and particularly new teachers (p. 633), in this study the erasure of policy seems 
less a characteristic of individuals and more a characteristic of schools. The new teachers 
at Connectors had little difficulty naming policies; experienced teachers at Open Doors 
did. If the relationship between teachers and policy is conceptualized as narratively 
obscured, rather than the result of a particular role or positioning, it is reasonable to 
suggest that there are many different mechanisms through which teachers might find 
themselves confronting policy. Experience working through various policy reforms, as 
some of the teachers in Ball et al.’s study did, offers one possible route to visibility. 
Experience working in a school where policies are explicitly named and regularly 
translated by teachers into practice, as at Connectors or The Weather School, offers 
another.  
Nonetheless, school contexts here marked convergences for perceiving and 
participating in policies, not constraints; policy understandings still differed from 
individual to individual, from one point in time to the next. School contexts, then, might 
be taken as starting points and places for ongoing learning and action, but neither schools 
nor teachers are static. Much of this study was interested not simply in the different kinds 
of perceptions participants brought to the table, but also in how we perceive. The answers 
have been numerous: we see policy by asking questions. We see it by making 
connections. We see it locating ourselves in a larger system, by examining research, by 
gathering and analyzing school data, and imagining alternatives. We see it by speaking 
with others across our schools, and through investigation of a common cause. Such 




engagements have been conceived here in a learning rooted in decolonization and 
reinhabitation, framed by an interest not simply in studying policy, but also naming 
ourselves in it. 
One final way to describe the influence of school context on our perception of 
policy, then, may also be to describe whether teachers are asked to do these things as part 
of their daily work. These are not, after all, unique or rare processes, though it is 
undoubtedly rarer for them to be joined to an explicit inquiry into policy. 
 
How Collaborative Policy Inquiry Changes Us: The Familiar and the Strange 
  
In Chapter 7, I described the ways this inquiry fell short of reshaping, materially, 
our relationship with our schools or our work. Perhaps, as several participants observed, 
this was a matter of time and interest. On the other hand, there is a way this work may 
have been orthogonal to a particular kind of action-taking. Put differently, I wrote at the 
start of that chapter that our inquiry was not ends-driven and made no claims on anything 
other than open-ended policy inquiry, contrasting it with much of the literature on school 
change. Hatch (2009) argues for focus and the need to answer questions of who leads 
change, what its specific purposes are, and what supports are in place. DuFour and Fullan 
(2013) suggest that when professional learning communities, employing inquiry, are used 
as a strategy for change, they require clear purpose and alignment to larger system goals. 
These points reverberate through much of the school change literature. Certainly this is 
one way teachers might see themselves in larger change. 
 While I have no argument with Hatch, DuFour, or Fullan (I have certainly 
participated in and at times led the kinds of change efforts they describe), I am also 




conscious of the limitations of this kind of work. Whereas these researchers seek change 
marked by explicit constraint and tied to particular policy demands from the central state 
or at least school administration, I find such an approach contradictory to the impulse of 
this study and this research’s aspirations for a way teachers might live well and lay claim 
to agency in policymaking on the ground. But if not a vision of well-aligned, goal-driven 
change in our schools, familiar in its conceit if not widely attained in schools, then what? 
In drawing a contrast to the focus on productivity and improved “outcomes” in the 
teaching profession, Ball (2003) argues that “teachers are no longer encouraged to have a 
rationale for practice, account of themselves in terms of a relationship to the 
meaningfulness of what they do” (p. 222). Some of the work in our inquiry groups might 
be viewed as a way of locating that relationship, in part through locating ourselves in 
policy—resulting not in immediate direct action, but perhaps something more inward-
reaching, what I had called “seeds” in Chapter 7. 
 What might teachers and researchers expect of collaborative policy inquiry and 
how might we conceive of its value? It is clear in both participant reflections (Chapter 7), 
and in our investigations into specific policy issues (Chapter 6) that we learned a great 
deal about certain policies. Chapter 6 pointed to the ways engagements like those 
mentioned earlier—locating ourselves in research, considering wider policy systems, 
analyzing data, imagining and planning alternatives—rendered policy visible to us and 
raised our awareness of its impact on our lives. I also stressed that such processes were 
most impactful when grounded in our own work as teachers: systems thinking connected 
to our classrooms, data analysis growing out of an invitation to explore our surrounding 
contexts, planning alternatives in alignment with personal and collective values. Building 




on the literature on policy thinking (Zaal and Ayala, 2013; Stone, 2011), I argued that we 
were developing capacities for policy learning that could shift our perspectives on our 
work and enable us to live more strategically with policy. As Irene put it: “not being like, 
well people make policy, but I’m a teacher.” Rather, teacher practice at times addressed 
to policy—a crossing. 
 These kinds of outcomes—new actions, knowledge, skills, interests—might be 
described as familiar: they are the kinds of things inquiry is designed for, and they are no 
less important for that familiarity. At the end of Chapter 5, on the other hand, I suggested 
there was also something about this work that was marked by something stranger: a sense 
of absurdity, of dislocation, of surreptitiousness—a lack of clear purpose or legitimate 
reason for being together as articulated by school work plans. 
In that chapter, I drew on the work of postcolonial scholars to introduce concepts 
of location and dislocation as a way of naming how participants were negotiating 
contradictions between teaching and policymaking, and resetting the distance in between. 
Our work together, indeed, might be described as a constant shifting between attempts to 
locate and dislocate ourselves. Initially, for example, we drew maps as a way of locating 
ourselves in policymaking. At Connectors, however, the act of naming ourselves into 
policy roles dislocated us from conventional understandings of our positioning in policy. 
When we read policy research, we struggled to locate ourselves in the work, in ways that 
felt enabling. At other times, we flipped back and forth between our classrooms and a 
wider education system, dislocating ourselves when we imagined solutions that were well 
beyond our purview as classroom teachers. 




By the time we concluded the year, it was clear we had done something that was 
markedly different from anything we had known as teachers (and something that would 
likely be unrecognizable to policymakers). This kind of inquiry, it turns out, was uniquely 
suited for finding a place between conventional notions of teaching and policymaking, 
and elaborating its opportunities. It was a place where we collectively named policy and 
ourselves, making policy visible and to some extent contestable through a kind of 
sociality. I return to Clara’s observation one last time, of the strangeness of the group: 
“When we don’t have those things in common it just allows the conversation I think to 
get bigger and outside of our roles and outside of ourselves, and sometimes even outside 
of the school.” 
 
Implications and Applications 
 
 “I don’t think I ever discussed policy in college for my teacher’s degree,” Ana 
commented in our debrief conversation. With few exceptions, participants noted that 
policy is something they’ve had only limited, if any, explicit interaction with. There is a 
novelty, or a sense of something important having been withheld, that brings us to this 
space. The distance between teachers and policymaking is widening, I argued in Chapter 
1. This research suggests several paths toward closing it. 
The core implications of this study lie in the work of teachers, for teachers, 
grounded in a recommendation that teachers can and should create spaces for policy 
thinking and action in our schools. This study suggests that not only is it possible for 
teachers to render policy visible to our practices and to speak practice to policy by 
strategizing over implications of our work—but that it is meaningful to us to do so. In 




locating policies in our school, locating our own work across these policies, and 
dislocating ourselves into an outside sense of our teaching, teachers in this study were 
able to create—if at times with struggle—spaces where our identities as teachers and 
policymakers could shift. 
This study documents one approach to this work: the collaborative inquiry group. 
Throughout, I depict a number of practices in such a group that led to greater awareness 
of policy and policymaking, and a sense for how our daily teaching connects: (1) sharing 
perspectives on policies and illustrating policymaking processes, (2) reading research and 
policy texts, and locating ourselves in this work by asking how our classrooms and 
schools interact with a wider policy system, (3) gathering local data in the service of 
increasing our perspectives and capacity for action, and (4) imagining alternatives and 
making plans with others. More generally, this study suggests a degree to which policy 
engagement on the ground is a social act, at times accessed through shared testimony, 
differing perspectives, and a mutual grappling with the question “Who am I in policy?” 
At other times, policy recognition comes by having others recognize our work otherwise. 
Policymaking on the ground as an act of solidarity. 
This study also points to a variety of obstacles that teachers might face in this 
work, explored in detail in Chapter 7. These include a lack of time or energy, a lack of 
authority or perceived authorization, and a general feeling of helplessness and distance in 
relation to policy. If I began this study by naming the last as a problem in teaching and 
education, the course of this research vividly depicts its continued urgency. It is clear, 
then, that while this work is best led by teachers, it will not happen easily without 
support. It is not lost on me that part of the persistence exhibited by the participants in 




this study was in some small part enabled by a shared commitment to being a part of this 
research endeavor, and my own role as a facilitator. 
A second, broader, recommendation of this study, then, is the development of 
teacher leadership and teacher-led research explicitly connected to policy. It is clear in 
this study that such roles have the potential to reshape teachers’ experiences with policy, 
which in turn offers implications for education policymaking and the kinds of narratives 
that sustain it. Yet most of the teacher-leaders in this study, reflecting the distance 
between teaching and policy described in Chapter 1, expressed having had little previous 
experience thinking about or investigating policy—whether in schools or in teacher 
preparation programs. Teacher preparation programs are certainly one place to make 
explicit the connections between teaching and policy; while relatively uncommon, policy 
courses for teachers do exist, and there are calls to increase them (see Schmidt, 2017). 
Professional associations and unions, while not the subject of this research, offer further 
possibilities to the degree that they engage in member capacity-building at the local level 
as opposed to lobbying efforts in the service of state and federal leadership (Shieh, 
2012b; Bascia & Osmond, 2012; Skocpol, 2003).  
 This research also has implications for school leaders, who play a key role in 
rendering schools hospitable to policymaking, or at least rendering this work visible and 
enterable for teachers. While I do not recommend having school leaders mandate the kind 
of inquiry depicted here as part of a school reform effort—which would place this work 
within a kind of administratively-driven regulatory technology, I do believe policy 
inquiry can be encouraged. Certainly the work of inquiry groups might be acknowledged 
(as at Connectors Charter) and its outcomes welcomed in a way they were not in the 




context of this research, where the groups operated independently from each school’s 
central administration. 
Apart from such direct support of this kind of work, school leaders may indirectly 
build teacher policymaking capacities through the ways they shape the school 
environment. Earlier in this chapter, I pointed to the importance of institutional 
narratives, collaborative spaces, and relational trust. In my discussion of institutional 
capacities in Chapter 6, I also drew attention policy transparency and distributed 
leadership. Interestingly, all of these school characteristics are widely held up as central 
to building school capacity (e.g. Bryk et al, 2010; Hatch, 2009). This study suggests that 
increased teacher attention to policymaking can be a parallel effort in building or 
wielding that capacity. 
For education researchers, twenty years ago, Ozga (2000) issued a call for 
teacher-led policy research and the need for universities to support it. The fact that 
participants in this study had such difficulty entering into and locating ourselves in policy 
research (described in Chapter 6) is a fault of the research community and the ways 
policy research has been defined. Which is to say, this research adds evidence and 
urgency to that call. Who is doing policy research and who is it directed towards? What 
role might university policy researchers play in enabling teacher-led policy research? A 
recommendation of this study is for more policy research that addresses teachers directly 
as agents in the work of policy change, and for university researchers to bring teachers 
into policy research processes. 
I argue this study also suggests for researchers the viability of the conceptual 
framework developed here, which posits a discursive contradiction at the site of teachers 




and policy and the possibility of a kind of policy learning attending to decolonization and 
reinhabitation in schools (Chapter 3). The focus on decolonization and naming our policy 
contexts, particularly at the start of inquiry—what Jamie called a “scaffold” and many 
participants describe as “starting to see” differently—offered openings vital to the kinds 
of discoveries participants would make throughout. And while we fell short of something 
that might be named a full-throated reinhabitation, our grounding in local policy 
investigations was equally rich—a pursuit of what, in Nina’s words, “I once thought was 
out of my realm.” In addition to offering a vision for policy learning, the use of 
decolonization and reinhabitation processes gave critical insight into where the work of 
these inquiry groups fell short. 
This path contrasts with a number of voices in education calling for greater 
teacher participation in policy through teacher partnership with conventionally authorized 
policy spaces (e.g. National Network of State Teachers of the Year, 2015). This research 
framework indicates that such proposals, which seek to insert a number of teachers into 
authorized policymaking spaces or place them in advisory roles, may be exceptionally 
limited in terms of addressing the distance between teachers and policy more broadly. 
Certainly they do not address fundamental issues regarding the capacity of most teachers 
to engage in policy, or the positioning of teachers in schools. I have argued here for a 
need to recognize the contradictions at play between understandings of teaching and 
policymaking, and a need to attend to them if teachers are to do policy with agency. The 
wrestling with these contradictions is abundantly visible in this study, as participants 
acknowledge and negotiate negative perceptions of policy, or struggle to find purchase in 
policy narratives or policy research. In this study we do not approach this work as a 




simple act of renaming or anointing ourselves policymakers—as if we could or should—
but rather enact constant crossings in between, elaborating what it means through 




In addition to my recommendation that policy research as a whole consider 
questions of address and access with respect to teachers, this study also points to several 
specific areas for further research. First, this study was limited to fourteen teachers and 
three schools and employs one mechanism to investigate the dynamic between teachers 
and policymaking. I would advocate for research that continues to explore that 
relationship, both in open-ended inquiry but also through more directed advocacy or 
activist approaches, or the kinds of teacher-policymaker partnerships named above. In the 
previous section, I mentioned the potential of professional associations, unions, or teacher 
preparation programs to develop capacities in policy leadership. Outside of the policy 
constraints of school contexts, are teachers or pre-service teachers better able to envision 
and plan for change? Might any of these spaces transform teacher identity and 
identifications? In what ways? Such research could lead to further development of this 
study’s conceptual framework. 
 At the same time, further research is needed into the policy work of teachers in 
schools. This study follows Ball et al.’s (2012) pioneering contribution, and offers a very 
different methodology and context—Ball and his colleagues use ethnographic tools to 
provide a snapshot of policymaking contexts across four “ordinary” schools (described in 
Chapter 3). In building upon their work, I sought to explore notions of teacher learning 




and growth, and to do so in the context of three very different schools. This research 
scratches the surface on this work, pointing to the centrality of school contexts and the 
possibility of a teacher engagement with policymaking that oversteps easy classifications 
or static definitions. More research is called for that continues to develop an 
understanding of how teachers learn and participate in policy, and how such work 
interacts with school context. 
Finally, I am interested in bringing greater attention to spaces where teacher 
identities expand and shift—spaces of ambivalence where narratives of teachers and 
teaching are unsettled. The use of concepts of decolonization and reinhabitation are, in 
this way, not limited to this work in policy and may speak more broadly to teachers and 
teaching in other respects. Certainly, in Chapter 1, I expressed a hope that their use would 
connect the work of study participants and myself to a larger pursuit related to issues of 
settler colonialism and social justice. Might reinhabitation challenge us to go further than 
simply notions of policymaking in our schools? In some of its most striking moments, 
this research exhibited a certain boldness—or was it uneasiness—what I called 
strangeness. These were the moments where we were no longer quite teachers, but also 
not something else—momentary policy entrepreneurs, socialist revolutionaries. Wherever 
these spaces begin from, I believe their pursuit may have continued implications both for 
teaching and policymaking. 
 
A Note on Teachers 
  
This was a journey that began with a concern for education policy and how it is 
constructed with respect to teachers. Over the course of this endeavor, I have felt its focus 




shift to teachers and teaching, in witness to how we name and might inhabit policy. It 
feels appropriate, then, to end with a note on teachers, and in particular those who took 
part in this endeavor. 
As I write, I receive occasional notes from participants who wish to know whether 
something has come out of this project so far. Several have been reading drafts and 
offering ongoing commentary. Even acknowledging our various obstacles and setbacks, I 
am not the only one who hopes we have been able to say something—and say something 
to policy. Maybe it goes like this:  
Dear Policy: We are on to you. We are not like you, and do not wish to be like 
you. We have our own thing, and we are capable of building classrooms and 
schools with it which we can also call policy. We would like to work with you but 
we are already here, moving. P.S. Not everything is about you! 
 
I have worked previously as a city policy strategist, entering daily into conversations 
directed towards making policy work better in schools I have never visited. There was 
something different about our work together in this study at Connectors Charter School, 
at Open Doors Elementary School, and at The Weather School: our discussions of policy 
were rooted in our lives, and we spoke about them in the same classrooms where we were 
teaching, where children would enter the next morning.  
Without romanticizing that work, I wish to describe one last time the fullness of 
our engagement, named early in this writing as complexity but perhaps better captured in 
the word richness—a struggle to name policy, a sense of its stakes, a commitment to the 
work of teaching in all its facets and frustrations. And also an ongoingness—an 
understanding that we would, at the end of the day, overstep or understep policy. It will 
be cliché to express how moved I am by the generosity of the teachers who joined me in 
this work. So be it. I am also renewed by their thinking and tenacity and creativity in the 




midst of this muddle of an endeavor to see something new, and see our way through it. 
Ball et al. (2012) suggest that full-throated resistance to a given policy is fleeting and rare 
(p. 139). That may be true—I have my doubts—but the act of teacher planning, of teacher 
practice, spills across policy in ways that are not always confrontational, not always 
powerful, but impactful nonetheless. “We are already here, moving,” remind Harney and 
Moten (2013, p. 19), in a quote I read to several colleagues on one demoralizing election 
day, some time before the start of this study, knowing it already to be true. Can I tell you 
about the richness of that movement? 
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